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ABSTRACT

Marker assisted selection or marker aided selection (MAS) is an indirect selection process where a trait of
interest is selected based on a marker linked to a trait of interest (e.g. productivity, disease resistance, a
biotic stress tolerance, and quality), rather than on the trait itself. This process has been extensively
researched and proposed for plant and animal breeding. Here we combine marker information and
conventional selection to select the elite individual for further breeding programme. The majority of MAS
work in the present era uses DNA-based markers which includes microsatellites, restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP), random amplification of polymorphic DNA (RAPD), amplified fragment
length polymorphism (AFLP), and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Here we dealt different
types, methods and other aspects of marker assisted selection.
Key words: Marker, Selection, Linkage, Polymorphism.

INTRODUCTION
The potential benefits of using marker linked to genes of interest in breeding programmers’ thus moving from
phenotype based selection to genotype based selection have been obvious for many decades, however, the realization
of this potential has been limited by the lack of markers .Before the advent of the molecular techniques we have made
a larger improvement in the potentialities of our livestock, by the conventional breeding programmers’. But they
have some limitations which we can address by the application of molecular based techniques and thus accelerating
the gains we obtain through selection. Selection with the help of markers turned to be one of the recent developments
in selection and breeding of livestock, in which we combine both conventional selection and marker information.
DNA level, molecular genetics has given us the tools to make those opportunities a reality.
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Selection is the process of giving preference to a certain individual in a population to reproduce than other
individuals that are denied the opportunity to produce their next generation i.e., ‘non random differential mating’
(Lerner, 1958).‘Marker assisted selection’ which is also known as ‘Marker aided selection’ is the process whereby a
marker (molecular, biochemical, or molecular marker) is used for the indirect selection of a genetic determinant or
determinants of a trait of interests (economic traits). Most of the genes of economic interest are quantitative genes
which most likely are controlled by many genes. A chromosomal region that contains one or more genes that
influence a multi factorial trait is known as Quantitative Traits Loci (QTL) (Crosses, 2001). They contain genes that
differentially affected a continuous phenotypic expression. The genes on QTL with large effects are called major
genes and a QTL also have many polygene’s with minor effect and additive effect of all these will determine the trait
if interest.

CONCEPT OF MARKER
The gene of interest causes production of RNA that produce a desired trait or phenotype through proteins, whereas
markers which may be a DNA sequence or the morphological or biochemical markers produced due to that DNA are
genetically linked to the gene of interest. The gene of interest and the marker tend to move together during
segregation of gametes due to their proximity on the same chromosome and concomitant reduction in recombination
(chromosome crossover events) between the marker and gene of interest (Botstein, 1980). When markers are used
there may be some inaccurate results due to inaccurate tests for the marker. There also can be false positive results
when markers are used, due to recombination between the marker of interest and gene (or QTL). A perfect marker
would elicit no false positive results. The term 'perfect marker' is sometimes used when tests are performed to detect
a SNP or other DNA polymorphism in the gene of interest, if that SNP or other polymorphism is the direct cause of
the trait of interest (Lander, 1995). The term 'marker' is still appropriate to use when directly assaying the gene of
interest, because the test of genotype is an indirect test of the trait or phenotype of interest.The principle of MAS as
that there may be many genes with significant importance which can be targeted specifically in selection. For such
genes close association with a marker is determined, since these genes of interests are not easy to visualise. In using
markers, we follow the inheritance pattern of these marker alleles instead of visualising the genes as such (Johnson,
2003).
Genetic marker can be defined as any stable and inherited variation that can be measured or detected by a suitable
method, and can be used subsequently to detect the presence of a specific genotype or phenotype other than itself,
which otherwise is non measurable or very difficult to detect. Such variations occurring at different levels, i.e. at the
morphological, biological, chromosomal, biochemical or DNA level can serve as the genetic markers. The markers
that reveal variations at the DNA level are referred to as the molecular markers. Based on the techniques used for
their detection, they have been classified into two major categories: Hybridization-based markers, and PCR-based
markers (Mitra, 1999).

Biological Markers
Different pathogen races or insect biotypes based on host pathogen or host parasitic interaction can be used as a
marker since the genetic constitution of an organism can affect its susceptibility to pathogens or parasites.

Morphological Markers
Marker loci available that have obvious impact on morphology of animals. Genes that form colorations, male sterility
etc are included here
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Biochemical Markers
Here a gene that encodes a protein is characterized and observed.

Cytological Markers
In these markers we make use of cytological techniques like banding.

DNA Base Markers
They are also called molecular markers. They are unique DNA sequences that are occurring in the proximity to the
gene or locus of interest. These include many types of molecular markers, via RFLPs, RAPDs, SNP, AFLP,
microsatellites etc (Phillips, 2013).

Important Properties of Ideal Markers
A marker to be consider as ideal, it should be easy recognition in all possible phenotypes, i.e., they should be codominant. It must demonstrate measurable difference in expression between trait types and gene of interest and has
no effect on the trait of interest and pose a low or no interaction among the markers that allowing the use of many at
the same time in a segregating population. It also be abundant in the population hence it can be considered as
polymorphic. Thus there are two types of markers base on its distance and type of association with the gene of
interest. They are direct markers and Linked markers. If there is no recombination between the marker and the QTL
then such markers are called direct markers i.e., the marker exactly identifies the gene and then, finding the marker
implies finding the gene of interest. Linked markers also called indirect markers are not located within the gene of
interest. They may be in linkage disequilibrium or linkage-equilibrium with the gene (Sunnucks, 2000).

Direct Markers
Direct markers are the loci for which the functional polymorphism can be genotyped. The molecular marker is
located within the gene of interest. They are the most convenient markers in the sense that the marker genotype will
directly inform us about the genotype. But only few direct genetic markers for economically important traits have
been developed hitherto. Examples for such markers are halothane gene in pigs, double muscling in a cattle which is
due to myostatin gene (Dekkers, 2004). The greatest benefit with these markers is that they can be even used without
trait measurements and pedigree recording. The possible risks with the direct markers are, there can be more
mutations causing the desired effects and thus if we test for only a few mutations it will fail to pick up all the animals
with desired effects. Thus they may result in false negative results. There is also some possibility for false positive
results by incorrectly identifying a candidate gene as major gene incorrectly identifying as a major gene affecting the
trait of interest. Thus the gene we pick may turn out to be a negative gene (Sunnucks, 2000).

Linked Markers
Linked marker occurs only near QTL on the genome and not the causative mutation in the gene concerned. For the
identification of the markers we need pedigree data and records of phenotype. If the marker and markers in
population-wide linkage disequilibrium with the functional it is called a linkage dis-equilibrium. In linkage dis
equilibrium case the recombination percentage is very less because they are linked closer (Jorde,1995). With the
knowledge of pedigree and phenotype these markers are equally useful as direct markers. There are two strategies to
find markers that are in population-wide LD with QTL. In one case, the candidate gene approach knowledge from
species that are rich in genome information (e.g., human, mouse) and/or knowledge of the physiological basis of
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traits is used to identify genes that are thought to play a role in the physiology of the trait. Using this information, the
candidate genes are identified in the species of interest and polymorphisms (genetic variants) are identified. It is then
determined whether there is an association between the genotype for the candidate gene with the phenotype for the
trait. In another case a genome scan using a high-density marker map, with a marker every 0.5 to2 cM (Dekkers and
Hospital, 2002). In genome scan approach to QTL detection uses random genetic markers spread over the genome to
identify genes affecting quantitative traits. Using statistical methods QTL can then be identified and their position
and effect estimated by associating marker data to phenotypic records (Thompson, 1988). The precision of estimates
of QTL position that can be obtained from these approaches is, however, limited and large population sizes are
needed. If the marker locus is in population-wide linkage equilibrium with the functional mutation then they are
called Linkage equilibrium markers (LE markers). It is the most difficult situation for applying MAS. The
implementation of LE-MAS requires large amounts’ of genotyping and advanced analysis to keep track of the QTL.
For LE-MAS a detected QTL can be directly implemented because the linkage phase between marker and QTL varies
between the families, the QTL effect has to be re-assessed continuously and within each family in MAS process. This
requires genotyping for several markers not only for the selected genes (Ollivier, 1998).

Level of Marker Assisted Selection
Gene Assisted Selection (Gas)
The marker is located within the gene of interest (GAS). This is the most favorable situation for MAS since, by
following inheritance of the marker alleles, inheritance of the QTL alleles is followed directly. On the other hand,
these kinds of markers are the most uncommon and are thus the most difficult to detect because causality is difficult
to prove and, as a result, a limited number of examples are available, except for single-gene traits. It denotes
application of marker-trait associations determined via association genetics, which we anticipate will be based on
poly morphisms associated with expressed genes. Prerequisites for successful application include suitable
populations for detecting linkage disequillibrium; powerful quantitative genetic and bioinformatic capabilities; large
EST libraries, if not whole genomic sequences, to identify candidate genes; and other capabilities for studying
functional genomics; as well as a mix of quantitative genetics, tree breeding, and molecular biology skills(Wilcox et
al., 2007).

Linkage Disequilibrium MAS (LD-MAS)
Where a marker (or marker haplotypes) is in population-wide disequilibrium with a QTL. Occurrence of some
combinations of alleles or genetic markers in a population more often or less often than would be expected from a
random formation of haplotypes from alleles based on their frequencies. One requirement for the most effective use
of LD mapping and of LD markers in MAS is that marker density is high enough that at least one marker is in
sufficiently high LD with any putative QTL. With the availability of whole-genome sequences and large numbers of
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in several agricultural species, high-density marker studies have become
possible. The cost associated with genotyping, however, leads to an interest in using the smallest required number of
markers for LD mapping and MAS. Because the required marker density depends directly on the extent of LD, which
varies between populations, an important step prior to any association analysis is to ascertain the extent of LD in the
populations of interest (Andreescuet al., 2007).

Linkge Equiliberium (MAS)
The markers that are in population wide linkage equilibrium with functional mutation in outbred populations. The
LE markers can be detected on a genome-wide basis by using breed crosses or analysis of large half-sib families
within the breed. Many examples of successful applications of this methodology for detection of QTL regions are
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available in the literature.It requires extensive genotyping and fairly complicated statistical procedures. Selection on
these three types of markers will be referred to as gene-assisted selection (GAS), LD markers-assisted selection (LDMAS), and LE marker-assisted selection (LE-MAS) (Dekkers 2004).

Genomic Selection
Genomic selection is a form of marker-assisted selection in which genetic markers covering the whole genome are
used so that all quantitative trait loci (QTL) are in linkage disequilibrium with at least one marker. This approach has
become feasible thanks to the large number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) discovered by genome
sequencing and new methods to efficiently genotype large number of SNP. Simulation results and limited
experimental results suggest that breeding values can be predicted with high accuracy using genetic markers alone
but more validation is required especially in samples of the population different from that in which the effect of the
markers was estimated. The ideal method to estimate the breeding value from genomic data is to calculate the
conditional mean of the breeding value given the genotype of the animal at each QTL (Neves et al., 2012). Genomic
selection, which refers to selection decisions based on genomic breeding values (GEBV). The GEBV are calculated as
the sum of the effects of dense genetic markers, or haplotypes of these markers, across the entire genome, thereby
potentially capturing all the quantitative trait loci (QTL) that contribute to variation in a trait (Schaefferet al., 2006).
The QTL effects, inferred from either haplotypes or individual single nucleotide polymorphism markers, are first
estimated in a large reference population with phenotypic information. In subsequent generations, only marker
information is required to calculate GEBV (Hayes et al., 2009) Genomic selection can result in lower costs and
increased rates of genetic gain.

Steps for Marker Assisted Selection
MAS is likely to complement rather than replace the conventional breeding systems leading to increased rate of
genetic improvement through higher selection intensity, reduction of generation interval and increase in the accuracy
of prediction. Furthermore, selection based on markers is possible in early life or in individuals of both sexes for sexlimited traits. However, there is a risk of reduced genetic response if the marker association information is inaccurate,
as MAS is a form of indirect selection (Ribaut et al, 1997). The association between the markers and the QTL is a
function of distance between the markers and target traits, type of linkage phase, and degree of linkage
disequilibrium. Therefore, a high-density gene map with closer linkage is a prerequisite for successful
implementation of MAS55. It is estimated, that an average.
Marker density of 10 cm (5–20 cm), with about 200–250 makers, should be sufficient for the detection of marker–QTL
association23. Till recently, gene maps with average marker interval exceeding 5cM (Wallinget al., 1998) in are
available. However, currently high resolution maps with 2.5 cM or even less marker density have been published
(Iharaet al.,2004).Thus MAS involves two steps viz., Identification of marker loci linked to the QTL and use of this
information by incorporating it in existing breeding programmes suitably.

Identification of Marker QTL Linkage
Molecular markers are capable of exposing the genetic variations at QTL can be located in either coding sequence or
non coding sequence. In livestock, there are basically four design possibilities for marker QTL linkage analysis (Ron
and Weller, 2007).
1.

Using F2 populations crossing two similar F1 populations, or a backcross between the F1 and one of the original
populations.
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2.

Using a half sib sire design on which heterozygous sires for the markers are mated to a random sample of
females and all the progeny is genotyped.

3.

Using instead a granddaughter design on which a sire and their sons evaluated by progeny testing are
genotyped.

4.

Using crosses of individuals with extreme phenotypes for one trait or trait combination.

Animals from divergently selected lines or from populations with wide variation for important traits are also used.
There are two approaches for the identification of molecular markers that are associated with the QTL.
Polymorphism in the coding sequence: DNA polymorphisms that occur in and around the structural and/or
regulatory sequences of a gene of physiological significance (e.g. hormone genes, milk protein genes, MHC) may
directly affect gene expression and thereby contribute to the phenotypic variations among the individuals in terms of
productivity and health (disease resistance/susceptibility). Consequently, such DNA polymorphisms, occurring in
the genes which already have a priori possibility to be associated or closely linked with the performance trait of
importance, can be selected as markers (Beckmann and Soller, 1990).
Polymorphism in the non coding sequence: In this approach, the variations occurring in noncoding sequences (e.g.
flanking regions or intergenic regions) are utilized indirectly as markers for linkage analysis (Smith and Simpson,
1986) Microsatellite markers, which are often highly polymorphic, are presently being exploited to identify QTL
economically important traits.

Incorporating MAS in Selection Programmes
Molecular information can be used to enhance both the processes of integrating superior qualities of different breeds
and within breed selection (Collard and Mackill, 2008). The strategies are discussed below.

Between Breed Selection
Using both direct and linked markers between breed selections can be done. It the difference between the two breeds
in the trait of interest is due to small number of genes then marker assisted introgression can be can be used.
Introgression is the movement of the target gene from the donor breed into the gene pool of the second breed,
recipient by repeated crossing of the hybrid with the recipient breed. There will multiple back crossing followed by 1
or 2 intercrossing. These inter crossing will fix the QTL in the recipient. Examples: naked neck gene in low body
weight poultry into broiler (Cahaner et al., 1993).

Within Breed Selection
Selection on QTL or marker information alone ignores information that is available on all other genes (polygenes)
that affect the trait and is expected to result in the lowest response to selection unless all genes that affect the trait are
included in the QTL EBV. This strategy does not, however, require additional phenotypes other than those that are
needed to estimate marker effects, and can be attractive when phenotype is difficult or expensive to record (e.g.
disease traits, meat quality, etc.). Selection on the sum of the QTL and polygenic EBV is expected to result in
maximum response in the short term, but may be suboptimal in the longer term because of losses in polygenic
response. Indexes of QTL and polygenic EBV can be derived that maximize longer-term response (Dekkers and van
Arendonk, 1998) or a combination of short- and longerterm responses (Dekkers and Chakraborty, 2001). However, if
selection is on multiple QTL and emphasis is on maximizing shorter-term response, selection on the sum of QTL and
polygenicEBV is expected to be close to optimal. Optimizing selection on a number of EBVs, indexes and genotypes,
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While also considering inbreeding rate and other practical considerations is not a trivial task. Mate selection
approach could be used to handle such problems, and it can be expected that with more widespread use of genotypic
information for a larger number of regions, specific knowledge about individual QTL becomes less interesting and
will simply contribute to prediction of whole EBV or whole genotype.

Situations that are Favorable for Molecular Marker Selection
There are several indications for the use of molecular markers in the selection of a genetic trait. In such situations
that:







The selected character is expressed late in plant development, like fruit and flower features or adult characters
with a juvenile period (so that it is not necessary to wait for the organism to become fully developed before
arrangements can be made for propagation).
The expression of the target gene is recessive (so that individuals which are heterozygous positive for the
recessive allele can be crossed to produce some homozygous offspring with the desired trait).
There is requirement for the presence of special conditions in order to invoke expression of the target gene(s), as
in the case of breeding for disease and pest resistance (where inoculation with the disease or subjection to pests
would otherwise be required). This advantage derives from the errors due to unreliable inoculation methods
and the fact that field inoculation with the pathogen is not allowed in many areas for safety reasons. Moreover,
problems in the recognition of the environmentally unstable genes can be eluded.
The phenotype is affected by two or more unlinked genes (epistasis). For example, selection for multiple genes
which provide resistance against diseases or insect pests for gene pyramiding.

The cost of genotyping (an example of a molecular marker assay) is reducing while the cost of phenotyping is
increasing particularly in developed countries thus increasing the attractiveness of MAS as the development of the
technology continues (Ribaut and Ragot, 2006).

CONCLUSION
The developments in the molecular genetics hitherto enable us to reveal many QTLs and stable constituents called
markers associated with them. The use of markers help in selection is called marker assisted selection or MAS. Thus
we have GAS, LD-MAS, LD-MAS based on the association of marker with the QTL. The knowledge about the
markers is incorporated into the conventional breeding point and thus MAS cannot occur in vacuum. Molecular
marker assisted selection aids us to address the situations where the conventional breeding fails. Now the concept of
MAS is changing to genomic selection where SNPs associated with the gene of interest is used in selection criteria.
Finally above all the researches we should be guided by economic motive. MAS involves huge expenses, and thus
without monetary benefits it would become a failure.
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ABSTRACT

The study was carried out to assess the quality of drinking water in Al Wathba plant in Baghdad city by
determined some physicochemical and biological characteristics. The samples (raw water, water plant
and drinking water) were collected from the study areas during the period from September 2016 to July
2017. Three replicates seasonally distribute into two months (autumn, winter, spring and summer).The
physical and chemical tests of raw and drinking water (plant water and houses neighbor the plant)
showed that the mean value of (the overall range) water temperature maximum in July 2017 (summer
season) and minimum in December 2016 from 14- 27 ˚C respectively. The means value of water pH was
minimum in summer 2017 reached 6.35 and the maximum in winter 2016-2017 to 8.2.Turbidity was 1.22 53 NUT in spring 2017 and autumn 2016 respectively. Biological oxygen demand (BOD5) was 0.001-4.6
mg/ml in spring 2017 and summer 2017 respectively. orthophosphate (PO4) 0.02-13.67mg/ml in autumn
2016 –summer 2017, total Trihalomethanes (TTHMs) 35.23-63.1ppb in summer 2017- winter 2016-2017
respectively, in addition to pesticide ranged 0.095- 17.5µg/l in autumn 2016- spring 2017 respectively. The
statically analysis showed highly significant differences (p≤ 0.01) between raw Tigris river water samples
and Al Wathba wastewater treatment plant water samples and houses drinking water with all
physicochemical and biological parameters in the study, while have variety significant correlation
between all type of water samples and season in addition parameters in this study. The mean value of all
parameters in the study was within the permissible limits for Iraqi criteria and standards for drinking
water and river water and drinking water. However the assessments of exposure were calculated to
THMs concentrations in the distribution network of Al-Wathba plant. The WHO index for additive
toxicity approach in compliant with the WHO guideline value, and does not pose any adverse toxic
health impacts. The results of bacteriological tests of raw water showed varied with increasing and
decreasing in APC, TC, FC and E. coli through seasons, as compared to those of the other seasons for raw
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water plants and drinking water. The APC, FC and E. coli did not exceed the allowable limit for drinking
water, for all samples of water plant.
Key word: Drinking water; Tigris River; Water quality; physicochemical properties.

INTRODUCTION
About 75% of the earth’s surface is covered with water. Water forms more than (60 %) of the total weight of living
cells and tissues, therefore it represents a good media for the biological reactions to take place in the cell, it is a critical
requirement in the maintenance of metabolic functions and homeostasis in living cells, which is the ability to
maintain stable body conditions [1]. Human health is closely related to drinking water quality, and access to safe,
reliable drinking water in sufficient quantities is fundamental for good health and well-being [2]. The water quality
class is defined depending on the measured physical, biological and chemical parameters besides the purposes for
water used such as; drinking water, water used in agriculture, or water used in industry [3].The consumption of poor
quality drinking water causes several health risks to the community, and ultimately, it increases the amount of
healthcare budget [4].The increasing negative effects of water pollution have put more people at risk of carcinogenic
diseases, potentially contributing to 'cancer villages' [5].
Among all the hazardous pollutants, pesticides and heavy metals are the most abundant in soil, water and
agricultural products. They are environmental concern because of their toxic nature and their extensive usage and
consequent pollution. Different biological methods, biosorption and bioaccumulation have been conducted to replace
conventional methods for the removal of pollutants [6,7]. Imported taken care of the safety and supplying healthy
portable water from World Health Organization (WHO) and United States Environment Protection Agency (USEPA)
which must meet the following standards: Should be colorless, tasteless, and without smell. Should not contain
heavy metals with ratios exceeding the allowable limit, not containing any polluted radiations, and Should be clear of
any kind of microbes, especially the colonial bacteria and should not exceed the allowable limit. The aim of the study
is investigating the quality of drinking water in AL-Wathba in Baghdad city through examination the chemical,
physiological and biological properties of the station water. Also, the presence of THMs and some pesticides in tap
water which supplied from this station were recorded.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Solutions
Stock phosphate anddiluting buffer, magnesium chloride, sodiumthiosulphate solution were perpetrated according [6].

Bacteriological Culture Media
The azide glucose broth media used in raw water and drinking water tests. The volume was duplicated when adding
10 ml of sample to the deferent media (Brilliant Green Bile Lactose Broth- BGBL, E.C. Broth, E.C MUG Broth and
Nutrient Agar- N agar).Put a dirham tube in LSB, BGBL and E.C. broth media tubes for indicator to gas formation
due to lactose fermentation by bacterial activity. Add the promo cresol purple to the LSB broth tube to recognize the
positive results.
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Methods
Study Area Description
Tigris river water is the only source of drinking water for the Baghdad city, and the river divides the city into two
sides Karkh and Rusafa with a flow direction from north to south. At Baghdad city there are seven water treatment
plants located along Tigris River starting from Al Karkh water treatment plant to the north of Baghdad.
The tests in this research were carried out at the Al Wathba water plants located in the Baghdad city/ Ayawadiyah
area/ sectors 118 / street 1. The area of the plant is 15 dunums located on the Tigris River between latitudes 33 ͦ
21’03.90 ͦ N and longitudes 44°22’27.18” E, 30.5 to 34.85 m at sea level (a.s.l).. The plant consists of three main lines to
filter out water is as follows:




The first line (project struggle) design card 40560 m/ day (The project was established in 1935).
The second line (old expansion) design card 68400 m/ day (Created 1976).
The third line (new expansion) design card76800 m/ day (Created 2006).

Al Wathba water plant serves all areas and all the neighborhood of the center of Rusafa side and parts of Adhamiya
neighborhoods, AL Kifah, Al-Rasheed Street, AL Sadriyah neighborhoods, the third line (new expansion) design card
76,800 m/ day (figure 1).

Water Sampling
The study was carried out from September 2016 to July 2017, for determined physicochemical and microbial (using
serialized bottles) characteristics of raw water, drinking water and water of the Al-Wathba water treatment plant in
Baghdad city depending on the standard methods for examination of water and waste water [8]. The water samples
are taking from this two water treatment Al Wathba plant in addition to its network. Sites within the plant included:
River intakes with three replicate seasonally WR. W= Al-Wathba, R= Raw water. After chlorination (treated wateroutlet).Sites were distributed among residential areas fed by the plant. Distribution based on the distance from the
plant from the nearest to the farthest point which feeding from the plant with drawn to cover plant. The points
covered Al-Wathba plant is: W2 the beginning point of water distribution network, W3 the middle point of water
distribution network and W4 the farthest point of water distribution network from the plant. All samples collected
with three replicates monthly, every two months represents a season: autumn, winter, spring and summer.

Bacteriological Tests
To examine the validity of drinking water, conducted these testing by detecting bacteria that may be contaminate
the water depending on the Standard Methods for examination of water and waste water 22st edition 2012. Included
Aerobic Plate Count (APC), fecal coliform and Escherichia coli (F.C/100ml), (E. coli/ 100 ml), MPN of F.C/ 100 ml, E.
coli/ 100ml Test for raw and drinking water [8].

Physiochemical Measurement
The parameters of physiochemical measurment were imported to determined by deference methods according to [8].
included (Water Temperature, Hydrogen Ion (pH), Turbidity, Biological Oxygen Demand BOD, Orthophosphate
(PO4), Total Trihalomethanes (TTHMs) and Pesticides.
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Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS 21.0 (SPSS). Simple correlation analysis was performed as well to test
for the significance of the linear relationship among continuous variables; (p ≤ 0.01) was considered to indicate
statistical significance. Differences in water pollutants concentrations between plants and periods of collection were
determined using analysis of variance (one way ANOVA). Finally, Tukey’s honestly significant difference test is
applied in order to quantitatively compare the mean water pollution levels.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Physicochemical properties
Water Temperature
Temperature cause a significant impact on water chemistry; the increase in chemical reaction rates of water causes
high temperature that melts minerals in rocks, thus the higher electrical conductivity and biological effectiveness and
growth of aquatic organisms, insects, phytoplankton, fauna and other aquatic species will be charged.The water
temperature during different months and seasons of sampling were found to vary from 17 to 26.5 °C in Tigris River.
While, the Al Wathba plant water temperature values were varied between 15– 24 °C, meanwhile ranged between
13.917– 26.83 °C in drinking water in houses neighbor plant. The overall range in water temperature was at its
minimum levels in December 2016 and its maximum levels were recorded in July 2017 (Table 1).
These values followed almost identical seasonal cycles. However, the variations in temperature may be due to
different timings of collection, influence of the season and the effect of atmospheric temperature. Temperature is
known to influence the pH, alkalinity and DO concentration in the water [9].The statistical analysis showed that there
was a no significant difference in water temperature among months and season (P ≤ 0.05) (Table 1).The temperature
showed changes between the samples of the group because they were in close geographical locations and the timing
difference in the collection of samples (collected some samples in the morning and others collected at noon when the
sun was vertical to the water surface). The preferred temperature of each species varies when temperatures change to
above or below the preferred grade as the number of individual’s decreases until the species is extinct [10].

Hydrogen ion (pH)
The pH value represents the instantaneous hydrogen ion activity which affects biological and chemical reactions in a
water body, a measure of base acid balance and in most natural waters [11]. pH value change in Tigris River (Raw
Water) varied between7.55 – 8.5, whereas in plants water samples it varied from 6.65 to 7.35, and there was a high
significant difference (P ≤ 0.01) found among study samples were observed (Table 1). In the same time the drinking
water neighbor the plant 6.35- 7.68 found high significant difference with raw water samples from Tigris River and
water samples from plant. The pH of the water samples tended to be higher in autumn and lower in winter (Figure
2). Alkaline pH is considered to be good for promoting high primary productivity.
The minimum and maximum pH values recorded in present study were within the permissible limits of Iraqi
standards for drinking water according to the Iraqi Criteria and Standards of water’s chemical limits, ICS /13.060.20
number 417/2009, second update, which was 6.5-8.5.The statistical analysis showed that there was no significant
difference in water temperature among months and seasons (P ≤ 0.05) (Table1). The high negative correlation was
observed between pH and TRI and PES (r= - 0.33, r= -0.35). The positive significant correlation between pH and (E.
coli, F coli and FST), BOD (r=0.24, r=0.24, r= 0.23 and r= 0.23) respectively (Table 4).
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The increase in pH in rivers can be related to photosynthesis and the growth of aquatic plants, where photosynthesis
consumes carbon dioxide and changes pH values and pH plays a key role in the survival of aquatic organisms and
affects their distribution in water. Temperature affects equilibrium and acidity, and the toxicity of many pollutants
depends on pH [12].

Turbidity
Turbidity is an optical measurement that indicates the presence of particles suspended in water which cannot seen by
naked eye. These particles can be algae, dirt, metals, proteins, oils, or even bacteria, measured by highlighting
through a sample, and determining the concentration of suspended particles. The greater the concentration of
particles in the solution; the greater is the turbidity [13].Analysis of variance of these data (Table 1) has shown that
the Al-Wathba water plant (1.8- 3.6) NTU and drinking water1.37- 4.13 NTU, with different seasons had clear effects
(P≤ 0.01) comparison with raw water from Tigris River (18.1 -51.0) NTU. In general all the examined sites of the water
plants showed low mean turbidity value apart from many sites which had high mean value. The statistical analysis
showed high significant differences among months at (P˂0.01), as well as there were signiﬁcant diﬀerences among
sampling sites (Table 4). The results of present research showed the high negative correlation was observed between
Turbidity and phosphate and TRI (r= - 0.51 and r= - 0.74). The positive high significant correlation between turbidity
and APC, E. coli, F. coli, FST, BOD and PES(r= 0.87, r= 0.90, r= 0.83, r= 0.71, r= 0.66and 0.69) respectively, while no
significant correlation between turbidity and pH, temperature (r=0.17, r=0.04) respectively.
The high mean values of raw water turbidity in winter, especially in January, could be due to the increasing of rain
fall proportion which led to soil erosion in the nearby catchment and domestic sewage water near Al- Wathba plants
as well as vegetable oil plant discharge water which leads to increase the level of organic materials and other
materials that increase turbidity. In the other hand the mild temperatures leads to increase the rate of algae growth
and when they died, the rate of decomposers will increase because of the abundance of organic materials. The high
levels of turbidity of houses water may due to their distance from the plant and the lack of water pressure in the
pipeline leads to mix of drinking water with the surrounding environment especially when the pipes network occur
have breaks and cracks. The maximum turbidity in plants water and drinking water recorded in present study were
exceeding the permissible limits for Iraqi standards for drinking water according to the Iraqi Criteria and Standards
of water’s chemical limits, ICS /13.060.20 number 417/2009, second update, which was (0-5)NTU.

Chemical Characteristics
Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD5)
Variations in DO can occur seasonally, or even over 24 hour periods, in relation to temperature and biological activity
(i.e. photosynthesis and respiration). Fast moving water, lower temperature and lower salinity all result in the
availability of more dissolved oxygen. [14] considered that DO is one of the one of most important parameters in
water quality assessment and reflects the physical and biological processes prevailing in the water. [15] reported that
high levels of BOD5 can indicate a decrease in DO, because oxygen in water is consumed by microorganisms,
resulting in the inability of fish and other aquatic organisms to live in the river.
Data of BOD at the present study area are shown in figure (2) and the listed values in Table (2) show that Al- Wathba
water plants 0.005 mg/l and drinking water0.0- 0.005 mg/l, with different seasons had clear effects comparison with
raw water (Tigris River) (1.44- 4.60) mg/l and have high significant (P≤ 0.01). In general all the examined sites in the
water plants showed low mean of BOD apart from most samples, which had high means value in raw water. The
high BOD5 value during autumn and winter was probably linked to the level of organic matter load from sewage,
industrial discharges. Generally the increase of BOD in Tigris River returned to the river affect by agriculture area
which surround the river especially in study area, this agriculture area enriched by organic matter. On the other
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hand, BOD revealed high positive correlations with all bacteriological parameters (P<0.01), and a weak significant
negative correlation to P (r = -0.53) (Table 4). Mainly due to removal of free oxygen by microorganisms during
decomposition of organic matter particularly in winter months. Higher water flow is suggested to contribute
significantly in elevating dissolved oxygen concentrations the disturbance of water could lead to the increase of
dissolved oxygen in water [16].

Phosphate (PO4-3)
Phosphorus is one of the essential elements necessary for the growth of plants and animals. Phosphates can be found
in water in two forms. Either in a particle or in melting phase. Particles include living and dead plankton,
phosphorus deposits, adsorbed phosphorus and particulate matter. The dissolved phase includes inorganic
phosphorus, organic phosphorus produced by living organisms, and molecular phosphorus. Orthophosphate is
produced through normal processes such as decomposition and is present in wastewater [17]. Phosphate comes from
fertilizers, pesticides, industry and cleaning compounds. Any increase in the levels of any of this nutrient will
increase the risk of experiencing eutrophication [18].Phosphate levels were relatively high in drinking water from
houses neighbor to the Al Wathba plants varying from 12.33– 14.67 mg/l. It ranged in n Al Wathba plant water
samples in ranged from 0.01- 0.137 mg/l, while ranged from 0.035- 0.105 in raw water from Tigris river neighbor to
the plant (Fig 3, Table 2).
The statistical analysis revealed high negative significant correlation between phosphate and bacteriological tests
(APC, E coli, F. coli, FST), (r= -0.38, r = -0.50, r= -0.50 and r= -0.55),respectively (Table 4).Agricultural runoff containing
phosphate fertilizers increase phosphate concentrations in Tigris River during winter months. While, the decline
during summer months due to consume by plants and phytoplankton in photosynthesis and increase soil particles
adsorption [19]. The highest phosphate content was recorded in drinking water which undoubtedly reflects the
discharge of sewage effluent from the treating Al Wathba plant.

Total Trihalomethanes (TTHMs)
During the decontamination, the organic matter in the water will react with chlorine and bromine, resulting in the
formation of carcinogenic and hazardous by-products human. These by-products are divided into two main groups:
Haloic acids (HAA) and trihalomethanes (THM). Some studies have shown that acute toxicity of chloroform can
cause depression in the central nervous system and cardiac effects. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
recommends that concentrations of THMs should not exceed 100 μg /l in tap water to customers [20].The table (2)
showed the mean value of total trihalomethanes in water sampled from seven sites of Al Wathba water plants, three
sites during houses neighbor the plant and two sites of Tigris River in four seasons (two months every season). Total
trihalomethanes level were relatively high in drinking water from houses neighbor to the Al-Wathba plant varying
the means from 40.5– 48.4 ppm, where in Al Wathba plant the mean ranged from 41.66- 61.7 ppm, and no TTHM
found in raw water of Tigris river (Fig 3, Table 2).The statistical analysis revealed high significant differences (P<0.01)
in TTHM among months and seasons (Table 2).The high negative significant correlation between TTHM and
bacteriological tests (APC, E coli, F. coli, FST),BOD and TOC ( r= -0.58, r = -0.75, r= -0.76 and r= -0.84) , (r= -80) and (r= 0.87)respectively except phosphate will have high positive significant correlation (r= 0.45), respectively (Table 4).

Pesticides
The health effects of pesticides depend on the type of pesticide, such as the organophosphates including diazinon
and chlorpyrifos, are insecticides that contain phosphorus and carbamates, affect the nervous system. Others may
irritate the skin or eyes and some pesticides may be carcinogens [21]. The table (3) showed the mean value ± standard
deviation of pesticide in water sampled from seven sites of Al Wathba water plant, three sites from houses neighbor
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the plant and two sites of Tigris River in four seasons. Pesticide levels were relatively high in Tigris River water
samples and varying the means from 10.36- 17.30 µg/l from sites neighbor the Al-Wathba plant and the moderate
levels from drinking water from houses neighbor to the plant Al Wathba plant varying the means from 0.88– 7.36
µg/lm, while in Al Wathba plant water samples the mean ranged from 0.09- 0.88 µg/l(Figure3, Table 2).The statistical
analysis revealed high significant differences (P<0.01) in pesticide concentration among months and seasons. The
high positive significant correlation between pesticide and bacteriological tests (APC, E coli, F. coli, FST) and BOD( r=
0.46 , r = 0.61, r= 0.64 and r= 0.67) and (r= 0.69) respectively except phosphate and TRI will have high negative
significant correlation (r= - 0.41, and r= -0.63) respectively was observed (Table 4). Agricultural streams recorded a
high occurrence of some type of pesticide in surface waters with detection rates as high as 78% in some catchments
[22]. Also, [23] concluded glyphosate and AMPA concentrations in streams and groundwater are not always
measured because of the cumbersome analytical procedure. However, glyphosate is the most sold chemical used for
weed control in agricultural, silvicultural and urban environments revealed that despite its high degradability under
aerobic conditions, it can pose a threat to groundwater.

Bacteriological Characteristics
Coliform bacteria are present in the environment and feces of all warm-blooded animals and humans. Coliform
bacteria are unlikely to cause illness. However, their presence in drinking water indicates that disease-causing
organisms (pathogens) could be in the water system [22].

Total Bacterial Count (T.B.C)
The total bacterial (APC, Fecal Coliform (FC), Escherichia coli (E.coli) in this study ranged between19.85- 77.5 cfu/ ml,
28.5 x 103 to 185.5 x103 CFU/100ml and 18.5 x 103 to 57 x103CFU/100ml in Tigris River neighbor Al Wathba plant.
While the mean number no growth in plant water samples. The distribution and seasonal variation of the total
bacterial count in Tigris river, Al Wathba plant and Drinking water are shown in the Figure(4) and Table 3. The
highest number of total bacterial count was recorded in December and January 2016- 2017 in Tigris River, while the
lowest number of total bacterial count was recorded in summer (Jun and July) 2017 in Tigris River and no growth
recorded in plant water. The statistical analysis revealed high significant differences (P≤0.01) in APC among months
and all sites of samples were found and the statistical analysis revealed high significant differences (P<0.01) in F.C
between months and seasons (table 3).The high positive correlation between F.C and APC and E. coli (r=0.74; r= 0.89)
respectively, While the statistical analysis revealed high significant differences (P<0.01) in E. coli between some
months and seasons (Table 3).The positive correlation between E. coli and APC (r= 0.89) (Table 4).
High number of total aerobic bacteria and fecal coliform and E. coli count in Tigris river was recorded during winter
months, which might be because the high numbers of bacterial level of this rivers due to receiving the large amounts
of sewage, as well as increase the agricultural activities have led to increase bacteria number in the waters of the river
[25]. In addition the low number of bacteria during summer months may be due to flood period which dilutes the
organic matter which used as food for the bacteria, as well as high temperature that caused kills of large number
from the bacteria [26].The increase in numbers of FC in Tigris River may be due to the low temperature and effluent
discharged enriched with organic matter from (RTP) which leading to increase in BOD5 value. The E.coli uses many
interesting ways to avoid this change. E. coli can sense changes in temperature, pH, certain chemicals, and
osmolarity, with many possibilities to adapt physically and live in a various habitats which have some kinds of
pollution, as well as to compete with the large amount of other bacteria that are present in its habitat [27].
Fecal streptococci are a bacterial group that has been used as an index of fecal pollution in recreational water;
however, the group includes species of different sanitary significance and survival characteristics. In addition,
streptococci species prevalence differs between animal and human feces. Furthermore, the taxonomy of this group
has been subject to extensive revision [28]. Current results revealed as shown in the figure (4) and table 3, the mean of
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fecal streptococcus in this study varied between 385 to 960CFU/100ml and mean range between 390 to 895 in Tigris
River neighbor Al Wathba plant, while the results showed no growth in water samples from plant and drinking
water samples from houses neighbor Al Wathba plant. High values of fecal streptococcus recorded in spring 2017 at
Tigris River sites neighbor Al Wathba plant which were 895 cfu/100ml. While the lowest value was recorded during
autumn 2016 at Tigris River sites which was 390 cfu/100ml. These results lower than the levels were exceeded from
local and international guidelines ranges [29].
The statistical analysis revealed high significant differences (P<0.01) in fecal Streptococcus between some months and
seasons (Table 3).The high positive correlation between fecal Streptococcus and APC, E. coli and fecal coliform (r= 0.51,
r= 0.73 and r= 0.72) (Table 4).The results showed that the high variability in the levels and number of fecal
streptococcus in Tigris Rivers may be due to the variation of environmental conditions such as solar radiation,
turbidity, temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and organic matter [30].

CONCLUSION
From the previous results we can concluded that Tigris River is suitable source of drinking water and the studied
parameters were within the acceptable limits compared with the Iraqi standard, despite of discharge of a large
amount of pollutant to the river without treatment. In addition the weather changes during the four seasons play an
important role in terms of influencing the physicochemical and microbial variables under study in the water
purification plants. The concentration levels of THMs in drinking water samples from houses neighbors of both plant
are generally within the allowable concentration recommended by the WHO and the Iraqi standards.
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Table 1.Results of river and drinking water physical characterization for Al Wathba plants and during
four seasons
Variables

Season

Autumn
Winter
pH
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Temp. (C)
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Turbidity
Spring
Summer
**: Highly significant

R.W
8.05 ±0.15
7.80 ±0.10
7.55 ±0.25
7.65 ±0.15
17.30 ±0.60
26.50 ±2.50
24.50 ±3.50
17.00 ±6.00
53.00 ±18.00
46.00 ±15.00
33.00 ±5.00
18.10 ±0.90

P.W
7.35 ±0.25
7.20 ±0.10
6.65 ±0.55
7.00 ±0.10
15.50 ±1.50
24.00 ±2.00
23.50 ±3.50
15.00 ±5.00
2.00 ±0.50
1.80 ±0.40
2.10 ±0.10
3.60 ±0.50

Mean ± Standard deviation
Al-Wathbaplant
H1
H2
7.50 ±0.10
7.45 ±0.05
7.15 ±0.05
7.50 ±0.00
7.55 ±0.05
7.60 ±0.10
4.24 ±3.16
7.50 ±0.00
17.00 ±3.00
17.00 ±5.00
25.50 ±0.50
28.00 ±0.00
25.00 ±0.00
25.00 ±2.00
11.75 ±4.25
16.00 ±3.00
2.35 ± 0.30
2.30 ±1.40
2.57 ±1.43
1.450 ±0.10
2.50 ±0.08
0.735 ±0.08
7.74 ± 6.25
2.39 ±0.51

H3
7.50 ±0.10
7.50 ±0.10
7.20 ±0.00
7.30 ±0.00
18.50 ±0.50
27.00 ±0.00
21.00 ±5.00
14.00 ±2.00
2.60 ±0.20
2.81 ±1.09
0.865 ±0.41
2.27 ±0.82

P-value
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **

Table 2.Chemical characterization of river and drinking water from Al-Wathba plant during four seasons

Variables

PO4-P.
(mg/L)

BOD
Free
Residual
chlorine
(ppm)

TTHMS
(ppb)

Pesticide
(µg/l)

Season
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer

Mean ± Standard deviation
R.W

D.W

H1

H2

H3

P-value

0.035 ±0.002
0.105 ±0.01
0.090 ±0.09
0.085 ±0.07
2.15 ±0.05
2.37 ±0.03
1.44 ±0.19
4.60 ±0.20
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
17.30 ±0.60
10.36 ±0.54
12.35 ±0.55
14.50 ±0.30

0.015 ±0.01
0.137 ±0.01
0.020 ±0.01
0.010 ±0.00
ND
ND
ND
ND
2.77 ±0.38
3.60 ±0.04
3.69 ±0.41
2.39 ±0.15
42.50 ±15.20
61.70 ±5.10
41.66 ±2.36
43.91 ±13.79
0.095 ±0.08
0.150 ±0.02
0.105 ±0.02
0.880 ±0.82

11.50 ±1.50
13.50 ±1.50
15.50 ±1.50
11.00 ±0.00
0.005 ±0.002
ND
0.005 ±0.002
0.005 ±0.002
1.63 ±0.67
1.05 ±0.15
1.82 ±0.28
1.56 ±0.45
38.50 ±2.10
40.95 ±2.15
51.60 ±2.20
54.60 ±0.60
0.970 ±0.01
0.810 ±0.02
1.01 ±0.22
19.93 ±18.96

14.00 ±0.00
16.00 ±3.00
15.00 ±1.00
12.50 ±0.50
0.005 ±0.002
ND
ND
ND
2.170 ±0.37
1.855 ± 0.15
0.765 ±0.24
1.275 ±0.42
42.10 ±1.10
45.25 ±7.55
46.45 ±3.85
41.90 ±4.00
0.905 ±0.02
0.910 ±0.03
1.025 ±0.09
0.945 ±0.11

12.50 ±0.50
14.50 ±2.50
10.50 ±0.50
13.50 ±0.50
0.005 ±0.002
0.005 ±0.002
ND
0.005 ±0.002
1.95 ±0.05
1.91 ±0.02
1.67 ±0.32
1.31 ±0.49
40.90 ±0.00
49.05 ±9.25
47.15 ±3.05
41.95 ±2.85
0.875 ±0.15
0.920 ±0.00
0.890 ±0.00
1.205 ±0.02

0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
1.01 **
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Table 3: Biological characterization of river and drinking water from Al-wathba plant during four seasons
Variables

APC
cfu/ ml

E. coli
cfu/ 100ml

F. coliform
cfu/ 100ml

F.
streptococcus
cfu/100 ml

Season

Mean ± Standard deviation

Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer

R.W
1100000 ±900000
1550000 ±550000
210000 ±90000
150000 ±50000
44500 ±9500
57000 ±22000
28500 ±6500
18500 ±5500
29500 ±5500
35000 ±0.00
28500 ±6500
185500 ±5500
390.00 ±10.00
690 ±90
895 ±25
805.00 ±175.00

D.W
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

Al-Wathbaplant
H1
H2
13.00 ±7.50
30.00 ±12.00
49.00 ±40.00
15.00 ±14.00
52.50 ±48.50
81.50 ±65.50
34.50 ±9.50
17.50 ±8.50
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

H3
49.50 ±48.50
14.00 ±7.00
98.50 ±90.50
7.50 ±6.50
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

P-value
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **
0.001 **

Temp.

Turbidity

Table 4. Correlation coefficient between difference parameters

Parameters

APC

APC

-

E. Coli

0.89
**
0.74
**
0.51
**
-0.38
**

0.89
**
0.73
**
-0.50
**

-

0.50
**
-0.58
**

0.69
**
-0.75
**

0.70
**
-0.76
**

0.46
**
0.18
NS

0.61
**
0.24
*

0.64
**
0.24
*

F. Coliform
F. Strepto.
P

BOD
TTHMS

Pesticide
PH

E.
Coli

F.
Coli

0.72
**
-0.50
**

FST

P

BOD

TRI

PES

PH

0.55
**
0.85
**
0.84
**
0.67
**
0.23
*

-

-0.53
**
0.45 **

-0.80
**

-

-0.41
**
-0.09
NS

0.69
**
0.23 *

-0.63
**
-0.33
**

0.35
**

-
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Temp

0.13
NS

0.11
NS

0.05
NS

0.11
NS

0.05
NS

-0.07
NS

-0.01
NS

Turbidity

0.87
**

0.90
**

0.83
**

0.71
**

0.51**

0.66
**

0.74**

*

Refer into significant results

0.19
NS
0.69
**

0.18
NS

-

0.17
NS

0.04 NS

-

** high significant

Al Wathba plant

Figure (1): The study area that fed by
Al Wathba plant within the confines
of Baghdad www.lib.utexas.edu.

Figure 3: Mean seasonal physical values within
different sites (Tigris River, Al Wathba plants
and houses).

Figure (2) Mean seasonal physical values within
different sites (Tigris River, Al Wathba plants and
houses neighbor of plant).

Figure (4) mean of fecal streptococcus seasonal
values within different sites (Tigris River, Al
Wathbaplant, Houses neighbor of plant).
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ABSTRACT

Copper oxide thin films were prepared on Indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate by pulse laser deposition. The
copper oxide film was grown on aIndium tin oxide substrate by pulas laser deposition.Laser Nd:YAG
(1.064μm, 9 ns) Q-switch Nd-YAG laser with 900 mJ/cm2 laser energy’s. The effects of annealing on the
structural properties and morphological character of copper oxide thin films were studied. The films
were annealed in ambient for different temperature ranging from (473,573 and 673)K . An X-ray
diffraction pattern reveals that the films as-deposited and annealed at 573K and 673K are of CuO
structure with composition Cu2O, Annealing at 573K andabove became mix these films to Cu2O phase
and cuo . The atomic force microscopy results show the average particles diameter increasing with mix
phase.
Key words.Thin films, Pulsed laser deposition, CuO, Indirect Phase.

INTRODUCTION
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is now increasingly used in the preparation of thin film companies with various
materials. In the most basic configuration of the PLD, the flux of the material to be deposited is generated by
irradiating the appropriate target with a high intensity pulsed laser beam, and a film is grown by collecting this flux
on a nearby substrate [1] The efforts to produce high-quality thin layers of these materials worldwide have led to a
wide range of available technical studies. Among them, PLD ranked firstIt has been reported that copper oxide is
classified as a transition metal oxide group of p-type semiconductors since copper vacancies are the most stable
defect in copper-rich and rich O environments. As p-type semiconductors, copper form two types of oxides, which
are known as lead and cuprous copper oxide (CuO) Oxides (Cu2O) are copper salts [2]. The mantle and chalcopyrite
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have different physical properties, different colors, Crystal structure and electrical properties. Compared with Cu2O,
CuO is a more thermally stable material the stability of CuO with high oxidation number [3].Copper oxide (CuO) is a
promising non-toxic and low cost semiconductor with potential applications in photovoltaic devices and sensor
applications, CuO has bandgap energy of 1.21 eV to 1.51 eV, with a brown black appearance [4]. CuO also has a
lattice constant a = 4.6859A, b = 3.4283, c = 5.1232 and β = 99.541o [5] monoclinic crystal structure. CuO is unique in a
single oxide of 3d transition elements coordinated to a square plane with copper Oxygen in monoclinic structures. At
the same time, cuprous oxide (Cu2O) is brown the appearance of the p-type semiconductor as the second stable phase
of the copper oxide compound. Cu2O is direct Band gap of 2.0 eV to 2.60 eV, can absorb up to the visible area
[6].Cu2O have both ionic and covalent structure which belongs to the cubic structure with a lattice constant of 4.2696
Å [7]. It has been used in photovoltaic devices, p-n junction diodes, power supplies, microwave dielectrics, solid state
gas sensors and catalysts for several environmental processes. CuO films have been grown by various techniques
such as thermal oxidation, electrodeposition, molecular beam epitaxy, induced physical vapor deposition, RF
magnetron sputtering and pulsed laser deposition [8,9].In this study, the influence of annealing in the(473,573 and
673)K range onthe structural (XRD) and morphological (AFM) properties of CuO thin films was investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The target of the deposition was CuO bulk with purity 99.999%, shaped liked disc with a diameter of 1cm .Using the
deposition method (PLD), CuO film on substrate Indium tin oxide, the laser energy was900m J /cm2.The substrate
and target inside vacuum at a pressure of 10-3mbar. The substrate was placed at 3cm from the CuO target, the CuO
target it is bombarded by 650 pulses by (10-30) second to obtain a one layer offilm.During the deposition, was fired
using a Nd: YAGlaser operating under specific energy, The Nd: YAG laser with a fundamental harmonic frequency
(λ=1064nm, 10ns, 6Hz) is focused on a CuO target with a quartz lens. The laser beam is focused on the target by an
angle of incidence of 45°. The ablated material of CuO is ejected on the substrate with high kinetic energy, the
annealing temperature changes from (473,573,673) K to study their influence on the phase of CuO and properties of
the deposited film.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study focused on thestructure and morphology of CuO films deposited at substrateIndium tin oxide than
annealing temperatures to determine the annealing effect on phase of CuO and properties of copper oxide films
prepared bypulas laser deposition.An atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the CuO film annealing at different
temperatures (473,573, 673) K as shown in and table (1), Fig (2).
The surface nanostructure of copper oxide films was carried out by AFM. Fig(2) indicates the three dimension (3D)
AFM imagesof copper oxide films at different annealing temperature varied at 473K, 573K and 673K. The root mean
square (RMS) surface roughness, obtained from AFM images corresponding to copper oxide films, is listed in
Table1.The AFM results show that the size of the grains increased as theannealing temperature increased to 573K The
grains size of the films has increased from 80 nm at 300K to124.50nm at 573K.
Annealing temperature to 91.5 nm at 673K annealing temperature, this is due to the phase stability of the oxide. It
was observed that larger grain structure wasobtained at films annealed at 573K.This is due to the increases of surface
energy at high temperature [10]. The graingrowth mechanism happens due to the transfer of atoms at higher
temperature have sufficient diffusion activation energy to occupy the crystal lattice and induced the small grains by
grain boundary diffusion thus the grains form inlarger size [11]. Meanwhile,the surface roughness of the copper
oxide films was The maximum value 2.47 nm onannealing at 573K.The surface roughness was decreasedto a
minimum value of1.1nm as the annealing temperature increased to673K This behavior can be attributed tothe
random distributions of the grains and also due to the phase change. Based on the results obtained, it can
beconcluded that low roughness of copper oxide films was at high annealing temperatures. The results AFM were
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consistent with the results of X-ray, where the peaks are clear at temperature (673K)a phase shift CuOWhere it is
included Cu2O.Table (2) shows the results of X-RD of thin film. We can see through the mix phase CuO and Cu2Ofilm
annealing at two temperatures (573,673) K, Where the top is very clear at a temperature 673K of Cu2Otemperature
room and 473k shows amorphous, similar behaviour was reportedearlier by Fei Wu, et al [12].

CONCLUSION
Copper oxide film prepared pulsed by laser deposition andannealing temperatures (473, 573 and 673)K. The
morphology, roughness and grain size were studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM results show an
increase in grain size. The surface roughness increases as the substrate temperature increases. The film of CuOwhen
annealing temperature 573K occur indirect phase transformation of CuO to Cu2O.
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Table 1: AFM Parameters of Cuo Films at Different Temperature
Temperature

Average Diameter (nm)

RMS roughness (nm)

Peak-peak (nm)

RT(300k)
473k
573K
673k

80.84
86.63
124.50
91.51

1.5
1.09
2.47
1.1

5.2
4.16
10.8
3.83

Table 2: Structural parameters for as deposited Cuo thin films onIndium tin oxide substrate and
treated with temperature
Ta(K)

2θ (Deg.)

FWHM
(Deg.)

dh kl
Exp.(Å)

G.S (nm)

673

Phase

hkl

CuO
Cu2 O
CuO
CuO
CuO
Cu2 O
CuO
CuO
CuO

(11-1)
(11-1)
(111)
(110)
(11-1)
(11-1)
(111)
(20-2)
(220)

card No.

Amourphus
Amourphus

RT
473
574

d hkl
Std.(Å)

35.4094
36.3751
38.5584
32.3863
35.4094
36.2491
38.6004
48.7614
67.7817

0.8818
0.3358
1.0917
0.5878
0.4199
0.3359
0.6718
0.5039
0.4619

2.5330
2.4679
2.3330
2.7622
2.5330
2.4927
2.3306
1.8660
1.3814

9.5
24.9
7.7
14.1
19.9
35.5
12.5
17.3
20.7

2.5216
2.4644
2.3158
2.7460
2.5216
2.4644
2.3158
1.8679
1.3730

96-410-5686
96-900-7498
96-410-5686
96-410-5686
96-410-5686
96-900-7498
96-410-5686
96-410-5686
96-410-5686
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Figure(1) shows system of PLD

473K

573K

673K

RT

Figure(2) shows AFM of film Cuo annealing temperature (473,573,673and300 K) on series
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Figure 3 Shows XRD of Film Cuo at Different Annealing Temperatures
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ABSTRACT

PLD technique was used in this work to synthesize CdO NPs at different laser energies (171, 201 and 263
mJ/pulse). Nd:YAG laser is used with 1064 nm wavelength for 200 pulses for each sample. The structural,
optical and morphological properties were inspected for the produced thin films. As the laser energy
increase, the band gap energy increase from 1.85 to 2.84 eV. XRD patterns showed the domination of
polycrystalline nature of cubic structure. AFM results demonstrated the increase of particle size as the
laser energy increase from 60.52 nm to 72.21 nm.
Key words: PLD, CdO, NPs.

INTRODUCTION
Cadmium oxide nanostructures have emerged as one of the most popular materials for various applications.
Cadmium oxide (CdO) is an n-type semiconductor that has an interesting features, like low electrical conductivity,
large band gap ~ 2.2eV, highly transmitting in the visible region of the spectrum [1]. Due to these attractions, CdO
nanoparticles are desired in many optoelectronic applications like optoelectronic devices, gas sensors, photocatalytic
activity, photodiodes, biosensors and solar cells[2–6]. CdO NPs can be synthesized in many techniques, such as
sputtering, thermal evaporation, sol-gel, chemical bath deposition, and pulsed laser ablation[7–11].
Pulsed laser deposition is widely used method to synthesize crystalline NPs thin films of different materials of high
quality, in one step, with lower cost than any other method [12]. In this work, we study the effect of laser energy at the
optical, structural and morphological properties of cadmium oxide nanoparticles synthesized by pulsed laser
deposition PLD technique.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
A pure CdO powder (99%) was purchased from BDH chemicals Ltd Poole, England.

Experimental Setup
2g of CdO powder was pressed into a circular pellet with a diameter of 16mm, 3mm high using hydraulic compressor
under the pressure of 10Tons. Pulse laser deposition technique was used to prepare the CdO Nps in one step directly
to the glass substrate that is placed above the pellet inside the vacuum chamber of the PLD system, operating with
background pressure of 2.5*10-2 mbar. The CdO pellet was radiated with 1064 nm Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Model
HF -301, Huafei technology, China) at different energies for 200 pulses. Table (1) lists the laser parameters used in this
work. The laser beam was focused on the pellet surface using a lens that has a focal length of 120mm, fig. (1) Shows a
schematic diagram for the PLD system.

Measuring Techniques
The optical properties of the samples were measured using SP-8001 UV/Visible Spectrophotometer, Metertech,
Taiwan. The crystalline structure of prepared samples were examined using XRD (D2 phaser, Bruker, Karlsruhe,
Germany) operating with CuKa1 radiation at wavelength= 0.154060 nm, generated at 30 KV and 10 mA; for 2θ values
between -3º to 160º. The surface morphology of CdO NPs was imaged by atomic force microscope (AFM) (CSPMScanning probe microscope).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optical Properties
Fig. (2) Shows the absorption spectrum as a function of wavelength. When increasing the laser energy, particles
ablated from the pellet surface more rapidly. This causes the thin films thickness deposited on the glass substrate to
increase. This leads to higher absorption.
From Tauc's relation of direct transitions, CdO NPs optical band gap is estimated graphically [13] :

Where:
Eg: optical energy gap.
α: absorption coefficient.
hυ: photon energy of incident radiation.
A: constant.
Laser energy has a significant effect on the band gap energy. As sown in fig.(3) as the energy increases, the band gap
shifts towards higher energy. This can be due to the decrease in particle size and new quantum confinement effects
[14]. Table 2 shows the increase in band gap energy as the laser energy increase:
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Structural Properties
Fig.(3) presents the XRD patterns at different energies. These patterns exhibit peaks centered at 2θ= 33.0º, 38.283º,
55.25º, 65.9º and 69.28º, which corresponds to (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) planes, that are the same as in pure
CdO (JCPDS No. 05-0640) card. In other words, pure nanoparticles are obtained. Crystal growth at (200) plane
indicate the domination of polycrystalline nature of cubic structure. the interplaner separation and crystalline size
value of synthesized samples were calculated according to Scherrer's equation [15], and listed in table (2-a,b,c).

Morphological Properties
Fig. (4) Shows the size distribution and surface morphology of CdO NPs prepared at different energies. The AFM
results displayed an increase in nanoparticles grain size as the laser energy increase, due to cluster formation as
reported previously by Happy [16], S. Beke [17], and R. Myerlas [18].

CONCLUSION
In this paper, CdO NPs are prepared by PLD technique. The optical, structural and morphological properties were
studied at different energies. XRD results showed the domination of polycrystalline nature of cubic structure with
high purity peaks. AFM studies showed that the particle size increase with increasing laser energy, and it ranged from
60.52 nm to 72.21 nm. The optical properties indicate the increase in band gap energy due to reduction of particle size
compared with the bulk material.
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Table 1: Nd:YAG laser properties
E (mJ/pulse)

Freq. (Hz)

λ (nm)

Pulse duration (nm)

Pulse diameter (mm)

171,201, 263

1

1064

10

2.2

Table 2: The Optical Band Gap of CdO NPs Prepared at Different Energies
Laser energy (mJ)
171
201
263

Optical energy gap (eV)
1.85
2.08
2.84

Table 2-A: The Crystalline Size of Cdo Nps Prepared at 171 Mj/Pulse
2θ (deg.)
33
38.2
55.25
65.9
69.28

(hkl)
111
200
220
311
222

dhkl Theo.(Å)
2.712
2.349
1.661
1.416
1.355

dhkl Exp.(Å)
2.7122
2.3541
1.4306
1.4162
1.3552

FWHM (deg.)
0.173
0.248
0.211
0.249
0.253

Crystalline size (nm)
85.26
60.35
75.65
67.68
67.94

Table 2-B: The Crystalline Size Value of Cdo Nps Prepared at 201 Mj /Pulse
2θ (deg.)
33
38.2
55.25
65.9

(hkl)
111
200
220
311

dhkl Theo.(Å)
2.712
2.349
1.661
1.416

dhkl Exp.(Å)
2.7122
2.3541
1.6613
1.4162

FWHM (deg.)
0.166
0.273
0.163
0.291

Crystalline size (nm)
88.59
54.82
97.93
57.91
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Table 2-C: The Crystalline Size Value of Cdo Nps Prepared at 263 Mj/ Pulse
2θ (deg.)
33
38.2
55.25

(hkl)
111
200
220

dhkl Theo.(Å)
2.712
2.349
1.661

dhkl Exp.(Å)
2.7122
2.3541
1.6613

FWHM (deg.)
0.171
0.248
0.258

Crystalline size (nm)
86.26
60.35
61.87

65.9

311

1.416

1.4162

0.163

10.34

69.28

222

1.355

1.3552

0.261

65.86

Table 3: The Average Diameter and Roughness of Cdo Nps Prepared Under Different Laser Energies
Laser energy(mJ/pulse)
171
201
263

Average diameter (nm)
60.52
68.16
72.21

Fig.1: Experimental Representation of
Technique

Fig.3: The (αhυ) 2 versus hυ Plot for CdO
NPs Prepared at Different Energies

Roughness (nm)
3.87
2.21
0.692

Fig.2: Absorption Spectrum as a Function of PLD
Wavelength of CdO/NPs at Different Energies

Fig.(4): X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Spectra of CdO NPs
Prepared at Different Laser Energies
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A

B

C
Fig.5: 3D AFM images and Size Distribution of CdO NPs Prepared at
Different Laser Energies (a) 171 mJ/pulse, (b) 201 mJ/pulse,
(c) 263 mJ/pulse.
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ABSTRACT

Sixty healthy local Iraqi cows were used to investigate the changes in ions and hormones of maternal
blood serum during pregnancy. The data were collected from December 2017 to April 2018. The ages of
cows selected between (3-6) years at Al-Muthanna Province. Samples included maternal blood serum
divided into three groups according to stages of pregnancy and fourth group non-pregnant. These
groups were 1st group (n=10) cows in 1st Trimester (1-3) months, 2nd group (n=14) cows in 2nd Trimester (46) months, and 3rd group (n=17) cows in 3 rd Trimester (7-9) months of pregnancy and four group (n=19)
non-pregnant. The result observed that the concentration of calcium (Ca) and phosphorus (P) ions in
maternal blood serum Significantly increased (p<0.01) recorded in 1 st and 2nd trimesters of pregnancy
compared with 3rd trimesters and non-pregnant, but potassium (K) recorded significantly (P < 0.01) in 2nd
trimester compared with other groups and sodium (Na) ion concentrations recorded significantly higher
(p<0.01) in 3rd trimesters of pregnancy compared with 1st, 2nd trimesters and non-pregnant. Progesterone
hormone recorded superior significantly (P < 0.01) in 2nd trimester compared with other groups. Finally,
cortisol hormone recorded best significant increase (P < 0.01) during 3rd trimester of pregnancy compared
with other groups. In conclusion, there were changes in ions and hormones concentrations in maternal
blood serum, these changes possible considered as one method of pregnancy diagnosis.
Key words. Hormones, blood serum, pregnancy, serum, parameters.

INTRODUCTION
The health of the cows can be evaluate and depends on hematologic and biochemical profile of blood (1).
Measurement of these parameters provide a practical diagnostic tool for evaluating pathological conditions in live
animals or for monitoring the health status of animals (2). Reference values are of great importance for the correct
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interpretation of biochemical data (3). Standard serum biochemical parameters provide information that serves as the
basis for the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of diseases. Recently, major and trace elements have been
recognized as essential for the maintenance of normal metabolic states and productivity in animals (4). Pregnancy is
physiological status considered to modify metabolism in animals (5). All animals require minerals such as calcium
(Ca) and phosphorus (P) and other ions for growth, reproduction and lactation which often affect specific
requirements, and serve as catalytic components of enzymes or regulate several mechanism involved just in
pregnancy and lactation (5,6,7). Serious changes during the Pregnancy period were observed in other blood
metabolites in cows, including hematological, mineral, enzymatic and hormonal profiles, as well as some variables
related to protein metabolism (8,9,10). The present study recorded changes in, ions and hormones in maternal blood
serum to compare of blood biochemical profile of pregnant and non pregnant local Iraqi cows to help in pregnancy
diagnosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study conducted on 60 healthy local Iraqi cows at Al-Muthanna Province for the period from December 2017 to
April 2018. Ages of cows selected between (3-6) years. The cows divided into three groups according to stages of
pregnancy and fourth non-pregnant. These groups were 1st group (n=10) cows in 1st Trimester (1-3 months), 2nd group
(n=14) cows in 2nd trimester (4-6 months), 3rd group (n=17) cows in 3rd Trimester (7-9 months) of pregnancy and fourth
group (n=19) non-pregnant. The blood samples were collected from jugular vein and analysis was completed in the
laboratories of the Department of Technical Animal Production/Technical institute /Al-Mussiab/ Al-Forat Al-Awsat
Technical University.The blood collected by vacutainer tubes (6 ml) without anticoagulant for accumulate the
maternal blood for analysis the blood compositions (ions and hormones) after serum separated by centrifuge in 3600
rpm for 10 minutes and aspirated by eppendorf tube by using micropipette and stored at −20◦C until assayed.
Statistic analysis for data included mean, chi–squar, standard error and F-test (one way) was done by (11)

RESULTS
The results of ions concentrations showed in table-1and figure-1. Concentrations of Ca ion in maternal blood serum
in different stages of pregnancy, were (12.04 ± 2.34, 13.46 ± 1.86 and 9.35 ± 1.64 mmol/L) in 1st, 2nd and 3rd trimesters
from pregnancy respectively, and 7.54 ± 0.16 mmol/L in non-pregnant. Concentrations of P were (8.52 ± 0.27,8.25 ±
0.68,and 5.33 ± 0.12 mmol/l ) in 1st, 2nd and 3rd trimesters from pregnancy respectively, and 4.87 ± 0.23 mmol/l in nonpregnant. The results showed that the concentrations of Ca and P ions in maternal blood serum were significantly
increased (p<0.01) in 1st and 2nd trimesters of pregnancy compared with 3rd trimesters and non-pregnant.
Concentrations of K ion were (4.23 ± 0.21, 6.35 ± 0.62 and 4.56 ± 0.17 mmol/L) in 1st, 2nd and 3rd trimesters from
pregnancy respectively, and 1.36 ± 0.02 mmol/L in non-pregnant. It was recorded superior significantly (P < 0.01) in
2nd trimesters compared with other groups. The results observed that the concentrations of Na ion were (3.34 ± 0.16,
4.52 ± 0.23 and 5.22 ± 0.14) mmol/L in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd trimester respectively and 1.36 ± 0.02 mmol/L in non-pregnant,
that recorded significantly (P < 0.01) in 2nd and 3rd trimesters with superior increase in 3rd trimesters compared with
other groups, also significantly (P < 0.01) related with1st trimesters of pregnancy compared with non-pregnant
(group- 4).
Concentrations of hormones showed in table-2 and figure-2. Progesterone hormone concentrations recorded (8.56 ±
1.43, 14.63 ± 1.84 and 11.45 ± 2.23 ng/ml) in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, trimesters of pregnancy respectively and 5.63 ± 0.65 ng/ml
in non-pregnant, which recorded superior significantly (P < 0.01) related with 2nd compared with 1st, 3rd trimester of
pregnancy and non-pregnant, as well as significant difference (P < 0.01 ) related with 3rd compared with 1st,
trimester of pregnancy and non-pregnant, also best significantly (P < 0.01) related with 3rd trimester compared with
non-pregnant. finally, the results of cortisol hormone concentrations were (11.54 ± 0.09, 10.23 ±1.26, and 16.45 ±1.58
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(ng/ml)) in 1st, 2nd, 3rd, trimester of pregnancy respectively and 14.62 ± 1.56 ng/ml in non-pregnant that recorded
significant difference (p < 0.01) related with 3rd trimester and non-pregnant compared with 1st and 2nd trimesters of
pregnancy.

DISCUSSION
The results of ions concentrations (table -1) showed that the concentration of Ca ion in maternal blood serum was
increased significantly (p<0.01) in 1st and 2nd trimesters of pregnancy, as a result of the precipitation of Ca from blood
circulation of dam to the skeletal of fetus and absorption from the gastrointestinal tract are required to re-establish
homeostasis (12). The decrease in Ca level in late pregnancy may also be associated with haemodilution which has
been reported in cows (13). During pregnancy advances, the serum calcium level depletes which corroborated with
the finding of (14) and (15). The significant (p<0.01) decrease in the phosphorus level during the 3rd trimester might
be due to increased utilization of Phosphorus at this stage and to enhance carbohydrate metabolism of pregnancy or
might be due to meeting requirement of the P for the secretion of colostrums (16). The present results are in
accordance with (4), (15), (14) and (17)
Concentration of Na ion in maternal blood serum was recorded best significantly (p<0.01) in 2ndand 3d trimesters of
pregnancy compared with other groups due to indicating very efficient reabsorption capacity in the collecting of
kidney lead to hypotonic of fetal urine compared with blood plasma and the sodium absorption by renal of fetus at
the last period of pregnancy was highly percentage of the filtered load (18, 19). The higher sodium level in the
pregnant animal with an increasing trend as pregnancy advanced may be due to the accumulation of fluid in
pregnant animals, which is facilitated by reabsorption of sodium from the renal tubules (20) and also may be due to
an increased demand of this element by the fetus (21). These results agreement with (22, 21, 23).
The concentration of potassium in maternal serum recorded best significantly (P < 0.01) in 2nd trimester of pregnancy,
after that decrease in third trimester. The requirement of potassium has been found to be increasing during
pregnancy (24). This may be because potassium located mostly within cells is needed for maintenance of acid-base
balance in the body and for normal tissue protein synthesis calcium dependent- big potassium channel in protein
depleted animals during the advanced pregnancy (25). Our results were similar to (26). The results of the hormones
concentrations in maternal blood serum observed in table -2 and figure -2, the progesterone hormone was noted
higher significantly (P < 0.01) in second trimester of pregnancy compared with other groups. This result agreement
with (27) and (28) who found progesterone level was significantly increased with the progress of gestation and at the
end of the 3rd trimester of gestation; progesterone decreased and reached its minimum level during the period from 6
to 1 day before parturition.
The cortisol hormone concentration recorded best significantly (P < 0.01) in 3rd trimester of pregnancy. These results
agreement with (14,17).This response indicates that pregnancy constitutes a physiological stress, particularly in the
3rd trimester (14) and (29) who mentioned that late pregnancy may constitute a source of additional stimulus that
activates the hypothalamic- pituitary –adrenal axis causing increased secretion of cortisol in cows. Cortisol levels
peak in the late pregnancy because of placental production of corticotrophin releasing hormone and fall abruptly at
delivery (30).
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Table1. Ions Concentration in Blood Serum in Different Physiological Status of Animal of Local Iraqi
Cows
Groups

1st

group

2nd group

3rd group
4th group

Physiological status of
animal
10 pregnant cows
1st Trimester
(1-3 months)
14 pregnant cows
2nd Trimester
(4-6 months)
17 pregnant Cows 3d
Trimester
(7-9 months)
19 non pregnant
Cows

Calcium
(mmol/l)
Mean ± SE

Phosphorus
(mmol/l)
Mean ± SE

Potassium
(mmol/l)
Mean ± SE

Sodium
(mmol/l)
Mean ± SE

12.04 ± 2.34
b

8.52 ± 0.27
b

4.23 ± 0.21
a

3.34 ± 0.16
a

13.46 ± 1.86
a

8.25 ± 0.68
a

6.35 ± 0.62
a

4.52 ± 0.23
a

9.35 ± 1.64
b

5.33 ± 0.12
b

4.56 ± 0.17
b

5.22 ± 0.14
a

7.54 ± 0.16
b

4.87 ± 0.23
b

3.81 ± 0.26
b

1.36 ± 0.02
c

Table.2 Hormones Concentration in Blood Serum in Different Physiological Status of Local Iraqi
Cows
Groups
1st

group

2nd

group

3th

group

4th

group

Physiological status of animal
10 pregnant cows 1st Trimester
(1-3 months)
14 pregnant cows 2nd Trimester
(4-6 months)
17 pregnant Cows 3d Trimester
(7-9 months)
19 non pregnant Cows

Progesterone (ng/ml)
Mean ± SE
8.56 ± 1.43
c
14.63 ± 1.84
a
11.45 ± 2.23
b
5.63 ± 0.65
d

Cortisol (ng/ml)
Mean ± SE
11.54 ± 1.09
b
10.23 ±1.26
b
16.45 ±1.58
a
14.62 ± 1.56
a
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Figure-1 Ions Concentration (Mmol/L) in Blood Serum in Different Physiological Status of Animal of
Local Iraqi Cows

Figure-2 Hormones Concentration (ng/ml) in Blood Serum in Different Physiological Status of Local
Iraqi Cows
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ABSTRACT

This study was conducted to evaluate the effects of age and breeding season upon testicular and
epididymal parameters (testicular weight and size, epididymal weight, size and length) in Iraqi rams in
relation to spermatozoa validity and abnormalities. Sheep is a short day breeder, its breeding season
started from late September to early November with a tendency for ewes to give birth at February to
March. 40 ram testicular pairs aged between 6-24 months are collected from Al-Shoàalla slaughter house
each season (within and out of breeding season) starting from the end of September 2017 to the beginning
of November 2017 (within breeding season) and from February 2018 till March 2018 (out of breeding
season). Age of donor rams were recorded (6, 9, 12, 18, 24 month), testicular weight (87±0.22gm,
104.8±1.75gm, 210.3±4.55gm, 230.2±5.36gm, 280.5±6.78gm.), size were (35.5±2.74mm, 40.6±3.087mm,
60.8±3.66mm, 68.8±4.22mm, 76.6±4.88mm), while epididymal parameters were; weight (12.7 ±1.19gm,
14.2±2.07gm, 16.8±2.22gm, 17.4±2.87gm, 18.4±3.22gm.), size (12.2±1.2, 12.8±1.45, 13.1±1.67, 13.6±2.08,
13.8±2.11 mm) and length (13.2±1.08, 13.6±1.22, 14±1.54, 14.2±1.69, 14.7±1.82 cm.). Testicular and
epididymal parameters in relation to the incidence of season were divided to within season WS
(September, October, and November) and out of season OS (January, February, and March). WS testicular
weight were (210.3±4.55, 208.3±4.34, 210.8±4.35 gm.) and size WS (60.8±3.66, 61.3±3.78, 60.3±3.50mm).
Epididymal parameters WS were; wt (14.2±2.07, 15.1±2.21, 14.6±2.13 gm.), length (14.8±1.88, 14.6±1.66
15±1.78 cm.) and caudal wt (4.8±0.76, 5.2±0.82, 5.1±0.89gm). Out of season parameters were; testicular wt
(211.2±4.60, 211.8±4.45, 209.4±4.43gm.), TS (62.1±3.78, 60.8±3.09, 61.6±3.11 mm), while those for
epididymis were; wt (15.2±2.11, 14.8±2.09, 15±2.22 gm.), length (14.7±2.22, 14.7±2.20, 14.8±2.30 cm) and
caudal wt (4.8±0.67, 5.3±0.74, 5.1±0.822gm). Effect of season on total sperm motility, viability, dead and
alive percentage, were WS(viability%, 80-85, total motility 85%, dead 18-20% alive 78-80%), OS ( viability
40%, total motility 35-40%, dead 60-65% and alive 35-40%). On conclusion there was a noticeable effect of
season on ram reproductive parameters, but age significantly has more effect on those parameters in
regarding to the healthy status of the ram as well as its breed.
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INTRODUCTION
Sheep gonadal activity cycle is a well-documented event in many breeds reared and controlled by photoperiod effect
(1).Numerous evidences already exist in the literatures to support that gonadal function of high-latitude rams is
regulated by changes in the day-length throughout a synchronization process involving the circadian system (2)
which drives the melatonin-production and leads to the annual restriction of reproduction (3). Photoperiod may itself
have better and significant effect on semen volume, motility and percentage dead or abnormal cells if accompanied
with the Breed of ram (4).There is a tendency to keep in relation the animal (ram) total weight gain with the
development and enlargement of the testicle in direct proportion way, the more weight gain is the more testicular
organ weight, that is mean the breeding season mainly happened with most suitable period for the well pasture
(raining season) and more grazing time (5,6).
Seasonal reproduction in ram is controlled by the pineal hormone melatonin which is the common link between
photoperiod and reproduction (7). An increase in the daily diurnal period of melatonin secretion is associated with a
decrease in GnRH release in long-day breeders, while an increase in GnRH release in short-day breeders (8).
Melatonin influences GnRH release within or close to the mediobasal hypothalamus. Prolactin concentrations are
consequently low during the breeding season of sheep and high during the breeding season of horses and hamsters
(long-day breeder), Prolactin stimulates testicular function in rams. Seasonal changes in GnRH release in the horse
are regulated by changes in a GnRH-inhibitory opioidergic tone. Opioids are at least, in part, responsible for the
decrease in testicular function during winter. An opioidergic inhibition of LH release is present during the breeding
season in rams; but dopaminergic pathways inhibit LH release during long daylight hours. A dopaminergic
inhibition of LH release does not exist in stallions (9).
The effects of seasonal variations on the scrotal circumference and semen characteristics were analyzed by(10) in
which; largest production of semen was recorded mainly in spring, whereas the lowest semen volume was produced
in summer, seminal pH was slightly alkaline and significantly lower in autumn than in spring, the highest value of
the total number of sperm per ejaculate was observed in spring for both breeds, and mass motility increased
significantly in autumn compared with winter, spring, and summer while progressive motility was significantly
lower during the months of summer and spring. Scrotal circumference, semen quality and the concentration of total
protein in seminal plasma were relatively constant during the year, while total lipid and cholesterol concentrations
increased in winter and summer, progressive motility was higher in winter and summer (11).
(12) described the effect of summer and spring season on testicles histological picture of ram, this effect involved
some changes occurred on the wall of the arterioles that supplied the testicles, physiological increase in testicular
vascularization was more in summer time if compared with spring time, the diameter and thickness of arterioles wall
in summer time was higher than in spring.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study is designed to evaluate the effect of age and season on testicular size and weight, epididymal long, weight,
cauda weight, size and spermatozoa mass motility, viability and abnormality within and out-season in ram.20
testicular pairs of 6-24months old donor rams, were collected from Al-Shoàalla slaughter house each season (within
and out of breeding season) starting from the end of September 2017 to the beginning of November 2017 (within
breeding season) and from February 2018 till March 2018 (out of breeding season).
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Preparation of the testicles is accomplished as described by(13). Testicular abattoir specimens after collected soon
after slaughtering at the abattoir preserved in cool boxes and transported to the lab. Testicles specimens were
refreshed by removing all surrounding tissue by curved surgical scissors thoroughly washed twice with water then
cleaning out with normal saline. Epididymal separation from the entire testicular organs using curved surgical
scissors, separated epididymis was subjected to long, weight and caudal size calculation, all results were recorded.
Cauda of epididymis then separated from the whole epididymal organ, injected with warm normal saline and
subjected for slicing by surgical blade. By a plastic syringe, we aspirate o.5 ml of the fluid (the consistency of this
fluid is the injectable normal saline which mixed and diluted caudal secretion and spermatozoa, this 0.5 ml were
conducted for evaluation the spermatozoa parameters (massive motility, viability and abnormalities). All results will
be recorded for further evaluation

RESULT
Effect of Donor Ram Age Upon Testicular and Epididymal Parameters
Result showed that; age of donor ram had a direct proportion effects on testiculat weight and size, epididymal
weight, length and size, in which, an older donor rams supplied more large and bigger size testicular samples, and
this elevated testicular samples relected the elevated epididymal parameters as shownen in table (1).

Effect of Breeding Season Upon Testicular and Epididymal Parameters
Result showed that; season had a proportional or even relative effect upon testicular and epididymal parameters, in
which; testicular weight remain unchanged or even slightly changed which is related mainly to the age. Same results
are collected with the epididymal parameters as showen in table(2). Age of donor ram is not envolved with this
parameters and from a practical and more scintific veiw we fixed the 18 months is the age of donor ram that the other
parameters are followed.

Effect of Breeding Season Upon Spermatozoa Motility and Viability Inrelation to Dead or Alive
Spermatozoa
Result showed that; there is a marked effect of season on dead or alive spermatozoa percentage, number of dead
spermatozoa is increased with the samples that collected on breeding season. This finding is reflected the effect of
season upon spermatozoa vaibility inrelation to. Total motality, is decreased as the donor ram out of breeding season
according to the collected samples at that period, while these activities appeared more bronounced in the samples
collected within breeding season (table. 3)

Effect of Breeding Season on Abnormalities Percentage and Type
Result showed that; The more spermatozoa abnormality incidance is the protoplasmic droplets (distal), in a way, it is
appeared in both season but with more and clearly obvious when the samples are collected out of season (January,
February and March). The incidence of the other abnormalities as detached head, double tail and coiled tail is with
relatively low within season appositing to a moderate or slightly elevated out of season as showen in (table.4).
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DISCUSSION
The main objective results of this study areto confirm ; whether the breeding season has a relatively to moderate
factor that affects ram reproduction or the effect of age and other environmental factors have more affected incidence
than that of the breeding season.

Effect of Donor Ram Age Upon Testicular and Epididymal Parameters
Sheep is a seasonal breeder animals (short-day light) in which reproduction in this species are eliminated by the
effect of day light upon its minimized period. Results of this study showed that; although there is an effect of season
upon testicular stimulations but the effect of the age is more dominant. This is may be due to sexual maturity
modulation by age or the increase effect of androgen hormone in relation to age factor. (14) put his approval in which
ram has the ability to produce semen of high quality all over the year not at restricted period (breeding period) (6)
not agree with result of this study, because; unlike most domestic livestock species, sheep are widely known as an
animal with marked seasonality of breeding activity..The annual cycle of daily photoperiod has been identified as the
determinant factor of this phenomenon, while environmental temperature, nutritional status, social interactions,
lambing date and lactation period are considered to modulate it.
The importance of seasonal breeding as a reproductive strategy for the survival of species, given to the
neuroendocrine base of photoperiodic regulation of seasonal breeding. (15)put his agreement on the age
factor,testicular parameters, semen quality and production improved and stabilized up to at the age of 3 years, in
which testicular parameters as weight, size, spermatozoa production as well as epididymal parameters all are
improved as the rams being older. (16) Approved the results of this study, testicular size, weight and testosterone
concentration increased with age. Furthermore, semen quality was fairly independent of age except for some
morphological abnormalities.
Despite the seasonal variations affecting sperm quality and quantity, these parameters were within the range
regarded as satisfactory for normal fertility. (17) Agreed with the results but he concludes that neither the age itself
nor the season alone can arranged the reproductive status of the ram especially those ram chosen for breeding
purposes, in which; there is a marked effect and control of the season on the reproductive performances but ram age
has more effect on ram reproduction and mainly if we can put both season and age on consideration.

Effect of Season on Testicular and Epididymis Parameters
Sheep are important animals in many tropical and subtropical countries, and have a seasonal controlling in their
reproductive status. In subtropical areas, as in Iraq; ewes are generally bred during the late summer to lamb during
the winter, mainly at rain period to have excessive food, thus increasing the need at parturition for milk production
(18). (19) Not agree with the results of this study and put her approved in which; sheep breed is known to display a
clear seasonal reproductive response orchestrated by the significant annual variation in photoperiod related to its
latitude of origin. However, in the low latitudes of the tropical and subtropical environments the magnitude and
timing of these responses in rams has been well investigated.
Rams were monitored during 1 year for testicular size, seminal parameters and serum testosterone, from autumn to
winter, under shortening daylength, rams underwent a significant gonadal involution. Testicular size increased in
spring and reached a peak in summer, similar to the latitude of which this breed originates. Parallel to scrotal
circumference, other parameters such as testicular volume, serum testosterone concentration, ejaculate volume and
sperm concentration followed a seasonal profile. Testosterone levels followed the same seasonal pattern as testicular
size. Ejaculate volume was significantly lower during autumn and winter and higher values of sperm concentration
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were detected in spring. Sheep native to temperate climates are usually quite seasonal in their breeding habits,
though rams are less affected than ewes. A ram's testicular size, sperm production, and mating capacity will vary
according to the season of the year, being highest during the normal fall breeding season .Some breeds are much less
seasonal in their breeding behavior: Dorset, Rambouillet, Merino, Polypay, Finnsheep, Romanov, and hair sheep.
(Special communication). (20) put his approval that; the main affected factor on ram reproduction is its seasonality
more than the effect of the age in which testicular endocrine activity concerned serum testosterone concentration, no
statistically significant effect of age on the testosterone concentration, while seasonal variations were statistically
significant in ram ages with higher values during spring and autumn and lower values during summer and winter.
(21) put his approval that the age factor influenced ram reproductive activities more than the season, result of his
study showed that no significant different found for semen quality parameters at different ages of ram, sperm
motility of local ram semen was influenced by age oldest age of 25-36 months produces highest motility of sperm and
viability.

Effect Season on Abnormalities Percentage and Spermatozoa Viability
Seasonal changes in semen volume and quality in ram semen obviously influence ejaculate volume, semen pH,
sperm concentration, sperm motility, percentage live and normal sperm and sperm abnormalities. (22) Agree with
this if age of ram doesn’t influence, ram was found to be a seasonal breeder (late summer through autumn) and
produced semen only during this period. Semen volume differed between months, with the highest production in
autumn and the lowest in summer. Semen pH increased linearly from autumn through spring, and lower early
(February) and late (August) in the breeding season, the percentage of normal sperm was higher during winter than
in summer and autumn. (23) Approved that; if age not involved, ram was under seasonal effect in a way this factor
influence the semen quality and volume as well as spermatozoa validity, winter season is not generally
recommended for semen collection, especially when this semen used in AI processes seminal quality is not
recommended. (24) Add his statement that; the magnitude of the seasonal effects which involved ram production
was not sufficient to prevent it from being used for breeding throughout the year. However, the existence of
differences among rams within each breed in semen quality and quantity makes it necessary to perform a semen
evaluation on individual basis in order to select the best males before they are used for breeding, that is mean season
in not the main factor t involved ram reproduction, there is an individual variation that need to follow when we
select rams for breeding purposes, ram can bred all over the year. (25) mentioned his statement that; ram
reproductive status is controlled mainly by two main factors with some degrees of variations, those factors are age
and season, in which, the volume of ejaculate was highly influenced by the season but not by the age, it was more
important in spring and autumn than in winter and summer. The mass motility did not show seasonal variation, but
showed significant variation with age, the sperm concentration was not influenced by the season but it varied
significantly with the age category.
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Table1: Effect of Age of Donor Upon Testicular and Epididymal Parameters
Age
(Month
6
9
12
18
24

Testicle
Weight
Size
SE
SE
(gm)
(mm)
87
±0.22
35.5
±2.74
104.8
±1.74
40.6
±3.087
210.3
±4.55
60.8
±3.66
230.2
±5.36
68.8
±4.22
280.5 ±6.78
76.6 ±4.88

Weight
SE
(gm)
12.7
±1.19
14.2
±2.07
16.8
±2.22
17.4
±2.87
18.4 ±3.22

Epididymis
Size
SE
(mm)
12.2
±1.2
12.8
±1.45
13.1
±1.67
13.6
±2.08
13.8 ±2.11

Length
SE
(cm)
13.2
±1.08
13.6
±1.22
14
±1.54
14.2
±1.69
14.7 ±1.82

Table 2: Effect of Breeding Season Upon Testis and Epididymis Parameters
Parameter
Testis wt. gm
Testis size mm
Epididymal wt gm
Epididymal length cm
Caudal wt gm

Sptember
210.3±4.55
60.8 ±3.66
14.2 ±2.01
14.8±1.68
4.8± 0.76

Within season
October
208.3±4.34
61.3±3.78
15.1±2.21
14.6±1.66
5.2±0.82

November
210.8±4.35
60.3±3.50
14.6±2.31
15±1.78
5.1± .89

January
211.2±4.60
62.1±3.78
15.2±2.11
14.7± 2.22
4.8± 0.67

Out of season
Fabruary
March
211.8±4.45
209.4±4.43
60.8±3.09
61.6±3.11
14.8± 2.09
15± 2.22
14.7± 2.20
14.8± 2.30
5.3±0.74
5.1±0.822

Table 3: Effect of Season on Total Motility and Viability of Spermatozoa Inrelation to the Dead or
Alive Spermatozoa
Season
Within season
Out of season

Viability (%)
80-85
40

Total motility(%)
85
35-40

Dead (%)
18-20
60-65

Alive (%)
75-80
35 - 65

Table 4: Type and Incidence of Spermatozoa Within and Out of Season
Season
Within season
Out of season

Distal droplet %
8
15

Detached head %
3
11

Double tail %
2
8

Coiled tail %
3
11

Diagram 1: Effect of Age (Month) Upon Testicular Weight (gm) and Size (mm)
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Diagram 2: Effect of Age (Month) Upon Epididymis Weight (gm.), Size (mm) and Length (cm)

Diagram 3:Stained Slide for Out Season Collected Sample Shows the Moderate Sperm Cells with
Some Abnormalities, Distal Protoplasmic Droplet (bule), Alive Sperm Shows as Uncolor Head (green),
Detached Head (black) and Dead Sperm with Stained Head (orange).
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ABSTRACT

Helicobacter pylori is considered as main cause of gastro-intestinal infections. The current study was
done in Al-Kut city, from January 2016 to January 2017. A total of 100 patients were joined our study and
all patients were having symptoms of gastrointestinal infection. All 100 samples were examined for
detection of H. pylori infection by H. pylori antigen assay and for the lipid profile test. It was found that
the mean serum values were considerably higher for cholesterol, triglyceride and LDL; whereas it was
lower for HDL. There is no significant association between H. pylori infection and lipid profile,
Cholesterol, triglyceride, HDL and LDL was lower in H. pylori positive than in negative samples. This
study revealed the prevalence rate of H. pylori infection and the lipid profile according to gender in Iraq.
Key words: - H. Pylori,

INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylorus was depicted in 1984 (1). It is a gram-negative winding or helix molded, microphilic ureasedelivering bacterium and motile (2, 3). It colonizes and develops in abdominal mucosa and in zones of abdominal
biennial in the duodnum; it can enter the mucoid covering in the stomach (3). It is a standout amongst the most wellknown unending bacterial contaminations in human's world– wide (4, 5). The greater part of the total populace
harbor H. pylori in their upper gastrointestinaI plot; in this way it is the most pervasive disease on the planet (4, 6).
The contamination frequency of H. pylori varies as indicated by area; it is more typical in creating nations, and
diminished in European nations (5, 7, 8). The hatching span for H. pylori separation has been proposed to be 2-7 days
(9). A few examinations set up that it causes a few upper gastrointestinaI maladies, for example, ceaseless gastritis,
plot and duodenal ulceration, and peptic ulcers and it is engaged with the malignancies (gastric carcinoma and
lymphoma) (3,10). Moreover, H. pylorus is related with other malady not identified with stomach related framework,
for example, Myocardial Infection, Coronary Heart illness and Insulin subordinate diabetes (11, 12). The most widely
recognized colonized individuals still asymptomatic and sound and just 15% have ailment (11). The event of fiery
Pathogenesis relies upon have hereditary powerlessness, strain destructiveness and ecological cofactors (13). For
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ideal development, H. pylori serotypes needs complex basal medium with enhancements, for example, entire blood
of pony or sheep, corn starch, egg yolk emulsion, charcoal or serum. These supplements may fill in as nourishing
substrates or detoxify medium or ensure H. pylori development (12, 14). The exact method off conveyance is dubious
however intra-familial grouping proposes individual to-individual spread for the most part in adolescence (15). The
contamination chance with H. pylori is related with living conditions financial status (5, 11). Potential dietary
relations with H. pylori have been examined in people and interminable over the top salt utilization has been
appeared to enhance the colonization of H. pylori in mice and people (13). Different methods of transmission for H.
pylori are assumed and no particular pathway has been distinguished obviously.
These pathways might be individual to individual, oraloral and fecaloral transmission by which salivation, Feces or
regurgitation can spread the life form (14). Additionally, it can spread from mother to infant either in pregnancy or
on a level plane by bosom drain in the postnatal period (13). Also, it can be transmitted mechanically by housefly
(15), therefor poor sanitation can give its transmission. Individual to individual approach is the most conceivable
method of transmission. Extra course of conveyance is iatrogenic in which endoscopes or tubes in contact with gastric
mucosa of one patient are utilized for someone else. Another conceivable method of transmission is oral-fecal and H.
pylori have been found in dung of contaminated youngsters (3, 11). Water dirtied with excrement is a fundamental
disease sources too the ingesting of uncooked vegetables washed with debased water (9). Defiled open water supply
has more odds of spreading H. pylori disease contrasted and private water supply (15). Disease is more continuous
in early youth in creating nations contrasted and western populaces as sign of H. pylori is uncommon before 10 years
of age while increments too 10 % in ages 18-30 years of age and too 50 % in individuals more established than 60
years of age maybe in light of the poor clean conditions, possibly connected with bring down anti-toxins treatment
for irrelevant pathologies (12).
In numerous creating nations, there is a high pervasiveness rate of disease (80-95%) (5). More prominent than half of
kids with 10 years of age are contaminated with H. pylori with the occurrence of contamination more than 80% in
youthful grown-ups (3, 6). The period of contamination with this bacterium is impact the potential pathologic result
of the disease: Acquisition of this bacterium at youth are conceivable to grow more separate irritation which might be
trailed by atrophic gastritis related with a higher danger of gastric tumor, gastric ulcer, or both (15). Individuals who
tainted with this bacterium at a more established age create diverse gastric changes that are more conceivable to
cause duodenal ulcer (11). The contamination with H. pylori followed through procedures off carcinogenesis which
are: Chronic dynamic gastritis, gastric decay, intestinal metaplasia, dysplasia and gastric tumor. Systems of H. pylori
disease conclusion include microbiological strategies, hereditary, immunological, neurotic, and finding by the
identification of bacterial urease. Methodologies are either intrusive requiring biopsy with endoscopy or nonobtrusive (3, 7).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
100 unwell enrolled from Al-Kut city in Iraq. Stool samples (20 gm) were collected from each unwell for detection of
H. pylori infection by H. pylori antigen assay. Additionally, blood (1 ml) samples were obtained from every patient for
the lipid profile test. This study was continued from January 2016 to January 2017.

Sample Preperation
After gathering, blood was centrifuged for10 min at 1500 rpm. At that point the serum was isolated and utilized for
the lipid profile examine. For stool antigen test, the top of the example tube was untie, at that point the example
accumulation utensil was arbitrarily wounded into fecal example in 3 unique positions to acquire around 40 mg of
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defecation. At that point the tool was returned again into the tube and shut. Accumulation tube was shaken
mphatically by vortex blender, at that point centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 minutes. At last, supernatant was prepared
for the test.

H. Pylori Stool Antigen Assay
The examples analyzed for H. pylori antigen by ABON one stage H. pylori antigen test gadget (Inverness Medical
Innovation Hong Kong Limited). It is a sidelong stream chromatographic immunoassay. Assay expert as indicated by
the maker directions. Right off the bat, two drops of extricated stool were acquainted with the example well of the
test unit. The outcome was watched 10 min after example expansion. The measure is sure once the test line (a purplepink line) showed up with the control line, and considered negative if just the control line showed up.
Nonappearance of control line uncovered invalid outcome.

The Lipid Profile Detection
Triglycerides were. HDL.Total cholesterol. Serum samples were tested for the lipid profile. Test was performed
according to manufacture’s, measured using direct enzymatic assy. The Friedewald equation was used to calculate
L.D [Tunisia, Biomagherb] ruction by kits inst. Statistics collected were analyzed using SPSS package.L serum levels
(to) 20 version conclude the variance magnitude 0.05>P value of under ROC curve ratio and area odd regarded
magnitude.

RESULTS
100 unwell enrolled in this study. Tables (1) illustrate the Demographic data of the patients enrolled in this study.
The male patients were 65 (65%), while the female were 35 (35%). Survey set up no connection H. pylori infection and
sex. Totally, the smoking data in these patients was 24 (24%) smoking and 76 (76%) don’t smoking.

Lipid Profile in H. Pylori Infection
It was founded that in patients infected who are positive for H. pylori the mean serum values were lower for [LDL
112.9286 mg/dl; HDL 36.486 mg/dl; P=0.000], cholesterol [0], triglyceride [302.8571mg/dl; P=0.037] than in H. pylori
negative samples [LDL=141.6209 mg/dl; HDL= 37.756 mg/dl; cholesterol= 0 mg/dl; triglyceride =235.0581 mg/dl].
Nevertheless, VLDL mean serum value was higher [59.2714 mg/dl P=0.000] in H. pylori positive cases than in those
negative [46.8012], (Table- 2, 3).

DISCUSSION
The contamination with H. pylori was related with physiological adjustments in human (16, 17). This investigation
demonstrated that there was an essential change in lipid profile H. pylori samples. It was discovered that the serum
esteems were extensively higher for cholesterol, triglyceride and LDL; while it was bringing down for HDL. There is
no critical relationship between H. pylori contamination and lipid profile, Cholesterol, triglyceride, HDL and LDL
was bring down in H. pylori proven than in negative examples. A few investigations built up that H. pylori may be
related in incitement different changes in serum lipid profile and play as hazard component for atherosclerosis
(18,19,16). However, different explores not set up these discoveries (20, 21). An investigation of Ansari et al had
expressed that mean levels of triglyceride, cholesterol, LDL notwithstanding LDL/HDL and cholesterol/HDL extent
in 40 patients with gastritis caused by H. pylori contamination were significantly expanded contrasted with controls,
though HDL was diminished extensively. Kim et al (20). Demonstrate that cholesterol and LDL was expanded in
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patients tainted with H. pylori, yet HDL and triglyceride not have such outcome. Furthermore, it was appeared in a
Jordanian report (22), which included 350 examples, showed that 77% of tests were H. pylori sure, while in this
present examination the inspiration rate was 14%. Likewise, other investigation uncovered energy of 73% in Turkey
(23). The serum cholesterol, cholesterol/HDL and triglyceride were extensively low in unwell contaminated with H.
pylori in contrast with H. pylori sure (23). Foundational incendiary reaction to H. pylori animates changes in lipid
and lipoprotein digestion (24). In spite of the fact that past examinations on the connection between lipid profiles and
H. pylori contamination displayed conflicting outcomes, there is a typical assertion that H. pylori contamination
changes serum lipid profiles (25,26). H. pylori contaminated patients demonstrated an atherogenic lipid profile
which increment in LDL cholesterol or diminished HDL cholesterol in correlation with uninfected patients (27, 28).
H. pylori disease was built up by the presence of serum H. pylori-particular neutralizer in a large portion of the
earlier examinations on the relationship between H. pylori disease and lipid profile (25,27). By and by, the H. pylori
disease serological determination has a high exactness; it is considered as a roundabout strategy. In this manner,
histological determination stills the standard for the identification of H. pylori disease (28).

CONCLUSION
The relevance through H. pylori disease and LDL cholesterol levels requires more examinations to endorse our
outcomes. Estimating LDL cholesterol when H. pylori annihilation can be an appropriate case.
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Table-1: Demographic Data of the Patients
Male
Female
Positive
Negative
Yes
No

Sex of the patients
65
35
H. pylori test results
14
86
Smoking history
24
76

65%
35.0%
14%
86%
24%
76%
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Table 2: Correlation between H. pylori Test and Laboratory Finding
Item
HDL
LDL
VLDL
Triglyceride

Result Code
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

N
14
86
14
86
14
86
14
86

Mean
36.486
37.756
112.9286
141.6209
59.2714
46.8012
302.8571
235.0581

Std. Deviation
18.4348
6.8889
57.30816
56.96176
42.06315
17.98163
230.86655
90.34670

P Value
0.6
0.08
0.06
0.05

Table3: Age and Laboratory Finding of the Patients
Item
Age
HDL
LDL
VLDL
Triglyceride
Cholesterol

N
100
100
100
100
100
100

Minmum
18
18.1
17.00
13.20
66.00
70.00

Maximum
90
96.1
317.50
179.00
987.00
410.00

Mean
48.29
37.578
137.6040
48.5470
244.5500
223.9300

Std. devition
14.588
9.2503
57.59502
22.99695
120.69039
59.71485
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ABSTRACT

Land degradation and desertification are recurring problems in the world. These phenomena affect in
particular the arid zones (the Eastern Ziban region – Algeria) and can have repercussions on the food
demand of the populations. Water quality and soil salinization are aspects to be addressed especially in
arid regions. However, the interaction of different factors such as soil properties, climate, and irrigation
water quality and crop type can affect the risk of soil degradation. Analyzing such factors using classical
mathematical models becomes very difficult given the complexity of the system. In this study, an analysis
model using artificial intelligence techniques including the principles of fuzzy logic is proposed. Since
fuzzy logic deals with uncertainty and imprecision, its application in this field is adequate. The variables
analyzed are considered imprecise given their nature. By this mode of reasoning, the result is as precise
as possible. A system is constructed with three input variables (water irrigation composition, soil
chemical composition, climatic conditions, and crop species). An output variable of the system expresses
the growth rate of the plant species cultivated. A base rule connecting the inputs to the output is
established. The system adjusts the variables at the input to automatically predict the growth rate at the
output. Depending on the factorsthatcharacterize the soilsconsidered as input variables to the system, the
farmercanreaddirectly the impact thatthis has on the soildegradation and thus the growth rate of the
cultivated plants. This thenmakesit possible to adapt the appropriate plant species for a betteryield.
Keywords: Soil, Water, land degradation, irrigation, salinization, fuzzy logic.
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INTRODUCTION
The study area (the Eastern Ziban region – Algeria) is characterized by its arid climate. The impact of global warming
only aggravates the situation. This is accompanied by frequencies of extreme events. A characteristic of the
Mediterranean climate in these conditions is the increase of the temperature in winter and a change of the frequencies
of the precipitations in spatial and temporal distributions in quantity [1]. These fluctuations in rainfall and the
resulting drought increase the demand for waterand threaten agricultural production in the region. The solution of
crop irrigation is threatened by salinity. Salt and sodic soils pose a threat to irrigated agriculture because of the
accumulation of these in the soil [2]. Also, when there is a shortage of fresh water, irrigation with even saline water
becomes an alternative [3]; and it has even become inevitable in these regions [4]. It should be noted, however, that
the use of saline water increases the risk of salt accumulation in root zones [5].
In this case, it is necessary to increase the frequency and quantity of irrigation in order to avoid these accumulations
[6]. All of this has a direct effect on the productivity of farmland including the impact on small farmers [7] [8]. Add to
this, the poor quality of irrigation water has a direct impact on the effectiveness of pesticides while modifying the
physical structure of the soil [9]. Depending on the composition of the irrigation water, the effect is noted. This
composition takes into account the pH, the electrical conductivity, the sodium absorption rate and the adjusted
residual sodium.
These rates are combined with those already existing in the land and so the soil properties are to be taken into
account. This can be accentuated by the effect of climate change. From there, appears the complexity of the system.
This study addresses the analysis of these factors and their effect on plant growth. It should be noted that the
cultivated species is also related to this. Classical mathematical methods are very difficult. An artificial intelligence
technique is proposed in this data analysis. The fuzzy logic deals with uncertainty and imprecision, its application in
this area is adequate. After a global overview of the factors involved, a fuzzy system is built. Four input variables
related to an output variable expressing the growth rate of the plant in question. A base of the rules is established.
The system predicts the growth rate from the random input of input values.

Effect of Water Composition
The quality of the water is defined by several parameters. These parameters include the acidity or alkalinity of water
expressed in pH and the content of salts dissolved in water (TDS). These salts have an effect on the variability of
electrical conductivity (EC). This factor is also to be considered. Also, what influences the growth of the vegetation by
their complex interaction is the rate of absorption of sodium and adjusted residual sodium (adj RNA). Other chemical
element interacts with the soil composition and makes the system become very complex [10]. The chemical
composition of the water combined with that of the soil has a direct impact on the physiological culture [11]. The
effect of saltwater irrigation on maize is proven and results in decreased water potential, transpiration and
photosynthesis [12]. The same effects are also proven on wheat [13]. Although salt-tolerant plants adapt, they remain
sensitive to the effective water used [14]. The effect of saline water on plants is also manifested by its soil
accumulation and its impact on root growth as well as the distribution of these in the soil is a function of the ionic
distribution [15]

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Analysis and Modeling of the Water-Salt Dynamics
The distribution of salts in irrigated soil and its dynamics have been the subject of a large literature. [16-19]. Also,
different techniques are used in the analysis of the data relating to the water-salt dynamics which make it possible to
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define an irrigation strategy [20]. Generally, the performance response factor (Ky) is an indicator of stress
performance. This factor expresses the quantification of the tolerance level of vegetation. [21];[22]. This proves that
there is an interaction between this factors and the efficient use of water [23].
In our study, the effect of irrigation water quality is analyzed in terms of the risk of soil salinization. This study is
carried out on the eastern Ziban region (case of Zeribet El-Oued in Biskra region (Algeria) and the surveys are done in
December 2010. We find that the parameters taken are soil and irrigation water. It is then necessary to analyze the
effect of these factors on the melon and watermelon cultures over the study period.

By Analyzing the Effect of Each Parameter on the Crop, We can predict its Growth Rate. Knowing that
• A pH below 5.5 affects the plant by a decrease in roots and leaves
• Lack of water with Ca and Mg deficiency affects air movement and root growth.
• pH greater than 7 may affect some alkaline hydrolysis-sensitive pesticides
• When the high HCO3 concentration (high alkalinity) can increase buffer capacity and therefore pH variation.
• HCO3- compounds combine with calcium and manganese. Depending on the nature of the soil, when it is a sandy
Soil there is a risk of closing the porosity.
• There is also biological activity that causes pH fluctuation in surface water. From the foregoing, we find that it is
Very difficult to analyze such parameters using conventional mathematical techniques. The application of fuzzy
Inference supports such complexity.

Fuzzy Logic Inference
The classical (binary) logic considers only two states (true or false). On the other hand, fuzzy logic imitates human
reasoning and introduces different levels between the true and the false with degrees of belonging to the true or false
function. As for the place of processing the numeric variables, linguistic variables are treated. In this way the
uncertainties and imprecision is taken care of. Here, fundamental notions are presented to facilitate the
understanding of the application.
The constructed system includes an input space that contains the variables that influence the growth of the plant and
an output space that expresses the growth rate of the plant. These two spaces are connected in a processing module
in the form of inference rule (If ... Then). Each input or output variable is fuzzyfied [24].

Input Fuzzyfication
This operation consists in the conversion of numerical variables into linguistic variables. Quantification of input
variables (water irrigation composition, soil chemical composition, climatic conditions, and crop species) is translated
into linguistic variables.

Water Irrigation
This variable expresses the degree of influence of the physicochemical properties of the irrigation water on the
cultivated plant. Referring to the effect of each composition cited above and referring to the composition of the water
analyzed (Table 1 and 2), the effect is expressed by linguistic variables (no effect, average effect and great effect). To
compensate for the inaccuracy of the complexity of the system, fuzzy intervals are created between two neighboring
functions.
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Soil Effect
In the same way, the effect of the physicochemical properties of the soil as well as its pedological nature is translated
in degree of effect on the vegetal growth (not very favorable, moderately favorable and very favoring). Also, fuzzy
intervals are created to compensate for the uncertainty.

Climate Changes Effect
As climate change has a direct effect on the amount of water in terms of fluctuation and precipitation. This variable
is expressed by its degree of effect. Difficult to quantify in numeric, it is expressed in symbolic values by (low
impact, average impact and high impact).

Plant Species
Each plant species planted differs from the other in terms of adaptability and resistance to water stress and water
salinity. It is clear that this property is impossible to express in numerical terms. Its fuzzyfication in symbolic terms is
of the form: (weak resistance, average resistance, very resistant)

Output Fuzzyfication
The output variable expresses the synthesis of all the effects of the input variables on the growth of the crop. This
variable expresses the growth rate of the plant under given conditions. Given the imprecise nature of calculating this
growth rate, this variable is fuzzyfied in three fuzzy intervals (low, medium and high).

Rule Base
This is to do the correspondence between the inputs and the output. The general form of a rule is of the form (If ...
Then). The basis of the rules is established from the recorded experimental data of the composition of irrigation water
and soil (Table 1 and 2) in relation to their effects on the cultivated plant namely melon and watermelon.

Example
If “Water irrigation” Is “no effect” and “Soil effect” Is “moderately favorable” and “Plant species” Is “very resistant”
Than “growth rate” Is “high”. The base of the rules must contain all possible combinations. The system operates by
aggregating the set of rules to extract a symbolic result in linguistic and also numeric terms by a defuzzyfication
process.

Proposed System
The overall scheme of the proposed system includes four inputs and one output. Each input and output is considered
a fuzzy variable. (Figure1).

Creating Membership Functions
[System]

MF2='Moderately.Favorable':'trimf',[1 2 3]

Name='Salt irrigation'

MF3='Very.Favoring':'trimf',[2 3 4]

Type='mamdani'
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Version=2.0

[Input3]

NumInputs=4

Name='Climate.Changes'

NumOutputs=1

Range=[0 4]

NumRules=31

NumMFs=3

AndMethod='min'

MF1='Low.Impact':'trimf',[0 1 2]

OrMethod='max'

MF2='Average.Impact':'trimf',[1 2 3]

ImpMethod='min'

MF3='High.Impact':'trimf',[2 3 4]

AggMethod='max'

[Input4]

DefuzzMethod='centroid'

Name='Cultivated.Species'

[Input1]
Name='Water.Irrigation'
Range=[0 4]
NumMFs=3
MF1='No.Effect':'trimf',[0 1 2]
MF2='Average.Effect':'trimf',[1 2 3]
MF3='Great.Effect':'trimf',[2 3 4]

Range=[0 4]
NumMFs=3
MF1='Weak.Resistance':'trimf',[0 1 2]
MF2='Average.Resistance':'trimf',[1 2 3]
MF3='Great.Resistance':'trimf',[2 3 4]
[Output1]
Name='Growth.Rate'

[Input2]

Range=[0 4]

Name='Soil.Composition'

NumMFs=3

Range=[0 4]

MF1='Low':'trimf',[0 1 2]

NumMFs=3

MF2='Medium':'trimf',[1 2 3]

MF1='Not.Very.Favorable':'trimf',[0 1 2]

MF3='High':'trimf',[2 3 4]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Given the complex nature of the system to be analyzed, the application of the principles of fuzzy inference has
proved adequate. Considering each factor as uncertain and imprecise, by fuzzying each factor, it makes it possible to
take into account these inaccuracies. We ignore the exact effect of each parameter on plant growth. Several factors are
combined starting with the concentration of water in mineral salts up to the plant species itself and its degree of
adaptability through the chemical properties of the soil. The introduction of the inference rules from the real values
recorded experimentally makes it possible to take into account all possible combinations and thus the result obtained
is as accurate as possible. The established system randomly introduces the symbolic values to the input variables to
instantly read the output result in terms of the growth rate of the crop species. (Fig.2). the system also makes it
possible to display the variations in the growth rate of the cultivated plant species according to the input parameters
fixed (Fig. 3) By randomly varying the input variables, the farmercan directly read the growth rate of the crop species
according to these factors. Despite the complexity of the system, the analysis used makes it possible to overcome this.
For example, by setting a crop species and varying other factors that influence growth such as irrigation water
quality, soil composition or the effect of climate change, the expected growth rate of this species is directly displayed.
By combining all the input variables, it makes it possible to choose the species best adapted to these extrinsic factors
and thus to optimize the yield under given conditions.

CONCLUSION
Each plant species has intrinsic properties as regards its resistance to the amount of irrigation water and its chemical
composition including salinity. So the chemical composition of the soil influences the growth of the crop. The
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environment in which the plant develops is very complex. Trying to model these factors by conventional
mathematical techniques whether by differential equations proves very difficult if not impossible. The statistical tool
remains imprecise and is always in the domain of the probable. The proposed system allows us to resume human
reasoning by taking into account approximations related to the uncertainties inherent in the nature of the variables.
By this, it is possible to predict the growth rate of each species grown according to the nature of irrigation water, soil,
climate change and the crop itself. By reasoning thus, the resulting value at the output is more accurate possible.
Also, the proposed system remains extensible to other variables that have an effect and are not considered in this
study. The proposed system allows selection of the crop species best suited to a given environment for better yield.
However, each environment is characterized by its specificity. The proposed model supports some of the most
important factors in our case. Although the system supports the inaccuracies related to the other parameters that are
not considered here, nevertheless, for more precision it is necessary to add other factors specific to each region. For
this, the system remains extensible to other input factors that affect the yield of a crop species.
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Table 1. Physicochemical Characterization of Soils before Planting Crops (December 2010)
Sample

Depth (cm)

M

W

Witness

0-30
30-70
70-120
0-30
30-70
70-120
0-30
30-70
70-120

C
15.20
30.70
21.30
17.30
28.20
26.00
17.10
39.00
21.3

Granulometric fractions (%)
F.S
C.L
F.S
37.10
29.80
13.8
33.40
28.34
5.34
40.60
32.90
4.50
25.00
38.10
13.40
35.20
25.90
6.83
38.90
29.80
3.50
40.20
28.30
10.5
24.90
23.40
8.3
38.30
35.00
4.5

G.S
4.10
1.70
0.65
6.2
3.85
01.7
3.9
4.30
0.85

Org. C.
(%)
0.47
0.47
0.17
0.98
0.42
0.29
0.70
0.58
0.29

O M.
(%)
0.81
0.81
0.30
1.70
0.72
0.50
1.20
1.00
0.50

CaCO3
(%)
20.1
31.0
34.6
25.6
33.7
35.0
20.2
26.4
30.8

Gypsum
(%)
0.50
0.80
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.96
1.10
2.3
0.74

M: Melon; W: Watermelon; C: Clay; F.S: Fine silt; C.L: Coarse Silt; F.S: Fine sand; G.S: Coarse Sand;
Org.C: Organic carbon; OM: Organic mater; CaCO3: Total limestone; CaSO4: Gypsum

Table 2. Evolution of Physicochemical Properties of Irrigation Water from February to July 2011
Physicochemical Settings
pH
E C 25 °c (dS/m)
Cations (mEq/L)
Ca++
Mg++
Na+
K+
Anions (mEq/L)
HCO3ClSO4- S.A.R
Adj.R.Na
Anionic facies
Cationic facies
Alkalinity classes

December
7.63
2.85
9.3
4.8
7.60
0.20
3.20
12.90
7.70
2.5
3.0
Cl.SO4
Ca.Na
C4.S1

Sampling Periods
February
April
7.70
7.84
2.80
3.20
10.5
9.9
5.60
6.3
7.10
8.50
0.20
0.35
3.30
3.50
13.2
13.7
8.80
8.60
2.2
2.5
2.6
Cl.SO4
Ca.Na
C4.S1

3.0
Cl.SO4
Ca.Na
C4.S1

July
7.92
3.30
12.4
6.70
9.8
0.40
4.6
15.6
10.1
2.7
3.4
Cl.SO4
Ca.Na
C4.S1
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EC: Electrical conductivity; mEq/L: Milliequivalents per Litre; S.A.R: Sodium Adsorption Ratio; Adj.R.Na: Adjusted
Sodium Adsorption Ratio

Figure 1. System block diagram

Figure 2. Application example

Figure 3. 3D Function of Growth Rate
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ABSTRACT

In this work the large ionizing radiation and environmental measurement has been achieved in
residential areas, hundreds of readings have been collected in many cities of Baghdad. The huge data was
processed by new way of data visualization which makes all the data looked on the map by using
software named Google Earth Pro. The lowest average exposure of nuclear radiation in air for peoples is
in Al-Tobji city 1.226mSv/y, while the highest one is 2.803mSv/y in Jisr Diyala city, the average of
radiation exposure in the air for people’s is1.615mSv/y.
Keywords: Ionizing radiation, CO2 gas emanation, detectors.

INTRODUCTION
External exposure may happen when the radioactive materials such as liquid, dust and some other things are put on
skin or wears. This type of radioactive materials can regularly be removed from the body by simply washing [1].
Over the last few decades’ man has artificially formed several hundred radionuclides. And he has learned to use the
power of the atom for a wide variety of purposes, from medicine to weapons, from the detection of fires to the
making of energy [2]. Exposure to ionizing radiation can also produce from irradiation by an external source like
medical radiation exposure from x-rays [3]. External irradiation stops when the radiation source is isolated or when
the person transfers outside the radiation. When ionizing radiations of alpha, beta, gamma and x-rays pass through
matter they pass on some or all of their energy to the material by ionizing and exciting the atoms of the material [4,5].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Baghdad consists of many cities and the people who live in these areas. There are many factories in these places,
power stations of electricity and oil sites. The study checked many thousands of sites all over Baghdad by measuring
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the emanation of the carbon dioxide in air and readings of nuclear radiation detection of gamma, beta and x-ray in
air. All that achieved by new modern device GMC-520

Al-Bayaa City, Jihad City and Saidiya City
The level of gamma and beta radiation alters from 0.06uSv/h to 0.21uSv/h in the small gardens, streets and many
sections as shown in Figure (1).
The readings of CO2 change from site to site but all these records are within 397ppm to 484ppm as shown in the Table
(1).

Al-Sadr City
This is the largest city in Baghdad, it includes main market of flour and foods which is called the market of Jameela.
The device GMC-520 is design also for scientific testing on samples like building material, food and water [6]. In this
market of the Al-Sadr City the readings which appeared is about 0.04uSv/h to 0.18uSv/h in some stores of flour, oil
and other foods as shown in Figure (2).
The readings of CO2 are between 391ppm to 573ppm in different sections and streets in the Al-Sadr city as shown in
the Table (2).

Baghdad Al-Jadeeda and Al-Dora Cities
This area includes many sections as shown in Figure (3). The readings of nuclear radiation in air are 0.04uSv/h to
0.25uSv/h around the schools and markets .
The levels of CO2 in many sites is within the range of 315 ppm to 445ppm.

Al-Mansour City
There are no factories and power stations in this area as shown in Figure (4). The reading of CO2 is within 426ppm to
534ppm in different sites of this city.
The levels of nuclear radiation are also between the stages 0.05uSv/h to 0.19uSv/h.

Al-Tobji City
The readings of nuclear radiation inside the market of this area is 0.04uSv/h to 0.14uSv/h and among the houses, too.
The CO2 levels among small shops in this place is between 429ppm to 556ppm.

Al-Ameria City
The records of CO2 in the streets and many houses in this place is from 397ppm to 504ppm as shown in Figure (5).
The reading of nuclear radiation in different sites is about 0.05uSv/h to 0.18uSv/h.

Al-Yarmouk and Al-Qadisiyah Cities
This area includes many sections which stretches to the Tigris river, as shown in Figure (6).
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The detecting of nuclear radiation in all these places is between 0.05uSv/h to 0.17uSv/h. The reading of CO2 among
gardens, in the streets and between many schools is about 417ppm to 503ppm.

AL-Ghazaliya City
The reading of nuclear radiation in many sections of this area altered between 0.05uSv/h to 0.18uSv/h, as shown in
Figure (7).
The CO2 level among many squares and large shops is about 497ppm to 583ppm.

Al-Khadra City
The reading of nuclear radiation among the houses and the streets is 0.06uSv/h to 0.16uSv/h. The readings of CO2 by
device GMC-520 is from 426ppm to 544ppm.

Jisr Diyala City
This area including location of the previous Iraqi Atomic Energy Commission as shown in Figure (8). Some readings
in this area represent the largest among all other readings in Baghdad; it is 0.32 uSv/h, also the minimum readings
were 0.09uSv/h which considers the largest among the all places.
The reading of CO2 is about 357ppm for the low emanation and 451ppm for the high emanation in this area.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Visualization is chief the approach to help Big Data to obtain a complete view of data and determine data values [6].
The chief issue is how to represent these massive data to understand and extract knowledge from kept information,
which is a global task. In simple words, the collection of data is no longer a problem but its extracting of valuable
knowledge from the collected data is a big problem [7]. Visualization methods are considered to be very important
for the users because it provides mental models of the information [8]. Visualization methods make vast and complex
data intelligible. Information visualization is a visual user interface that offers insight of information to the user [9].
The average of radiation exposure in the air for people in many sectors in Baghdad city illustrated by the small
reading 1.2264mSv/y for AL-Tobji city while the large one is the reading of Baghdad Al-Jadeeda and Al-Dora cities
2.19mSv/y, as shown in the Table (3).
The fifth green column illustrates that Al-Tobji city has small reading of the average of radiation exposure
1.2264mSv/y, but the third green column of Baghdad Al-Jadeeda and Al-Dora cities has 2.19mSv/y which is the
largest one. The average of radiation exposure in the air for people in residential areas illustrates by the orange
column 1.615mSv/y, as shown in the Figure (9).

CONCLUSION
It is very clear that the highest reading of the average exposure of ionizing radiation for persons in air is in Jisr Diyala
city 2.803mSv/y where there is the previous Iraqi power nuclear reactor project situated, while the lowest reading of
the average exposure of ionizing radiation for persons in air is in the is in Al-Tobji city 1.226mSv/y.
The average of ionizing radiation exposure in the air for Baghdad city is 1.734mSv/y, while for Jisr Diyala
2.803mSv/h; those two readings are within the ordinary limits [10,11].
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The readings of the carbon dioxide CO2 in many cities and large streets in Baghdad is about 315ppm as a smallest
reading in Baghdad Al-Jadeeda and Al-Dora cities to a 583ppm as a largest reading in The AL-Ghazaliya city.
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Table 2: Data of Measuring of the Al-Sadr City

The residential Areas

The largest reading in uSv/h unit

The Al-Bayaa city, Jihad city and Saidiya city.
The Al-Sadr City.
The Baghdad Al-Jadeeda and Al-Dora
The Al-Mansour
The Al-Tobji (Al-Salam city).
The Al-America
The Al-Yarmouk and Al-Qadisiyah.
The AL-Ghazaliya city.
The Al-Khadra city
The Jisr Diyala City.
Average

0.21
0.18
0.25
0.19
0.14
0.18
0.17
0.18
0.16
0.32

Average exposure of people to ionizing
radiation in air per year uSv/y

Average exposure of people to ionizing
radiation in air per year mSv/y.

1839.6
1576.8
2190
1664.4
1226.4
1576.8
1489.2
1576.8
1401.6
2803.2

1.8396
1.5768
2.19
1.6644
1.2264
1.5768
1.4892
1.5768
1.4016
2.8032
1.73448

Table 3: The Average of Radiation Exposure in the Residential Areas
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Figure 1: The Measuring ofNaseer
Concentration
of and
CO2Asia
and H.
Nuclear
Radiation in Air for Bayaa, Jihad and
Saidiya

Figure 2: The Measuring of Concentration of CO2 and Nuclear Radiation for Al-Sadr City

Figure 3: The Measuring of Concentration of CO2 and Nuclear Radiation Levels in Babhdad AlJadeeda

Figure 4: The Measuring of Concentration CO2 and Nuclear Radiation in Al-Mansour City

Figure 5: The Measuring of Concentration of CO2 and Nuclear Radiation in Al-Ameria Ciy
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Figure 6: The Measuring of Concentration of CO2 and Nuclear Radiation for the Al-Yarmouk and
Al-Qadisiyah Cities

Figure 7: The Measuring of Concentration of CO2 and Nuclear Radiation in Al-Ghazaliya City

Figure 8: The Measuring of Emanation of CO2 and Nuclear Radiation in Jisr Diyala City

Figure 9: The Distribution of the Average Radiation Exposure in the Residential Areas
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ABSTRACT

Coronal mass ejections CMEs are large amount ejections of plasma and magnetic field from solar corona
which propagate through interplanetary space, and usually it affects Earth and other planets of solar
system , In our study, we’ve identified all the events and sun activities through the global Labs, SOHO
LASCO, (2014-2015), then we’ve filtered all the events that could reach the earth, the events that have
more the 500 km/s as a speed of the coronal mass ejections, after identifying the events in SOHO LASCO
and filtering the events, we did compare the results of the proposed events with other Lab (ERNE) in
order to figure out if these events are clear showed with ERNE or not, for the clear event, will be
considered as real events, other events will be neglected, once comparing done, we worked on
mathematical methods for tripled check and verifications, between the times evaluated and the times
assumed, and this was the last method to identify where the events are earth reaching or not, using
lognormal model to study the probability of the speed distributions in the sheath and ICME.
Kew words: Coronal mass, ICME, SOHO, Plasma speed, solar cycle.

INTRODUCTION
The investigation of solar activity is a very important part of space physics because of the significant impact on Earth
technological systems. The effective part of solar activity is solar storm which include The Coronal Mass Ejections
(CMEs), the output of X-ray and UV-variation are various with solar cycle and all of these are related to the transients
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et
released from large amount of energy from Sun [1]. Occasionally eruptions are directed toward the Earth change the
conditions of near-Earth space in several ways, including a cut in the electricity power in high latitudes on the Earth
and damaged of some satellites [2]. All observations for this study were taken from Large Angle and Spectroscopic
Coronagraph (LASCO), which provide the first ever CMEs database to cover a full solar cycle with a single
instrument, thus opening investigations to the solar cycle dependence on CME properties [3]. By using the
photometric scale observations of LASCO, so there will be able to find the speed of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs),
angular width (AW) and the Central Position Angle (CPA), as for finding the intensity-time profile, the energy and
the shape of the events which can be obtained from ERNE detectors system. LASCO and ERNE are scientific
instruments boarded on SOHO [4]. The main objective of this study is to detect and analyze when and where SEPs
take place by finding the location of CMEs and find the time of the events as well as find a simulation for the down
phase of solar cycle (24) for years selected by taking high speed events CMEs with velocities >500 (km/s) and angular
width with Halo (dig).The fastest CMEs erupt from large sunspot active regions, powered by the strongest magnetic
field concentrations on the Sun. These fast CMEs can reach Earth in a little time as ~14 - 17 hours and caused major
geomagnetic storms. It is well-known that the most solar cycles show a double peak due to the out-of-phase activity
in the two hemispheres [6]. The double peak in SSN during solar cycle 24 is the second peak is larger than the first
one by ~20%. Such a behavior was observed only a few times since the 1800s [7]. In order to address the fundamental
problem of prediction of geomagnetic storms, it is important to examine the Halo CMEs first observed by Howard
[8]. A Halo CMEs appears to surround the occulting disk of the observing coronagraph in sky plane projection. Halo
CMEs constitute only approximate 3% of all CMEs and represent an energy population because most of the CMEs
that produce major geomagnetic storms are Halo [9], There only 11 CMEs that caused major storms during cycle 24
until the end of period 2014 [10]. CMEs number shows a double peak and similar to seen in sunspot number [11].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Research activity has been related to the observation of big solar eruptions. In big solar events, before the magnetic
storm hits the Earth, SEPs bombard Earth earlier, and may be both (storm and particles) come from the eruption
which is called CME. Observed eruptions are associated with different composition and energy spectra. So the
investigation of their source is very important to learn SEPs [5]. SOHO which placed into the whole orbit close to
lagrangian point L1 carries twelve scientific instruments; LASCO & ERNE are some of these devices that data were
obtained by them for this study. ERNE provide an opportunity to analyze protons and helium nuclei intensity-time
profile with high resolution and LASCO give information about acceleration, CPA, and AW, the speed of CME and
their basic attributes which cataloged in a data base known as the SOHO/LASCO catalog Figure 1. The logarithmic
intensity-time Profile of SEP associated to CME for the down phase nof solar cycle (24) for years (2014-2015) were
provided by ERNE detectors [6]. From this profile the injection time, speed, width, acceleration, CPA and onset time
were estimated. The Injection time (Tinj) representing the time of particles that Injected from the Sun and it gives the
acceleration time for the particles [5]:
Tinj= (t0-tf) +8.3 min……………………………..... (1)
Equation (1) gives the observer to set a real time at the detector, the flight time can be realized by using beta equation,
and this cannot be done without finding the ratio of the velocity of the particles of velocity of light which called the
relativistic velocity coefficient (β)
β = v/c……………….....………...……………….. (2)
Where v= the speed of particles = S/tf ,c= the speed of the light
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(t0) is the onset time observed by the detectors, (8.3 min) have been added to represent the time of light to teach the
earth from the sun, and the filght time (tf) given by equation (3)
Tf = s/βc…………………………………….……. (3)
Where (s) is the fixed path length for the particles which equal the distance between the sun and the detector
β = [1-(p/ (E+p)) 2]1/2 …..………………..………. (4)
In this study all selected observations for the down phase of solar cycle (24) (2014-2015) have been analyzed; on this
basis the most important events will be analyzed. So for this study 8 event were selected and provided that its speed
(v > 500 km/s) and of (AW > Halo). The analysis of the data related to logarithmic intensity-time profile of proton for
resolution time of 45 hour from ERNE for 8 significant event filtered from the long list of event were represented in
(Figures 2-7) and this is filtered based on events which have the highest number of CME for each year of the down
phase of solar cycle (24). By using equations (1, 2, 3, 4) for the adopted events, onset time have been created with the
fixed path length method, the flight time of the non-scattered protons along the Archimedean field line of nominal
length (1.2 AU) has been calculated so the injection time will be extracted. While the characteristics of the CMEs in C2
for all events have been taken from LASCO and analyzed which is shown in Table 1.
Also below table (2) is the table present the final all events reached the earth magnetosphere for the down phase of
solar cycle 24
In this table shows the time flight and the time injection comparing with the LASCO time of the event for the events
who has more than 45 min different will be neglected, then the 8 significate events are shown in the table above

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig (1) For the first event in 6-January-2014 it was identified by SOHO/LASCO the event with criteria of high linear
speed more than or equal to 500 km/s with Halo PAC,Time: 8:00 am
In order to simulate the distribution of the CME Speed, we used the lognormal model for simulation using the matlab
program to present the simulations in (2-3) D
In figure (4) we will observe the probability of the CME speed distribution within the Sheath and the ICME
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Table (1) Shows the Coronal Mass Ejection Who Matching the Criteria While Being Analyzed and Verified with
ERNE in Order to Identify the Intensity Time Profile
First C2 Appearance
Date Time [UT]

Central
PA
[deg]

Angular
Width
[deg]

Linear
Speed
[km/s]

2nd-order
Speed at final
height [km/s]

2nd-order
Speed at 20
Rs [km/s]

Accel
[m/s2]

1/4/2014

21:22:38

Halo

360

977

1188

995

49.3*1

1/6/2014

8:00:05

Halo

360

1402

1360

1385

-7.1

1/29/2014

0:36:05

Halo

360

640

608

607

-3.5

1/30/2014

16:24:05

Halo

360

1087

821

940

-39.1

1/7/2014

18:24:05

Halo

360

1830

1569

1714

-60.8

1/20/2014

15:24:05

Halo

360

675

575

551

-12

1/20/2014

22:00:05

Halo

360

721

700

707

-2.1

2/9/2014

16:00:06

Halo

360

908

797

846

-12.7

2/10/2014

21:36:06

Halo

360

557

452

343

-13.6

Remarks
Only C3/not
clear in erne
clear in crne
not clear in
erne
not clear in
erne
clear in erne
not clear in
erne
not clear in
erne
not clear in
erne
Poor Event/
not clear in
erne

Table (2) Present the Final All Events Reached the Earth Magnetosphere for the Down Phase of Solar Cycle 24
Event Date
6-Jan-14
7-Jan-14
20-Feb-14
18-Apr-14
10-Sep-14
22-Sep-14

ERNE time
8:45
19:25
8:15
13:35
19:25
7:55

Intensity
1.07588
3.855
5.64532
5.7
1.08218
2.734

Energy
15.4
72
72
72
72
15.4

Tf
55.86285079
26.96873956
26.96873956
26.96873956
26.96873956
55.86285079

T injection
7:57
19:06
7:56
13:16
19:06
7:07

LASCO Time
8:00
18:24
8:00
13:25
18:00
8:48
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21-Feb-15
1-Jul-15
20-Sep-15
4-Nov-15
28-Dec-15

11:15
16:05
18:35
15:05
13:25

1.4332
5.924
7.07774
5.9
2.239

23.3
15.4
15.4
18.9
15.4

45.69663257
55.86285079
55.86285079
50.56412597
55.86285079

10:37
15:17
17:47
14:23
12:37

9:24
14:36
18:12
14:48
12:12

Figure 1. The Top Page of the SOHO/LASCO CME
Catalog. One Row Corresponds to All the Months
In the Year. Months Not Underlined (No Link)
have no Data [10]

Figure 2. For the Same Event Happened in 6January-2014 it was detected and Observed
Clearly in ERNE

Figure 3. For the Event Happened in 6-January
2014 Clearly Observed in ERNE Detectors

Figure 4. The above Present the 3D Probability
Versus Speed v (Km/s) for the Coronal Mass
Ejection in the Sheath and ICME,the Below Shape
Shows the 2D Probability Versus Speed v (Km/s)
for the Coronal Mass Ejection in the Sheath and
ICME
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ABSTRACT

There is no previous epidemiological study specified for Wasit mental morbidity. A cross sectional study
conducted to view the demographic and clinical profiles of patients attending psychiatric unit in Wasit
province. It is locating about 180 km to the south of Iraqi capital Baghdad. One million and thirty
hundred thousand (1368000) people live in, males to female's ratio was 1:1, rural-urban distribution was
39.7% - 60.3% respectively. Life expectancy at birth in Wasit was 72.2 for males and 75.6 for females. The
main aims of the present study are to establish the socio demographic characteristics of attendees at the
psychiatric clinic during about 5 years' period. Moreover, to put a basis for future planning for mental
health services in our province. The main aims of the present study are to establish the socio
demographic characteristics of attendees at the psychiatric clinic during about 5 years' period.Moreover,
to put a basis for future planning for mental health services in our province.
Keywords: - Socio-demographic, diagnostic, psychiatric unit.

INTRODUCTION
Mental illnesses affect the functioning and thinking processes of the individual, greatly diminishing his or her social
role and productivity in the community. In addition, because mental illnesses are disabling and last for many years,
they take a tremendous toll on the emotional and socio-economic capabilities of relatives who care for the patient,
especially when the health system is unable to offer treatment and support at an early stage (1). The burden of mental
disorders continues to grow with significant impacts on health and major social, human rights and economic
consequences in all countries of the world (2). Concerned that millions of people worldwide are affected by mental
disorders (3). A recent systematic review estimated that 14.3% of deaths worldwide, or about eight million deaths
each year, are attributable to mental disorders. Five types of mental illness appear in the top 20 causes of global
burden of disease (GBD): major depression (second), anxiety disorders (seventh), schizophrenia (11th), dysthymia
(16th), and bipolar disorder (17th) were leading causes of years lived with disability (YLDs) in 2013 (4,5). The
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economic consequences of these health losses are equally large: the cumulative global impact of mental disorders in
terms of lost economic output will amount to US$ 16.3 billion between 2011 and 2030 (3). The number of specialized
and general health workers dealing with mental health in low-income and middle-income countries is grossly
insufficient. Almost half the world's population lives in countries where, on average, there is one psychiatrist to serve
(200 000) or more people; other mental health care providers who are trained in the use of psychosocial interventions
are even scarcer. Similarly, a much higher proportion of high-income countries than low income countries reports
having a policy, plan and legislation on mental health; for instance, only 36% of people living in low income
countries are covered by mental health legislation compared with 92% in high-income countries (3). Mental health
services in Iraq have historically been highly centralized in urban areas and hospital based (6), the national rate of
psychiatrist served people is 0.36 per 100000 populations while in Wasit 0.07 per 100000 populations (7); however, in
Wasit there is one psychiatrist to serve 650 000 or more people.
For a number of people with severe mental disorders, hospitalization is required at some point in their lives. District
general hospitals provide an accessible and acceptable location for 24-hour medical care and supervision of people
with acute worsening of mental disorders, in the same way that these facilities manage acute exacerbations of
physical health disorders. Mental health services provided in district general hospitals also enable 24-hour access to
services for any physical health problems that might arise during the course of inpatient stays. Ideally, district
general hospitals will have wards dedicated to the treatment of mental disorders and these wards will have layouts
that support good observation and care, thereby minimizing the risk of neglect and suicide. To minimize the risk of
human rights violations, facilities should adhere to clear policies and guidelines that support the treatment and
management of mental disorders within a framework that promotes human rights and dignity and uses evidencebased clinical practice (8). Eight units of community-based psychiatric facilities were rehabilitated in Baghdad
Russafa, Baghdad Karkh, Baquba, Kerbela, Mosul, Basra, Sulaimaniya and Babylon centres. Six new psychiatric
facilities have been developed in Erbil and Al Najaf, Nasiriya, Wasit and Kirkuk and Baghdad Russafa since 2006 (9),
for more details about the history of mental health services in Iraq please read the report of mental health policy in
Iraq since 2003 (10). Only 2% of all health research in Iraq was on mental health (10). The Iraq Mental Health Survey
(IMHS) 2006/7 report provides valuable and previously unavailable information regarding the prevalence of mental
disorders in Iraq, the relationship between trauma exposure and mental disorders, the family burden, prevalence of
mental disorders in different regions of Iraq and the percentage of treatment utilization by people suffering from
mental disorders and substance use. The results of the World Mental Health Survey in Iraq (with an overall response
rate of 95.2%) indicate an overall lifetime prevalence of mental disorders of 16.56%, and an overall 12-month
prevalence of 11.09% (9).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design and Sampling Technique
A cross-sectional study involved all patients diagnosed to be suffering from mental and behavioral disorders who
were recorded according to a file system started with the initiation of the psychiatric unit in Al-zahraa Teaching
Hospital/ established in 2006/ Wasit province. For research purposes since 2015 to date the socio-demographic,
economic data and diagnosis routinely recorded by using SPSS.

Instrument, Measurement, and Data Collection
Information was elicited from the computerized records of socio-demographic, economic profiles (age, gender,
marital status, education, occupation, residence) and diagnosis of the patients attended the outpatient clinic of the
psychiatric unit from July 2011 to December 2017. The recorded signs and symptoms of 10 major groups were
classified according to the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10 th
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Revision (ICD-10)-WHO Version for; 2016 (11). Ethical consent sought from appropriate committee of the hospital/
health directorate and the National Mental Health Advisor/ MOH.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria included all attendees for psychiatric consultation regardless of whether it was their first visit
or they were coming for follow up. Exclusion criteria included those who are not diagnosed yet and those who
referred for medico-legal purposes or known medical cases referred to the psychiatric unit as part medical
management.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive and inferential statistics were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software
(Version 0.22, IBM, and Chicago, Illinois, USA), p-value of less than 0.05 considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
A sample of 2175 attendants in psychiatric unit included, based on ICD-10 criteria 33%, 25%, 11.4%, and 10% of
attendants diagnosed with schizophrenia, depression, stress and mental retardation respectively (table 1). Mean age
of patients was 38 yrs. (range from 4 to 107 yrs.) 60% of them present in age group 15-44 yrs. (figure 1). Male patients
were 60.7% (1320) of sample and 39.3% (855) were females. Distribution of mental disorders vary according to
patient's sex with highly statistically significant (p-value <0.05) as explained in table 2. Most of patients (70%) reside
in urban areas and (30%) of them reside in rural areas. In addition, the majority of patients (95%) live in Wasit
province and (5%), coming from neighbor provinces (Baghdad, Nasiriya, and Maysan). Social status findings
indicated that half of patients 18 yrs. and above were single, and 43% married (figure 2), of those under 18 yrs., only
two were married.

DISCUSSION
There were a lot of studies of mental illnesses in Iraq with a different diagnostic profile (9). In spite of multiple
programs performed under the supervision and support of WHO, mental health services are still below the expected
level in the national health policy and priority in Iraq (9). To our knowledge, this is the first sociodemographic study
performed in Wasit Province. In developed countries where the provision of health is the responsibility of the
government, like in Iraq, studies in mental health caries a special significance to formulate any plan regarding mental
health, since the mental disorders are the leading cause of disease burden is this sector of the world (12). Mental
disorders are a leading cause of disease burden in developed countries therefore studies in this field becomes
important mainly to formulate any plan regarding mental health development especially when the provision of
health is the responsibility of government like Iraq Heath System. Epidemiological studies have indicated that in
terms of services there is one mental health professional per million population in spite the fact that there are 680
million people who are likely to exposed to psychiatric disorder, (13) Attendance to the psychiatric clinic was affected
by many factors like social stigma; the extent of stigma varies according to the cultural and sociological backgrounds
of each society and by cultural understanding of mental illness and tendency to seek help from traditional healers
instead of health professionals (14). Male patients were overrepresented among the consultees in proportion to their
ratio in the total population, which is concomitant with a study performed in Baghdad teaching hospital at December
2010 (7, 14). It is well known that Gender is an important factor in mental illness predisposition with predominance
to female gender but because of social and ethical consideration in our community are unlikely to seek help or to be
seen at the psychiatric clinic, this might reverse the equation (15). Social status findings indicated that half of
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patients, 18 years and above, were single, and 43% married (figure 2), of those under 18 years, only two were
married.

CONCLUSION
It is notable that Gender is a vital factor in psychological sickness inclination with transcendence to female sexual
orientation but since of social and moral thought in our locale are probably not going to look for help or to be seen at
the mental facility, this may turn around the condition Social status findings indicated that half of patients 18 yrs. and
above were single, and 43% married of those under 18 yrs., only two were married.
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Table 1: Mental and Behavioral Disorders According to ICD-10 Diagnosis
ICD-10 Mental and behavioural disorders (F00-F99)

No.

%

F00-F09 Organic, including symptomatic, mental disorders

58

2.7

F10-F19 Mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use

13

0.6

F20-F29 Schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders

722

33.2

F30-F39 Mood [affective] disorders

544

25.0

F40-F48 Neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders

248

11.4

F50-F59 Behavioural syndromes associated with physiological disturbances and physical factors

40

1.8

F60-F69 Disorders of adult personality and behaviour

94

4.3

F70-F79 Mental retardation

229

10.5

F80-F89 Disorders of psychological development

86

4.0

36

1.7

31

1.4

74
2175

3.4
100.0

F90-F98 Behavioural and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood and
adolescence
F1X01 Substance abuse
G40 Epilepsy
Total

Table 2: Distribution of mental disorders according to patient's sex (N=2175)
Females

ICD-10

36 (62.9%)
0 (0%)
275 (38.1%)
294 (54%)
103 (41.5%)
13 (32.5%)
6 (6.4%)
75 (32.8%)
13 (15.1%)
5 (13.9%)
5 (16.1%)
30 (40.5%)
855 (39.3%)

F00-F09
F10-F19
F20-F29
F30-F39
F40-F48
F50-F59
F60-F69
F70-F79
F80-F89
F90-F98
F1X01
G40
Total

Males
22 (37.9%)
13 (100%)
447 (61.9%)
250 (46%)
145 (58.5%)
27 (67.5%)
88 (93.6%)
154 (67.2%)
73 (84.9%)
31 (86.1%)
26 (83.9%)
44 (59.5%)
1320 (60.7%)
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Figure 1: Description of Patients According to their Ages (n=2168).

Chi-square: 156.986, df: 11, sig. 0.0001
Divorced: 119
Figure 2: Description of Patients According to Their Social Status (N=2174)
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ABSTRACT

In this work; Sodium Oxide (Na2O) plasma plume was prepared by laser induced plasma (LIP). The
electron number density, plasma frequency and Debye length were calculated by reading the data of I-V
curve of Langmuir probe which was used as a diagnostic method of measuring plasma properties. Pulsed
Nd: YAG laser was used for measuring the electron number density of Na2O plasma plume under
vacuum environment with varying both vacuum pressure and axial distance from the target surface.
Some physical properties of the plasma generated such as electron density, plasma frequency and Debye
length have been measured experimentally and the effects of vacuum pressure and Langmuir probe
distance from the target were studied on those variables. An inverse relationships between electron
density, Debye length and plasma frequency with axial distance from the target were observed as well
direct proportionality between both plasma density and plasma frequency with vacuum pressure while
the exception is true in case of Debye length which is proportional inversely with vacuum pressure.
Keywords: Sodium Oxide, measuring, effects, plasma, pressure.

INTRODUCTION
Pulsed laser ablation (PLA) has different applications making it as attractive field of fundamental research. One of
the applications of PLA is laser-induced plasma (LIP) [1]. Due to various key applications in material processing, thin
film deposition, environmental monitoring, biomedical studies, military safety usage, art restoration/conservation
and metal analysis, the pulsed laser-induced plasmas (LIPs) created as a result of laser irradiance is of a great
importance. In this method a highly intense laser pulse interacts with a target material leading to the formation of a
micro-plasma in nanosecond due to high intensity plume propagate. The initial part of the plasma is re-heated by the
inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption [2]. Dependence of the propagation and expansion behavior of the plasma on
the laser pulse parameters is due to post-ablation interaction of the generated plasma plume [3].
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In LIPS method, a micro-plasma is generated in nanosecond when highly intense laser pulse interacts with a target
material; vaporization take place and thus plasma produced expand in the form of vapor plume. During the
expansion process of vapor plume the Inverse Bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption also happened repeatedly which is
considered as heat loss through plasma routine applications [4]. During ablation process, laser energy is used in
dissipation into the sample target through heat conduction, melting and vaporization of the target material to create
plasma plume [5]. In the process of pulsed laser ablation of solid target, highly energetic species are ejected from the
target surface. The energy reaches up to several hundreds of eV. The ejected species compose a plasma plume. In the
plume, the ablated species undergo various chemical reactions by themselves and also with ambient species. By
using these species, thin films or fine particles can be obtained [6].Laser-generated plasma characteristics are strongly
dependent upon different key parameters, such that laser intensity, pulse duration and wavelength, target material
and geometry, and the nature and pressure of any ambient gas [7,8]. The key parameters of laser ablated plumes are
density and temperature. The characteristics of the plasma plume are controlled initially by electron contributions to
temperature and density. There are various diagnostic techniques employed for the determination of these
parameters including Langmuir probe, mass spectroscopy, optical emission spectroscopy, laser absorption
spectroscopy, microwave interferometry, laser interferometry, Thomson scattering, laser-induced fluorescence, beam
deflectometry, etc.[8,9]. Langmuir probes have been widely used to diagnose the low-temperature plasmas generated
by laser ablation. These probes have been used to measure the plasma density and temperature, the plasma flow
velocity and the shape of the ablation plume expansion [8,10]. The probe measurements are based on the I–V curve of
a circuit consisting of metallic electrode that is immersed in the plasma under study. Electron density of laserinduced plasma can be computed by the relation given below:

Where “I0” is probe current at zero biasing voltage, A is the area of the probe tip inside the plasma .Debye’s length
can be calculated by the formula:

Plasma frequency can be calculated as:

Where „me‟ is the mass of electron
In this research some physical properties of Sodium Oxide (Na2O) laser induced plasma like electron density; plasma
frequency and Debye length have been investigated as a function of vacuum pressure and Langmuir probe axial
distance from the target surface [8].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The target of the laser induced plasma (LIP) process was Na2O powder with purity 99.999%, and compressed under
the pressure (8 tons) in order to make it shaped liked disc with a diameter of 3cm and then sintered in oven to
temperature (350 oC) for 2 hours. LIP experiment was achieved under vacuum pressure (0.2mbar by using Varian
DS219 Rotary pump).The beam of Nd: YAG laser with fundamental harmonic frequency (λ=1064nm, 9ns, 5Hz) was
focused onto Na2O target with quartz lens (f=10cm), the target was kept onto rotating motor (speed 5 rev/min) to
prevent fast drilling. The cylindrical Langmuir probe distance from the target was fixed at 1cm. The LIP experiment
was performed at room temperature. LIP setup scheme with the electric circuit of the Langmuir probe has been
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shown in Figure- 1. Electron density of the Na2O ablated atoms were calculated by analyzing the I-V data of the
Langmuir probe. The Na2O target was ablated by 800 pulses. The vacuum pressure was varied from (0.03-0.15) mbar,
also the distances between the Na2O target and the tip of the Langmuir probe was changed from (0.45-1.6) cm to
study their effects on the value of electron density hence on the plasma frequency and Debye length.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electron density in laser induced plasma depends strongly on the vacuum background pressure for Na2O target. In
order to measure electron density (ne) laser pulse energy has been set constant at 500mJ and vacuum pressure has
been altered. Electron density has been calculated by using eq.(1) after getting Te values from I-V curve of Langmuir
probe data as in Figure-2.
The electron temperature Te can be obtained from the slopes of the electron saturation part of the I-V characteristic
curve at different background vacuum pressure by using the relation Te=1/Slope. Electron density ne against vacuum
pressure ranged from 4x10-2 to 2x10-1 mbar using fundamental wavelength of Nd: YAG laser has been illustrated in
Figure -3.
Obviously from the Figure -3 that the electron density ne increases exponentially with increasing vacuum pressure.
This is because of the increasing pressure will lead the plasma to be confined in small volume and hence increasing
the collisions between the plasma species (electrons, ions, atoms and molecules), consequently the neutral atoms and
molecules will be ionized by the liberated electrons and ions due to that collision and more electrons will be
produced and there will be increment in their number and density. The curve fitting of the electron density as a
function of vacuum pressure has been performed with fitting equation

Figure- 4 shows also the inverse relationship between the electron density and the axial distance from the Na2O
target, it is noted that the experimental data coincide with the fitting data.
As the axial distance from the Na2O target surface increases the electron density decreases. When the axial distance
from the target increases the plasma plume continue propagation and the recombination process between the ionized
atoms and molecules with electrons happens at large distance to form a neutral atoms which leads to decrease
number of free electrons hence decreasing the electron density (ion-electron recombination at large distances from
the target surface), The curve fitting equation is

In Figures -5and 6 the relationship between Debye length and vacuum pressure and axial distance from target are
shown respectively.
From the figures above, we observe that Debye length decreases with increasing both vacuum pressure and axial
distance from the surface of Na2O target, and the reason for this is due to equation (2), in Figure-5 the reason of this
behavior of Debye length versus vacuum pressure belongs to the inverse relationship between the Debye length with
the electron density ne. Since electron density is direct proportional with vacuum pressure so as a result, the Debye
length decreases exponentially with vacuum pressure.The plasma frequency depends on both vacuum pressure and
axial distance from the target surface as shown in Figures -7 and 8 below.
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It is clear in Figure-7 that as vacuum pressure increase, the plasma frequency exponentially increases too because of
dependence of the plasma frequency on electron density according to the equation (3), which is in turn depends on
the pressure. So consequently the plasma frequency increases with increasing the pressure while in Figure- 8 the
plasma frequency decreases linearly with the distance from the target because of the electron density is inversely
proportional to the distance from the target surface (d) Therefore, the plasma frequency ωp is inversely proportional
to the distance from the target surface (d).

CONCLUSION
It has been concluded from the results that the electron density, Debye length and plasma frequency of laser induced
plasma of Na2O target depend clearly on the LIP conditions such as vacuum pressure and axial distance from the
target surface. The electron density increased exponentially with increasing vacuum pressure and decreased with
increasing the distance from the Na2O target. This is due to the recombination processes of the constituents of plasma
plume and confinement phenomena. Debye length is proportional inversely with both vacuum pressure and the axial
distance from the target because of the dependence on the electron temperature. The plasma frequency is related
directly with vacuum pressure and inversely with the distance from the target. This behavior of plasma frequency
can be explained in term of the dependence on the electron density in the plasma plume of Na2O target.
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Figure 1- Schematic Diagram of the LIP Experimental
Setup

Figure 2- I-V chart of Langmuir Probe at Different
Background Vacuum Pressure

Figure 3- Electron density versus different vacuum
pressure by using Nd:YAG laser wavelength 1064nm ,
laser pulse energy 600mJ

Figure 4- Electron density as a function of different
axial distance from the target by using Nd:YAG laser
wavelength 1064nm , laser pulse energy 600mJ

Figure 5- Debye length versus different vacuum
pressure by using Nd:YAG laser wavelength 1064nm ,
laser pulse energy 600mJ.

Figure 6- Debye length as a function of different axial
distance from the target by using Nd:YAG laser
wavelength 1064nm , laser pulse energy 600mJ
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Figure 7- The variation of plasma frequency as
a function of pressure at distance 0.4cm.

Figure 8- The variation of plasma frequency as a
function of distance from the Na2O target at pressure
0.03mbar.
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ABSTRACT

Experiments were conducted to study the effect of spraying of flower extracts, essential oils, plant growth
regulators along with basal application of rice husk ash and silicate solubilising bacteria or Pseudomonas
fluorescens on the occurrence of borer pests of tomato viz., fruit borer, Helicoverpa armigera; tobacco
caterpillar, Spodoptera litura and tomato pin worm, Tuta absoluta. The results revealed that the tomato
plants treated with basal application of rice husk ash 1t, with silica solubilizing bacteria followed by foliar
spray of 2% Chrysanthemum flower extract, plant growth regulator NAA alternated with GA3 10 ppm and
essential oils (lemongrass oil alternated with rosemary oil) 0.2% significantly reduced the incidence and
damage by fruit borer, tobacco caterpillar and tomato pin worm. The per cent reduction recorded with
regard to S.litura was 70.56; tomato pin worm 73.60 over untreated check. The per cent fruit damage by H.
armigera was significantly less in the treatments with basal application of RHA1t + SSB and foliar spray of
2% CFE along with NAA alternated with GA3 and essential oils @ 0.2% and PF along with azophos and
foliar spray of LFE 2% along with NAA alternated with GA3 and essential oils @ 0.2%. Lab experiment
conducted with various concentrations of essential oils to test the efficiency of food utilization of S. litura
revealed that consumption index of S. litura was significantly less in lemongrass oil and rosemary oil
applied at 0.4 and 0.5%. Similarly, approximate digestibility of S. litura was significantly less in the
treatment with lemongrass oil at 0.4 and 0.5% and rosemary oil at 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5%. While testing the
efficiency of flower extracts, consumption index of S. litura was significantly less in the treatments
Chrysanthemum flower extract at 3 % and Lantana flower extract at 5%. Similarly, approximate
digestibility of S. litura was significantly less in the treatment with CFE at 4 and 5%, LFE at 5%.
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INTRODUCTION
India ranks fourth in the world tomato production in terms of area (57.1 lakh million hectares) and production (10.2
million tones) and the productivity being 17.9 t/ hectare. Among all the known factors attributed for low yield of
tomato, the insect pests are of prime biotic factors which significantly affect the production, almost during all the
stages of crop growth right from nursery to maturity. Among the various insect pests attacking tomato, tomato fruit
borer, H. armigera (Hubner) is very important pest which causes 40-50 percent damage to the tomato crop (Pareek
and Bhargava, 2003). H. armigera is a charismatic insect pest in agriculture accounting for the consumption of over 55
percent of total insecticides used in India (Puri, 1995). This is a key pest as it attacks fruits and makes fruits unfit for
human consumption causing considerable crop loss up to 55 percent in yield (Selvanarayanan, 2000).
Leaf caterpillar Spodoptera litura (Fabricius.) is one of the predominant polyphagous pest and the larvae cause
significant damage to the foliage and cause fruit damage ranging from 11.8 to 23.01 per cent in rainy season and 9.4
to 27.4 per cent in winter (Patnaik, 1998). Similarly, tomato leafminer, Tuta absoluta (Gennadius) is a most destructive
pest in tomato. Larva attack all the parts of the plants viz, leaves, flowers, stems and both green and red fruit. The
infestation may cause 50-100% losses in the tomato crop (Saad Moussa et al., 2013).
In recent years, the use of synthetic insecticides in crop protection programmes around the world has resulted in
disturbances of the environment, resurgence and resistance of insects to pesticides and lethal effect to non target
organisms in the agro-ecosystems in addition to direct toxicity to users. Therefore, it has now become necessary to
search for the alternative means of pest control, which can minimize the use of synthetic pesticides. Organic products
are the important alternatives to minimize or replace the use of synthetic pesticides as they possess an array of
properties including toxicity to the pest, repellency, antifeedance, insect growth regulatory activities against pests of
agricultural importance (Prakash and Rao, 2003). The increasing concern for environmental safety and global
demand for pesticide residue free food has evoked interest of ecofriendly methods of pest management viz., plant
derivatives, plant growth promoting rhizobacteria, plant growth regulators and microbials as important components
in the organic pest management.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A field experiment was conducted during December to March 2016 (Rabi season) at Vaigasipatti village of
Alanganallur block, Madurai. The design adopted was Randomized block design (RBD) using a variety PKM 1 with
fourteen treatments as indicated in the table, each replicated twice. All the agronomic practices were followed
uniformly in all the plots with plot size of 5 x 4 m2. The incidence of major pest’s viz., fruit borer, tobacco caterpillar
and leaf miner/ tomato pin worm was recorded in 5 randomly selected plants in each plot at weekly interval.

Note



Rice husk ash (RHA), silica solubilizing bacteria (SSB), Pseudomonas fluorescens (PF) and Azophos were applied
as basal
Spraying of flower extract chrysanthemum flower exract (CFE); Lantana flower extract (LFE) , PGR and essential
oil were taken up as mentioned in the treatment schedule

Assessment of pest population
Fruit borer, Helicoverpa armigera
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The Fruit borer H.armigera incidence was assessed by recording larval population and fruit damage. For larval
population, five plants were selected at random and the number of larvae present in each plant was recorded and
mean number of larvae per plant was worked out.
The Fruit damage was recorded by counting the number of healthy and infested fruits in five randomly selected
plants and per cent fruit damage was worked out. A post treatment observation was recorded on 1, 3 and 5 days.
Number of fruits damaged / plant
Fruit damage (%) = --------------------------------------------------- x 100
Total number of fruits / plant

Tobacco Caterpillar, Spodoptera litura
The tobacco caterpillar, S.litura incidence was assessed in five randomly selected plants and the number of larvae
present in each plant was recorded and the mean number of larvae per plant was worked out. Post treatment
observations were recorded on 1, 3 and 5 days after each spray.

Tomato Pin Worm, Leaf Miner, Tuta Absoluta
The leaf miner, T. absoluta incidence was assessed by recording larval population per plant. Five plants selected
randomly and total number of larvae was counted using the magnifying lens in five leaves per plant.

Laboratory Experiment
The effect of flower extracts and essential oils were studied in the laboratory against the insect pests namely S.litura.
Chrysanthemum and Lantana flower extracts each at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5% concentrations and the essential oils at 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4 and 0.5% concentrations were studied.

Toxicity Study for S.litura (Jeyarajan Nelson, 1996)
Uniform sized tomato fruit slices were sprayed with flower extracts and essential oils for 60 sec, shade dried for 5
min and placed in petridishes lined with moistened filter paper. Three replications were maintained. In each
treatment, 5 uniform sized thrid instar larvae pre straved for 4hr were introduced into the petridishes. Tomato fruit
slices sprayed with water served as check. Initial larval weight and the weight of the fecal pellets voided out after
72hr of feeding were also recorded and calculated consumption index and approximate digestability.
Fresh weight of food eaten
Consumption index = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Duration of feeding × mean fresh wt of insect during feeding period
Wt of food ingested - Wt of faeces
Approximate digestability = -------------------------------------------------------------Wt of food ingested
The data on per cent values and insect population counted in numbers were transformed into arcsine and square root
values respectively. Duncan’s (1995) Multiple Range Test (DMRT) was applied for comparing the treatment means.
Correlation coefficients were worked out as per Singh and Chaudhary (1979).
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The population of fruit borer, tobacco caterpillar and tomato pin worm were observed in the field at seven and fifteen
days intervals starting from 30 DAT to 104 DAT.The results revealed that the incidence of fruit borer, H.armigera was
significantly less in plants treated with the basal application of rice husk ash1t + SSB with foliar application of
Chrysanthemum flower extract 2% + NAA/ GA3 10 ppm + lemongrass oil + rosemary oil 0.2% sprayed during critical
phases of the crop (Fig 1). The per cent fruit damage was also significantly less in the same treatment but it was on
par with the application of PF with azophos and foliar spray of Lantana flower extract 2% along with NAA alternated
with GA3 and lemongrass oil 0.2% alternated with rosemary oil 0.2%.
This is in endorsement with the findings of Arti Prasad and Sujoita Purohit (2006) who compared the efficacy and
feasibility of herbal (leaf and flower extracts of L. camara L.) and fungal (Beauveria bassiana) bio pesticides with
synthetic chemicals against H. armigera in chick pea and tomato crops. This is again in confirmation with finding of
Murugan et al. (2005) who reported that the application of PGPR, P. fluorescens (strain pf1) to seed, soil and plant has
reduced fruit borer complex in tomato. Similarly Murugan (2003) reported that application of P. fluorescens in tomato
and okra reduced the incidence and damage of Helicoverpa armigera and also reduced the fecundity. The relative
growth rate, consumption rate and digestibility of food by H. armigera have been affected when larvae fed on cotton
plants treated with Pseudomonas gladioli due to an increase in their polyphenol and terpenoid content (Qingwen et al.
1998).

Tobacco Caterpillar
In the field experiment conducted, the incidence of tobacco caterpillar was significantly less in plants treated with
basal application of rice husk ash1t + SSB with foliar application of Chrysanthemum flower extract 2% + NAA/ GA3 +
lemongrass oil + rosemary oil 0.2% sprayed during critical phases of the crop (Fig 1).This is in confirmation with the
findings of Meena et al. (2013) who reported that application of Si to corn affected the infestation of the Spodoptera.
Oral toxicity of gibberellic acid (GA3) was evaluated on S. littoralis larvae. The insects were exposed to various
concentrations of GA3 incorporated into the diet. GA3 significantly reduced food consumption of insect species
leading to larval weight loss (Khemais Abdellaoui et al., 2009).
The present finding is in confirmation with the finding of Mourad et al. (2008) who reported that the flower extract of
Chrysanthemum coronarium L. and their fractions have shown insecticidal effect on the cotton leaf worm Spodoptera
littoralis. Tripathi et al. (2009) reported the toxicity of essential oil of Aegle marmelos by topical application to S. litura
larvae with LD50 value of 116.3 μg/ larvae. Essential oil of Lippia alba induces growth inhibition (GI50 = 6.9–11.0 mg/g
diet), where both relative growth and feeding consumption rates of S.litura were conspicuously reduced.
Kaur and Rup (2002) reported that GA3 concentration applied at 125, 625 and 3125 ppm significantly decreased the
food intake of Spodoptera littoralis larvae by 44, 65 and 64% respectively compared to the control. Goussain et al.
(2002) proved that Spodoptera frugiperda (J. E. Smith) larvae displayed increased mortality, cannibalism and
mandibular wear after feeding on corn plants fertilized with Si.
This is again in consonance with finding of Bernays and Bargeman (1987) who stated that most of the plant silicon
occurs in the epidermis, which might dislodge young larvae before they can establish in the stem. The application of
nano silica to the tomato plants may minimize the problems caused by Spodoptera littoralis. Coors (1987) showed that
high levels of silica decreased digestibility in Spodoptera eridania and promoted increased consumption rates. Finalinstar Spodoptera eridania larvae fed on artiﬁcial diet with powdered silicic acid at 10 - 20 per cent dry weight showed
reduced ability to digest the diet, leading to increased consumption rates.
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Tomato Pin Worm
In the present study, the incidence of tomato pin worm was significantly less in the basal application of rice husk
ash1t + SSB with foliar application of Chrysanthemum flower extract 2% + NAA/ GA3 + lemongrass oil + rosemary oil
0.2% sprayed during critical phases of the crop (Table 1). This is in line with the findings of Dos Santos et al. (2015)
who stated that the foliar application of silicon-containing compounds at 0.50% was found to be effective against the
attack of T. absoluta caterpillars causing detachment of midgut cells from the basal membrane, which may result in
digestion difficulties and larval mortality. T. absoluta reared on tomato plants accumulating silicon show decrease in
larval and pupal survival and male and female weight (Santos et al., 2012).
Cote-Beaulieu et al. (2009) confirmed the efficiency of silicon-containing products for the control T. absoluta and it was
due its toxic and anti-feeding effect to the larval stage, playing a role as the activator of tomato plants resistance. One
of the effects caused by the application of silicon in the leaves was the detachment of the midgut epithelium from the
basal membrane, which leads to the reduction of digestive capacity in insects (Almeida et al., 2009).
This is in line with the findings of Goussain et al. (2002) and Kvedaras et al. (2009) who stated that the deleterious
effects of silicon on Tuta absoluta larvae that fed on tomato plants treated with calcium silicate was due to the
damages in the incisor teeth of the mandibles, affecting the insect nourishment and development.
Lab experiment conducted with various concentrations of essential oils and flower extracts to test the efficiency of
food utilization of S. litura revealed that consumption index of S. litura was significantly less in the treatments CFE at
3 % and LFE at 5%, lemongrass oil at 0.4 and 0.5%, and rosemary oil at 0.4 and 0.5%. Similarly, approximate
digestibility of S. litura was significantly less in the treatment with CFE at 4 and 5% , LFE at 5% , lemongrass oil at 0.4
and 0.5% and rosemary oil at 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5% (Fig 2 & 3). This is in confirmation with the findings of Tripathi et al.
(2009) who reported that essential oil of Lippia alba induces growth inhibition in S. litura (GI50 = 6.9–11.0 mg/g diet)
where, both relative growth and feeding consumption rates of S.litura were conspicuously reduced. Similarly Coors
(1987) reported that high levels of silica decreased digestibility in Spodoptera eridania and promoted increased
consumption rates.
To conclude, the present study clearly indicated that foliar spray of flower extracts, alternated with growth regulators
and essential oils along with basal application of RHA/ Pseudomonas in field condition greatly reduced the incidence
of fruit borers of tomato as evidenced through reduced consumption index and approximate digestibility of insects in
the lab experiment and it is concluded that the effect might be due to systemic acquired resistance. This study reflects
that use of organic sources is a very good alternate option for reducing the insect menace in tomato without
pesticides and pesticide residue.
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Table 1. Effect of Organic Source of Silica, Rhizobacteria, Flower Extracts, PGR and Essential Oils
Against Pin Worm, Leaf Miner, Tuta absoluta in Tomato in Field Experiment

Vegetative stage

Flowering stage

Fruiting and ripening
stage

30
DAT

37
DAT

44
DAT

59
DAT

74
DAT

89
DAT

104
DAT

Grand
mean

Treatments

Pre count

S.No

% reduction
over control

Tuta absoluta – (Number of larvae/ plant)*

T1

RHA 1t + SSB + CFE 2%
thrice

2.57

2.46
(1.57)ed

2.27
(1.51)cd

3.35
(1.83)f

3.08
(1.75)f

3.86
(1.96)i

3.21
(1.79)e

4.28
(2.07)f

3.22
(1.79)e

39.11

T2

RHA 2t + SSB +CFE 2%
thrice

3.42

3.04
(1.74)e

2.88
(1.70)f

3.57
(1.89)f

2.99
(1.73)f

3.01
(1.73)g

3.43
(1.85)f

4.44
(2.11)f

3.34
(1.83)e

36.81

T3

PF+ Azophos+ CFE 2% thrice

2.62

2.41
(1.55)bc

2.36
(1.54)d

4.73
(2.17)g

3.54
(1.88)g

3.66
(1.91)hi

4.12
(2.03)g

4.57
(2.14)f

3.63
(1.90)f

31.32

T4

RHA1t + SSB+ CFE 2% thrice
+ NAA/GA3+ LO+ RO 0.2%

2.41

2.02
(1.42)a

1.93
(1.39)a

1.76
(1.33)a

1.47
(1.21)a

1.04
(1.02)a

0.98
(0.99)a

0.56
(0.75)a

1.39
(1.18)a

73.60

T5

RHA2t + SSB+ CFE 2%thrice
+ NAA/GA3+ LO+ RO 0.2%

3.45

2.99
(1.73)e

2.54
(1.59)e

2.16
(1.47)c

1.78
(1.33)bc

1.52
(1.23)cd

1.46
(1.21)c

0.88
(0.94)c

1.90
(1.38)d

63.94

T6

PF+ Azophos+ CFE 2%
thrice + NAA/GA3+ LO+ RO
0.2%

2.87

2.56
(1.60)d

2.37
(1.54)e

2.22
(1.49)c

1.85
(1.36)cd

1.67
(1.29)e

1.07
(1.03)a

0.74
(0.86)b

1.78
(1.34)d

66.24

T7

RHA 1t + SSB + LFE 2%
thrice

2.57

2.47
(1.57)cd

2.32
(1.52)d

2.99
(1.73)e

2.25
(1.50)e

3.58
(1.89)h

4.53
(2.13)h

5.43
(2.33)g

3.37
(1.83)ef

36.25

T8

RHA 2t + SSB + LFE 2%
thrice

2.69

2.48
(1.57)cd

2.27
(1.51)cd

2.59
(1.61)d

2.43
(1.56)e

3.47
(1.86)h

5.87
(2.42)j

6.51
(2.55)h

3.66
(1.91)g

30.70

T9

PF+ Azophos+ LFE 2%

2.65

2.51
(1.58)cd

2.22
(1.49)cd

3.56
(1.89)f

2.99
(1.73)f

3.47
(1.86)h

4.93
(2.22)i

5.64
(2.37)g

3.62
(1.90)fg

31.51

T10

RHA1t+ SSB+ LFE 2% thrice
+ NAA/GA3 + LO+ RO 0.2%

2.71

2.39
(1.55)b

2.29
(1.51)cd

2.07
(1.44)bc

1.89
(1.37)cd

1.59
(1.26)de

1.33
(1.15)c

1.03
(1.01)d

1.80
(1.34)d

65.95

T11

RHA2t+ SSB+ LFE 2% thrice
+ NAA/GA3 + LO+ RO 0.2%

2.53

2.31
(1.52)c

2.15
(1.47)bc

1.87
(1.37)a

1.76
(1.33)bc

1.42
(1.19)c

1.24
(1.11)b

0.93
(0.96)cd

1.67
(1.29)c

68.41

T12

PF+ Azophos+ LFE 2% thrice
+ NAA/GA3 + LO+ RO 0.2%

2.32

2.24
(1.50)b

2.02
(1.42)ab

1.91
(1.38)a

1.64
(1.28)ab

1.21
(1.10)b

1.09
(1.04)a

0.61
(0.78)a

1.53
(1.24)b

71.00

T13

Standard checkPanchakavya 2%

2.51

2.35
(1.53)cd

2.24
(1.50)cd

2.08
(1.44)bc

2.02
(1.42)d

1.95
(1.40)f

1.78
(1.33)d

1.43
(1.20)e

1.98
(1.41)d

62.54

T14

Untreated check

2.81

3.44
(1.85)f

3.61
(1.90)g

5.28
(2.30)h

6.52
(2.55)h

4.26
(2.06)j

6.54
(2.56)k

7.32
(2.71)i

5.28
(2.30)h

-

SEd

-

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.03

-

CD(0.05)

-

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.07

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.07

-
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*Mean of two replications, First 3 sprays given at 7 days intervals, 30, 37, 44 DAT ; subsequent sprays were given at
15 days intervals, 59, 74, 89, 104 DAT Values in parentheses are square root transformation, In a column, mean
followed by same letters are not significantly different at P=0.05 as per LSD
Table 2.Growth Stages of Tomato
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
Table 3 Spray Schedule
S.No
1.
2.
3.

DAT
1-40
40-60
60-80
80-100 & upto 120

Organic sources
Flower extract
PGR
Essential oil

GROWTH STAGES
Establishment and vegetative stage
Flowering stage
Fruiting stage
Ripening and harvesting stage

Spraying done on
30 DAT, 37 DAT and 59 DAT
44 DAT and 74 DAT
89 DAT and 104 DAT

Figure 2 Effect of essential oils on
Consumption index and approximate
digistibillity of Spodoptera litura

Figure 1 Effect of organic source of silica, flower
Figure 3 Effect of flower extracts on
extracts, PGR and essential oils on the incidences
consumption index and approximate
of Spodoptera litura Helicoverpa armigera in tomato digistibillity of Spodoptera litura
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ABSTRACT

This study was designed to molecular identification and studies the genetic characterization of E.
vermicularis through polymerase-chain-reaction expansion, DNA sequencing which in view of the
phylogenetic tree analysis of 18S ribosomal RNA gene in E. vermicularis. The PCR was performed by
using specific PCR primers that designed in this study using NCBI-Gen-bank (HQ646164.1) to amplified
667bp PCR product. The PCR results have shown 39 (78%) positive stool samples out of 50 stool samples.
The negative samples were 11 (22%) out of 50 stool samples. The multiple sequence alignment analysis
and neighbor joining phylogenetic tree analysis (MEGA 6.0 version). The analysis revealed that local
Enterobius vermicularis isolates IQ-K1 into IQ-K5 were show different and less related to NCBI-Blast E.
vermicularis isolate from different countries that show different and out of tree. Our isolated were
deposited in NCBI-GenBank. This study represents the explained the highly specific and sensitive
molecular detection method and is considered the first report which used the molecular phylogeny E.
vermicularis in wasit province, Iraq.
Keywords: - Molecular identification, phylogenetic tree, Enterobius vermicularis.

INTRODUCTION
Albeit most parasitic irresistible sicknesses have vanished in created nations, enterobiasis (pinworm disease) has still
frequently been accounted for in numerous created nations (1– 3), which is the most widely recognized intestinal
parasites in created nations in mild atmospheres (4). People are the main characteristic of E.vermicularis, and kids
which regularly influenced through infection, which is spread from the rear-end to mouth. Despite the fact that it is
viewed as a safe contamination, serious illness such as "colitis, perianal boil, ectopic diseases" in femals, and an
infected appendix can happen (4, 5, 6). While destruction is accomplished by anthelmintics much of the time,
repetitive or diligent oxyuriasis going on for quite a long time regardless of a few treatment courses is found in a few
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patients (6). Intestinal disease is transmitted by direct contact with contaminated persons (or with eggs) or questions.
E. vermicularis transmission occurs by eating irresistible pinch eggs. The eggs move from the back to the fingers,
nails, or hands when someone scratches an area around the anus where female worms attract and store eggs. Eggs
are spread in clothing and night clothes and move more into different materials including feeding, books, work areas
and seats (7). At this point, when asked questions, eggs can enter the mouths and nose of another person, in this way
they are addressed (7,8). Because of this move procedure, the proximity of young people and their theories, for
example, thumb sucking, overcrowded conditions and lack of sanitation, increases the prevalence of intestinal
disease in primary schools, where close contact occurs between children (9,10,11). Drugs against E. Vermiculares, for
example, Albindazole, are exceptionally strong in the treatment of intestinal disease (6). However, the injury again is
normal, regardless of treatment, because pharmaceuticals only work on the execution of mature worm, but not small
worms (7). The critical angle of disappointment in one-size-fits-all chemotherapy is an irresistible approach to the
Earth, which encourages rapid return of infection. In this way, people with gastrointestinal disease need revised
measurements of pharmaceuticals to cover the time it takes for eggs to end up with bloated worms. Semi-atomic
devices can understand transmission cycles and recognize their stability from reconstituted diseases. However, the
order of data on E. vermicularis is restricted (12, 13). Hence, the study was conducted to molecular detect the
probable presence of E. vermicularis among the children and the most phylogeny obtained in Wasit, province, Iraq.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples Collections
50 stool samples have been collected from patients with clinical symptoms for enterobiasis in Wasit hospital, Iraq. 10
gm of sample was placed to a clean, dry plastic container and transported to the laboratory for analysis.

Flotation Method
The flotation method was done by using sheather's solution, 5gm feces samples were mixed with small amounts
(10ml) of D.W. Than feces mixture was filtered by using sieve (40 ange) to discarded from large particles. After that,
filtrates were collected in sterile plastic tubes and placed in centrifuge at.1000.rpm for 3 minutes. The supernatant
was disposed of and small amount off sheather's solution was added into precipitate and mixed well by using wood
sticks. After that placed in centrifuge at 1000 rpm for 2 minutes. Plastic tests tubes were place on holder and stand
vertical and drops of sheather's solution were added by pipette until fill the tubes. Than glass cover slide was placed
on up end of tubes for 2-5 minutes. The glass cover slide was lifted carefully and placed under at (10X, 40X, and
100X) Magnification power under microscope to observe the Eimeria oocyst.

Stool DNA Extraction
DNA was removed of excrement tests by utilizing (Stool DNA extraction Kit, Bioneer. Korea). The extraction was
finished by organization guidelines by utilizing stool lysis convention technique with Proteinase K (14). From that
point forward, the separated gDNA was checked by Nanodrop spectrophotometer, and after that put away at - 20C
at icebox until utilized as a part of PCR intensification.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
The PCR technique was performed for detection and identification of E. vermicularis. The PCR examine was done by
utilizing particular groundworks inner translated spacer 1 (ITS-1) region of 18S ribosomal RNA gene in Enterobius
vermicularis (15). Primers were designed by using NCBI-Gen-bank data base (HQ646164.1) (Bioneer-CompanyKorea) (Table-1).
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The PCR ace blend was set up bu utilizing (AccuPower® PCR PreMix kit. Bioneer. Korea). The PCR premix tube
contains solidify dried pellet of (Taq DNA polymerase 1U, dNTPs 250µM, Tris-HCl (pH 9.0) 10mM, KCl 30mM,
MgCl2 1.5mM, stabilizer, and tracking dye) and the PCR ace blend response was set up as indicated by pack
directions in 20 ul aggregate volume by included 5 ul of decontaminated genomic DNA and 1.5 ul of 10 pmole of
forward preliminary and 1.5 ul of 10 pmole of invert groundwork, at that point finish the PCR premix tube by
deionizer PCR water into 20 ul and quickly blended by exispin vortex rotator (Bioneer. Korea).
The response done in a thermos-cycler by set up the accompanying thermos-cycler conditions; beginning
denaturation
temperature
of95°C
for
5min;
trailed
by30cycles
at
denaturation95°Cfor30.sec.,
toughening58°Cfor30sec., and expansion72°C for30 s. and after that last augmentation at72°C for5 min. The PCR
items were analyzed by electrophoresis in a 1 % agarose gel, recolored with ethidium bromide, and envisioned under
UV-transilluminator.
DNA Sequencer Method
DNA sequencing method was performed to study the genetic characterization relationship between local E.
pyrimicularis isolates and NCBI was introduced by Enterobius vermuscalate isolates in the eyes of the 18S ribosome
RNA gene. Using a tree-tree analysis. Small rRNA gene. A PCR product of agarose gel was purified using EZ-10 Spin
Column DNA Extraction Kit, Biobasic. Samples of a purified ribosome RNA 18R RNA product were sent to Korea's
Macrogen Company to perform DNA sequencing using the ribosome RNA 18S primer by DNA sequence (AB DNA
sequence). The examination was carried out in light of the verification of interference identified by NCBI-Blast and
the search for the Hungarian tree (Mega version 6).

Statistical Analysis
The measurable investigation done through SAS (Statistical Analysis System – version.9.1) (16).

RESULT
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
The PCR was made in a total of50 stool samples, the results were 39 (78 %) stool samples were positive, where 19 (22
%) were negative for E. vermicularis. The Polymerase-Chain-Reaction test technique were in view of exposure off 18S
ribosomal RNA gene for detect of E. vermicularis which which showed the size of demonstrative sections of PCR
items that was (667 bp), Table (3), Figure (1).

DNA Sequencing Results
Multiple sequence alignment analysis of the partial small-subunit rRNA gene sequence in local E. vermicularis isolates
IQ-K1 into IQ-K5 based ClustalW alignment analysis through (MEGA 6.0, multiple alignment analysis tools). That
demonstrate the different arrangement investigation closeness (*) and differences in 18S rRNA gene nucleotide
sequences (Figure 2).
Phylogenetic tree analysis in view of the 18S rRNA quality fractional grouping that utilized for evaluation of genetic
relationship between local E. vermicularis and NCBI-BLAST isolates. The evolutionary way were calculated through
the possible composition maximum method by the reproductive tree UPGMA method (MEGA 6.0 version). The local
E. vermicular is isolates IQ-K1 into IQ-K5 were show not related to NCBI-Blast E. vermicular is isolate from different
countries that show different and out of tree (Figure 3).
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DISCUSSION
Molecular techniques like PCR analysis have been developed to improve the detection of pathogens in both human
and veterinary medicine. PCR-based testing is now advocated as an adjunct to traditional health-monitoring
programs (17, 18), which are not easily transmitted to sentinels by soiled bedding (19,20,21). For some agents, PCR
testing can be more sensitive than traditional methods used to survey pathogens in sentinels. Like any other largescale diagnostic methodology, PCR assays are subject to false-positive and -negative results. As such, any outcomes
must be deciphered mindfully with a general comprehension of the PCR method, the inborn controls, and every
other variable that may influence comes about including groundwork plan and specificity and additionally control
and handling of the example in the home office, amid transport, and at the reference research center (22).
Validating a PCR assay for diagnostic purposes is challenging (23) in both human and veterinary medicine. The first
step is to design primers by computer modeling to optimize PCR conditions, specificity, and sensitivity. Diagnostic
laboratories typically use primers that target ubiquitous housekeeping genes or ribosomal RNA common to several
species to identify pathogens at the genus level, whereas primers complimentary to specific elements within the
genome are used for organism speciation. The specificity of the chosen primers must then be compared with all
available sequences in genome databases, such as Gen-bank (22). The 18S quality is by and large found an
eukaryotes. As is notable, the 18S-rDNA district isn't appropriate for phylogenetic examination as it opens up a very
monitored area (24). For our situation, the PCR test focused on an area of the 28S rRNA quality normal, our opened
up section secured a large portion of the 5′ half of the 18S quality, where much arrangement inconstancy has a
tendency discovered, considered a helpful district for the DNA-barcoding approach. Results from this case report
suggest that the PCR assay was not specific despite the stringent validation performed by the first reference
laboratory.
One possible explanation is that the databases used to design the primers were flawed or incomplete at the time of
the validation process. Indeed, genome databases such as Gen-bankare known to contain unverified, incomplete, and
inaccurate sequences (25), as well as entries from genetically different organisms under the same species name (26).
In addition, large numbers of microorganisms are discovered every year and are classified phylogenetically
according to the genome sequence. The nematode phylum is especially rich in species and is biologically diverse,
with plant and animal parasites as well as free-living organisms (22).
The examination has demonstrated the nearness of E. vermicularis in Wasit, whereas 39 (78 %) stool samples were
positive out of 50 stool samples by PCR. Our result is agreeing with (27) which showed that E. vermicularis obtained
in 20 (54 %) samples out of 37 by PCR and also agree with (28, 29) which observed the maximum number of the sick
individuals founded in the Warmia-Masuria province, enterobiasis was diagnosed in children under 7 years of age
(preschoolers), 36.7%orphans and in 30.6 %of7-year-old children. Our observation is also in comfort with (30, 31, 32,
33, 34) which found the E. vermicularis infections rate ranges from7.3% (Greece) to28% (Sweden) in examinedchildren
populations. The local E vermicular IQ-K1 to IQ-K5 isolated were show not related to NCBI-Blast this consider is the
first obtained in Wasit, Iraq. Our result was in agreement with (35, 36), which found a new haplotype of E. vermicularis unregistered in Gen- Bank, was detected.

CONCLUSION
PCR is considered as an alternative tool in epidemiological studies and the diagnosis of E. vermicularis. The results
showed that the local E. vermicularis isolates IQ-K1 into IQ-K5 were show not related to NCBI-Blast E. vermicularis
isolate from different countries.
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Table 1. The List of Primers
Primers

Sequence ofthe Primers

F
GGCCGTTCTTAGTTGGTGGA
18SrRNA
R
ATAGAAGCCATACGTGCCCTT
Table 2. The Compound of PCR Master Mix in PCR Run
PCR-master mix
DNA-tempIate
Entamoeba sp. Forward-primer (10pmoI)
Entamoeba sp. Reverse-primer (10pmoI)
PCR-water
TotaI

PCR product size
667 bp
Volume
5µI
1.5µI
1.5µI
12µI
20µI
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Table 3: The Thermocycler-Conditions Cycles
PCR-step
Temperature
Initial-Denaturation
95-°C
Denaturation
95-°C
Annealing
58-°C
Extension
72-°C
Final Extension
72-°C
Table 4: The Results of PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction)
Result
Positive
Negative
Total

Samples
39
19
50

Time
5-m
30-s
30-s
1-m
5-m

Repeat cycle
1
30

Percentage %
78 %
22 %
100 %

Figure1: Agarose-gel-electrophoresis photo shown the PCR-product off 18S rRNA gene that using to
exposure E. vermicularis. Where (M) Marker (100-2000 bp), lane (1-5) some positive E. vermicularis stool
samplse that send to DNA sequencing technique at 667bp PCR product size.
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Figure 2: The DNA Sequencing Results

AB626600.1 Enterobius vermicularis gene for 18S rRNA isolate: Sud-C (Japan)
JF934731.1 Enterobius vermicularis 18S ribosomal RNA gene (Brazil)
AB626599.1 Enterobius vermicularis gene for 18S rRNA isolate: Hama-A (Japan)
100

AB626598.1 Enterobius vermicularis gene for 18S rRNA isolate: Osk-1 (Japan)
HQ646164.1 Enterobius vermicularis 18S ribosomal RNA gene (Germany)
FR687850.1 Enterobius vermicularis partial 18S rRNA gene (Czech Republic)
AB626601.1 Enterobius vermicularis gene for 18S rRNA isolate: STZ-A (Japan)

99

Enterobius vermicularis isolate IQ-K2 18S ribosomal RNA gene
Enterobius vermicularis isolate IQ-K5 18S ribosomal RNA gene
Enterobius vermicularis isolate IQ-K3 18S ribosomal RNA gene

99

Enterobius vermicularis isolate IQ-K1 18S ribosomal RNA gene
Enterobius vermicularis isolate IQ-K4 18S ribosomal RNA gene

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00

Figure 3: The Phylogenetic Tree Analysis
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ABSTRACT

Prevention of surgical local infections at an early stage of implantation is greatly required for the success
of implants in dentistry and orthopedics. A unique method to prevent bacterial infections is the local
employment of antibacterial agents. Therefore, a great focusing on antimicrobial peptide (AMP) coatings
on implant was directed to this project. The aim of this study is to evaluate the antibacterial effectiveness
of Niobium oxide (Nb2O5) \polyethylene glycol (PEG 3500) biocomposite coating after immersion in the
antimicrobial peptide (glycol peptide vancomycin) against bacteria involved in surgical infections of the
dental implant (S.aureus and E.coli).Nb2O5\ PEG biocomposite coating was deposited on the surfaces of
CPTi discs, using an RF magnetron sputtering method. Surface roughness was assessed using atomic
force microscope. Antibacterial activity against S.aureus and E.coli was assessed in vitro using minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC) and agar disc diffusion tests. RF magnetron sputtering produced rough
biocompatible coatings on titanium substrate. The collected data were analyzed with ANOVA test (p<
0.05). Biocomposite coating after immersion in the antimicrobial peptide (glycopeptide: vancomycin)
reduced the growth of all examined bacterial in comparison to the unimmersed samples ( control
sample) after three incubation intervals (24,48and 72h) . AMP was effective against the bacterial
pathogens tested (S.aureus and E.coli ) at (2% and 6%) concentrations.
Key Words: Poly Ethylene Glycol, Niobium Oxide, RF Magnetron Sputtering, Antimicrobial Peptide,
Antibacterial Tests.
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INTRODUCTION
Commercially pure titanium (CPTi) and titanium alloys have been applied for dental implant treatment due to their
sufficient mechanical properties, low density, and biocompatibility. Infection and implant failure are considered
major clinical problems. [25] The characters of implant surface influenced the response of the bone enclosing it. The
rough surface implant as found -by Beagle’s histological observations on dogs- demonstrated that osseointegration
can be obtained in a 6-week period with rough surfaces. The topography of implant surfaces affects biological
responses after implant insertion ranged from protein attachment to bone remodeling around the implant. These
processes are enhanced by surface roughness permitting faster bone implant attachment and make insertion of the
prosthesis within shorter time intervals.[16,17,26,27] Different methods of improving the surface roughness are applied
such as plasma sputtering. The RF magnetron sputtering produced thin coatings with great purity having elemental
composition is approximate to that of the sputtering target.
Thin films possess high adhesion to underlying substrates.[1,2,27] Osseointegration could be impaired by multiple
factors including infection of implantation site. Bacterial colonization of dental implants can lead to inflammatory
reactions which prevent osseointegration. The major pathogens caused surgical infection and bone resorption are
Gram-negative anaerobes and Gram+ positive aerobes. Staphylococcus constitutes two-thirds of all pathogens in
implant infections and they are the main causative pathogen of bone infection (osteomyelitis), which lead to
destruction of bone and of osseointegration. [28]. The causative pathogens for surgical infection come from the patient's
endogenous flora. The most common organisms isolated from surgical infection are Staphylococcus aureus, coagulasenegative staphylococci, Enterococcus spp. and Escherichia coli. Various patient-related and procedure-related factors
affect the degree of surgical site infection.[26] Different methods to reduce infection have been introduced like
production of bioactive surfaces that either kill bacteria or inhibit their adhesion to implant surfaces thus create
aseptic implantation site and promote bone healing and reduce dental implant failure. [28, 29]
Poly (ethylene-glycol) (PEG) is widely applied in drug delivery. It is the most commonly used protective coating
material for drug delivery and is covalently bound to proteins and has also been applied as a carrier for hydrophobic
drug molecules to enhance their aqueous solubility or dissolution characteristics .[30] cationic antimicrobial peptides
(AMPs) have been examined in the last decades. It has been shown that different AMPs exhibit great antimicrobial
efficiency against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. [11, 12]

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation
Circular discs (6 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness ) were prepared from CPTi grade 2 (Orotig Srl , company Italy)
Each CPTi disc was grinded with silicon carbide paper started from 400 , 1200 and 2300 grits grain size using a
rotative grinding and polishing machine at 250 rotations per minute (rpm) for 2 minutes. The specimens were
cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol and deionized water for 20 min. at 25ᵒC to obtain smooth mirror surface ,then the
discs were washed with water and dried in an oven at 100°C for 15 minutes and stored in a desiccator. Five discs
were prepared for each experimental group (n=5).

Preparation of Niobium Oxide, Polyethylene Glycol Composite Target
Biocomposite target (Nb2O5 \ PEG compound) was prepared by mixing Nb2O5 with PEG powders in proportion of
70 wt.% Nb2O5 and 30 wt.% PEG powder in electric mixer for 3 hours , then the selected weight of mixture (20 g)
was mixed with 20ml of distilled water in hot stirrer for 3 hours at 70° C , the homogenous mixture was dried in oven
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at 60°C for 24 hours , then the mixture was molded in stainless steel mold (50 mm diameter, 3mm thickness) under 8
tons pressure for 2 minutes to obtain the composite target .

RF Magnetron Sputtering
Radio frequency sputtering was performed in a vertical chamber under the following conditions ( power= 50 w. ,
pressure \ p1 = 4.9 × 10 -4 torr , p2 = 1.8 × 10 -2 torr, temperature =40 °C , distance = 10 cm , time = 3 hours ) to obtain
Nb2O5 \ PEG biocomposite coating, figure 1. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed for investigation
surface morphology and roughness of biocomposite coating deposited on the substrate. This analysis provides highresolution 3D data of the Nb2O5 \PEG biocomposite coated surface.

Bacteriological Tests
Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC test)
MIC test was applied to evaluate the antibacterial effect of tested agents (PEG and AMP) against Gram +ve bacteria
(Staphylococcus aureus) and Gram-ve bacteria (Escherichia coli).
MIC test involves the following procedures

Preparation of McFarland Standard
A 0.5 McFarland standard is prepared by mixing 0.05 mL of 1.175% barium chloride dihydrate (BaCl2•2H2O) with
9.95 mL of 1% sulfuric acid (H2SO4), the standard was kept in sterile screw cap tubes and used to adjust the turbidity
of bacterial suspensions .[6]

Preparation of Nutrient Broth
Nutrient broth (HIMEDIA) was prepared by dissolving 13 grams of the medium in one liter of distilled water
according to manufacturer instructions. The medium was dispensed into clean containers and sterilized in autoclave
at 121°C and 15 pounds\inch 2 for 15 minutes. [24]

Bacterial activation
Single colony was carried with sterile loop and transferred to nutrient broth and incubated at 37 °C for 24 hrs. With a
sterile loop, the activated bacteria were cultured by streaking on nutrient agar and incubated at 37° C for 24 hrs. to
promote bacterial growth.

Preparation of Bacterial Suspension
A loop full from activated bacteria are carried with a sterile loop and transferred to normal saline, the suspension
turbidity was adjusted to be equal to that of a 0.5 McFarland standard and to perform MIC test, the turbidity was
adjusted visually and by Spectrophotometer. [10]
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Preparation of Mueller-Hinton Broth
21 grams of medium (HIMEDIA) was suspended in one liter of distilled water according to manufacturer
instructions. The medium was dispensed into clean containers and sterilized in autoclave at 121°C and 15
pounds\inch 2 15 minutes .This medium used for MIC test.

Preparation of Positive and Negative Controls
Positive and negative controls were prepared for comparison with a minimum inhibitory concentration of tested
agents. Positive control represented by adjusted bacterial growth in Mueller-Hinton broth and the negative control
represented by Mueller-Hinton broth without bacteria, figure 2.

Preparation of Stock Solution of Antimicrobial Glycol Peptide (vancomycin)
Percentage concentration was applied to prepare ten concentrations of AMP. In this method, the amount of the solute
(AMP) is expressed in grams per 100 ml of the solution. Thus, a 10 % solution of AMP means 10 grams of AMP
powder is dissolved in 100 ml of water.
Mass solute (g)
% (W\V) =

× 100
Volume solution (ml)

MIC procedure involves serial dilutions of AMP from (10% -1%) , 9% concentration was prepared by adding 9 ml of
stock solution of AMP to 1 ml of Mueller-Hinton broth. Dilutions were preceded till 1% by addition of 1 ml of stock
solution of AMP to 9 ml of Mueller-Hinton broth to reach the final volume V2 which is equal to ten milliliter, this
dilution was performed by applying the following equation: [31
C1 V1 = C2 V2
V1: volume of stock solution
V2: final volume after dilution
C1: initial concentration of stock solution
C2: concentration of dilute sample
After that 1% (0.1 ml) of bacterial suspension was added to each tube contain the media with identified concentration
of AMP, the tubes were incubated at 37 °C to evaluate the minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) against S.areus
and E.coli .

Preparation of Stock Solution of Poly Ethylene Glycol (PEG)
100 g of PEG was weighed and dissolved in 100 ml of distilled water (w\v %) using hot magnetic stirrer for 10
minutes till all particles are completely dissolved to obtain homogenous stock solution ( 100% ). MIC procedure
started with preparation of 10 serial dilutions having concentrations of 100% -10 %, 90 ml of stock solution of PEG
was added to 10 ml of mueller- hinton broth to obtain 90%-ve
concentration and continue the dilution till reach the
final concentration of 10% by applying the following formula:[31] C1 V1 = C2 V2 After that 1% of bacterial suspension
was transferred to each tube contained the media with identified concentration of PEG, the tubes were incubated at
37 °C to evaluate the minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) against S.areus and E.coli
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Agar diffusion test (Kerby- Bauer test)
This test was performed to assess the antibacterial effect of AMP against S. aureus and E.coli .Mueller-Hinton agar
was prepared by suspension of 38 grams of media in one liter of distilled water according to manufacturer
instructions. The activated bacteria were inoculated on Mueller-Hinton agar separately by streaking method ( Mat
streaking ) using sterile swab for even distribution of the bacteria, waiting for 5 minutes then the CPTi discs
(biocomposite coated sample: with and without AMP immersion ) are inserted within the prepared wells ( 6 mm
diameter and 5 mm depth) on Mueller-Hinton agar by sterile cork borer and the petri dishes were incubated at 37° C
for 24 hrs to promote bacterial growth. The diffusion of AMP from biocomposite coated discs was examined by
measuring the inhibitory zone. After 24, 48 and 72 hrs incubation periods.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of the results was performed with Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS); all data were
analyzed as mean ± standard deviation. AVOVA test was used to detect the significant differences at (p < 0.05).

RESULT
It was appeared that RF magnetron sputtering increased surface roughness of the biocomposite film, the mean value
of surface roughness was 298 nm as shown in figure 3.

Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC test) of PEG 3500
MIC test exhibited no antibacterial activity regarding all concentrations of PEG (3500) against against S.aureus and
Ecoli , all the tubes containing nutrient broth with activated bacteria and the tested concentrations of PEG (100%10%) remained turbid indicated the existence of bacterial growth in comparison to negative control represented by
Mueller-Hinton broth and positive control represented by bacterial growth, figure 4.100% polyethylene glycol
exhibited non antibacterial activity against Ecoli and S.aureus on Mueller-Hinton agar , figure 5 .

Minimum Inhibitory Concentration of Antimicrobial Glycopeptide (AMP)
Following series of dilutions, an obvious antibacterial activity of AMP was observed against S.areus at concentration
of 2%, while 6% concentration was effective in preventing E.coli growth, while the nutrient broth contained the lower
concentrations remain turbid indicated the existence of bacterial growth in comparison to negative control
represented by Mueller-Hinton agar broth and positive control represented by standardized bacterial growth. No
colony growth of S. aureus at (2 % AMP) and E.coli at (6% AMP) was observed on Mueller-Hinton agar, figure 6A,B
and figure 7A,B .

Agar Diffusion Test (Kerby- Bauer Method)
The biocompsite coat after immersion in AMP demonstrated antimicrobial efficiency against the microorganisms
tested in certain concentrations. Biocomposite coated CPTi discs after immersion in 2% AMP revealed larger
inhibition zone diameter (mean value 31.5, 27.6 and 22.4mm) against S. aureus in comparison to un immersed
biocomposite disc (control) at 24, 48 and 72h incubation intervals. Higher concentration of AMP ( 6 %) produced
clear inhibition against E.coli (mean value 22.5, 20.4 and 18.7mm) in comparison to control sample at 24,48 and 72h
incubation intervals , (Table1 and 2) showed the descriptive mean and standard deviation and inferential analysis of
AMP against the tested microorganisms. AMP has a highly significant anti bacterial activity against the tested
bacteria especially at 24h in comparison to 48 and 72 h incubation intervals, this finding explained the slow diffusion
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of AMP from the coated Ti disc and long last antibacterial effectiveness of AMP against S. aureus and E.coli, (fig.8 and
fig.9).

DISCUSSION
RF Magnetron Sputtering
RF‐magnetron sputtering affect the features of precipitated films , this technique form a dense, uniform coating with
great adhesion and control the thickness and composition of the formed film [1,5,13,18] Niobium oxide enhanced surface
roughness of CPTi substrate , this advancement of surface texture is needed to increase surface area on the implant
surface and increase bone-to-implant attachment after the implant placement .[18,27] The surface topography of the
biocompsite coatings has a significant effect in dental implant‐tissue attachment and osseointegration .RF‐magnetron
sputtering permits formation of porous scaffolds with the complex structure. This coating morphology contribute to
enhanced bone growth mechanisms.Rough implant surface participated in drug retention and act as a local drug
delivery device which promote accelerated osseointegration and wound healing processes .[8,9,11]

Poly Ethylene Glycol (3500)
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) was used in this study for production of macro porous, scaffold surface structure;
polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a polymer of choice in local drug releasing systems. [22] The results indicated that PEG
(3500) enhances implant surface roughness which is an important factor to increase bone cells attachment and
promote osseointegration. in addition PEG improve drug delivering and releasing to peri implant area to inhibit
any microbial infection that participate in dental implant failure .[22]
This environment is helpful in establishing aseptic surgical field in dental implantation; drug releasing may extend
longer depending on drug adsorption and infection intensity.

Antibacterial Efficiency of Biocomposite Film
Identification the spectrum of action of any antimicrobial agent is required for infection control which is important in
all medical and biological fields especially in surgical procedures where the contact between the microorganisms and
the living tissues might be of high risk. Agar diffusion test revealed no inhibition of bacterial growth for all tested
concentrations of plyethylene glycol (PEG 3500),this finding is in agreement with (Rupp etal, 2018),(Triveni
etal,2015)and(Albrektssonetal,2003)(21,28,31) who detect antimicrobial action of concentrated PEG 400, 1000. The
inhibition zone data showed that 2% antimicrobial glycopeptide (AMP) was effective in preventing the growth of
S.aureus when compared with the control discs. While the growth of Ecoli was inhibited at high concentration (6%) of
AMP for upon three incubation periods. This result agree with (Emily etal,2010) who found that vancomycin is a
glycopeptide that has a unique mode of action inhibiting the second stage of cell wall synthesis of susceptible bacteria
and also alters the permeability of the cell membrane and selectively inhibits ribonucleic acid synthesis. E. coli are
Gram-negative bacteria which own a cell wall that consists of an outer membrane containing lipopolysaccharides, a
periplasmic space with a peptidoglycan layer, and an inner, cytoplasmic membrane. These bacteria are resistant to
antimicrobial agents’ .Such property enables E. coli to grow under all conditions and cause infection.[24] Surface of
dental implant present suitable environment for bacterial attachment and formation of biofilm.The effectiveness of
antibacterial dental implant coating is a promising finding and plays an important role in preventing bacterial
colonization, implantation site infection and enhance osseointrgration around dental implant which is a very
important factor to reduce dental implant failure .[25,29]
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CONCLUSION
RF magnetron sputtering yielded thin and rough PEG-Nb2O5 biocomposte film deposited on CPTi substrate that
held glycopeptide (vancomycin). Localized antimicrobial peptide revealed great antibacterial activities especially at
2% concentration against Staphylococcus aureus and at 6% concentration against Escherichia coli regarding the three
incubation intervals. No antibacterial growth inhibition was noticed with the PEG at all selected concentrations.
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Table 1: The Antimicrobial Effect of 2% AMP Against S. aureus (Inhibition Zone Diameter in mm)
Descriptive Statistics
time
Mean
SD
F
Sig.
24h
31.500
1.732
0.000
48h
27.600
1.782
42.610
HS
72h
22.400
1.140
Table 2: The Antimicrobial Effect of 6% AMP against E.coli (Inhibition Zone Diameter in mm)
2
time
Mean
SD
F
Sig.
24h
22.500
1.500
0.001
48h
20.400
.548
21.419
HS
72h
18.700
.447

Mc by
Bonferroni
24 X 48=0.037
24 X 72=0.002
48 X 72=0.028
Mc by
Bonferroni
24 X 48=0.109
24 X 72=0.021
48 X 72=0.031
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Figure 1: Biocomposite Coated Disc

Figure 2: Negative and Positive
Controls for Comparison in MIC
Test

Figure 4 : Minimal inhibitory
concentration for polyethylene
glycol

Figure 5: 100% polyethylene glycol exhibited non antibacterial against
Ecoli and S.aureus

Figure 6A : 2 % MIC of AMP against
S aureus

Figure 6B : No colony growth of
S. aureus at 2 % AMP

Figure 7A : 6% MIC of AMP
against Ecoli

Figure 7B : No colony growth of
E.coli at 6 % AMP

Figure 8: Inhibition zone against
S.aureus at 24h incubation time

Figure 9: Inhibition zone against
E.coli at 24h incubation time

Figure 3 : (3 D ) Micrograph
Exhibit
Roughness
of
Biocomposite Coat
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ABSTRACT

Chicken meat is viewed as the essential wellspring of disease with Campylobacter spp. in people. A sum
of 50 chicken meat (thigh and bosom meat) tests from naturally butchered chicken at retail outlets in
business sectors in the AL-Qadisiyah region, Iraq from January to May 2018. The outcomes exhibit a high
commonness rate of C. jejuni in chicken thigh meat tests 23 out of 50 tests (46 %), trailed by chicken bosom
meat 12 out of 50 tests (24 %). RT-PCR focusing on the species particular harmfulness quality cad f and
hip O quality particular for C. jejuni.
Key words: - Molecular, detection, Campylobacter.

INTRODUCTION
Campylobacter spp. are a noteworthy reason for bacterial gastroenteritis around the world (1). The moderately low
infective measurements, the conceivably genuine sequelae (1), and additionally the relationship between certain
Campylobacter destructiveness qualities and the example of clinical contamination (2), affirm the significance of this
zoonotic disease as a noteworthy wellbeing peril. Customary symptomatic strategies using a mix of culture and
biochemical testing require that speculated stool examples are refined on particular agar at 42 oC under
microaerophilic conditions for up to 72 h before a negative report is issued. Just culture plates with settlements
demonstrating trademark Campylobacter morphology and oxidase inspiration are accounted for as Campylobacter
spp. Advance recognizable proof to the species level requires different tests, including development temperature
inclinations, anti-infection affectability to cephalothin and nalidixic corrosive, and biochemical tests. The sodium
hippurate hydrolysis response is the main biochemical test used to separate Campylobacter jejuni and Campylobacter
coli. The expanded and monotonous nature of these techniques has invigorated research into atomic demonstrative
methodologies. A few laborers have explored the use of multiplex PCR for Campylobacter recognition and speciation
(3, 4) with these conventions being connected to confines from unadulterated societies. In any case, the utilization of
multiplex PCR on bacterial provinces implied that ordinary societies were as yet required for the underlying
recognizable proof. To assess the multiplex approach straightforwardly on stool examples (5) falsely spiked stool
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examples with microscopic organisms. Be that as it may, just two reports have depicted the immediate use of a
multiplex convention on stools acquired from patients with enteritis (3) and both utilized groundworks focusing on
the ceuE quality. Different mixes of family particular and species specific qualities, and in addition mixes of speciesparticular successions of ceuE or lpxA qualities, have been connected in multiplex conventions (6 ,7). The general
point of the present work was to explore the commitment of chicken as potential wellsprings of C. jejuni
contaminations in people at Wasit Province. This point was accomplished by utilizing regular and atomic devices to
research the event of C. jejuni in chicken examples.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples Collection
An aggregate of 50 tests of chicken meat (thigh and breast meat) tests were acquired from naturally butchered
chicken at retail outlets in business sectors in the AL-Qadisiyah region, Iraq between January to May 2018. Twentyfive grams from each chiseled chicken meat (thigh and bosom) were aseptically exchanged to a sterile blender
containing 225 ml of Preston improvement juices for homogenization of the example (8).
Biochemical Identification of Bacteria
0.1 ml of the juices was streaked onto adjusted Campylobacter particular agar base Cefoperazone Charcoal
Desoxycolate Agar (mCCDA) (Oxoid, CM 0739). The plates were then brooded at 42ºC for 48 hours under
microaerophilic conditions. Suspected provinces were purged on blood agar plates and subjected to biochemical ID
utilizing catalase test, oxidase test, urea hydrolysis test, hydrogen sulfide (H2S) generation, citrate usage test and fast
hippurate hydrolysis test (9).

Molecular Identification of Bacteria
DNA extraction from the biochemically recognized disengages was performed by the producer rules utilizing
Bacterial DNA Extraction Kit (Spin-section) (BioTeke Corporation, China). The continuous test based PCR (qPCR)
responses were utilized independently for the affirmation of C. jejuni biochemically distinguished secludes. Speciesparticular preliminaries and TaqMan test sets focusing on hipO quality particular for C. jejuni (3). The groupings of
hipO groundworks and test are: Cj-F1 forward: 5'- TGCTAGTGAGGTTGCAAAAGAATT-3', Cj-R1 switch: 5'TCATTTCGCAAAAAAATCCAAA-3' and Cj-FAM probe: 5’-ACGATGATTAAATTCACAATTTTTTTCGCCAAA-3’.
(Table-1).
Each qPCR measure utilizing preliminaries and tests particular for C. jejuni, was done by (QuantiTect® Probe RTPCR units Qiagen). Each qPCR response contained 12.5 μl of 2x QuantiTect Probe RT-PCR Master Mix (containing
HotStart Taq® DNA polymerase, QuantiTect Probe RT-PCR support [Tris-Cl, KCl, (NH4)2SO4, 8 mM MgCl2], dNTP
blend including dUTP, ROX™ detached reference color and 8 mM MgCl2), 0.1 units AmpErase [Uracil Nglycosylase] (Qiagen), 500 nM of pertinent groundworks and 500 nM of important test and 5 μl DNA format.
Nuclease free water was added to a last volume of 25 μl. Non layout DNA and positive controls of C. jejuni. The
response conditions were 50ºC for two minutes to actuate UNG, 95ºC for 15 min then 40 cycles at 94ºC for 15 sec.s
and 60ºC for 60 sec took after by plate read for fluorescence securing.
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RESULT
Prevalence of C. jejuni in Chicken Samples
The commonness rates of C. jejuni in chicken meat tests gathered from business sectors in the AL-Qadisiyah domain.
The event of C. jejuni was recognized by bacteriological examination and biochemical examination. The outcomes
exhibit a high commonness rate of C. jejuni in chicken thigh meat tests 23 out of 50 tests (46 %), trailed by chicken
breast meat 12 out of 50 tests (24 %) (figure-1).

Molecular Identification
The molecular confirmation by real time PCR was connected just to bacteriology and biochemically C. jejuni detaches.
The outcomes exhibit that rate of C. jejuni in chicken thigh meat tests 6 out of 23 tests (26 %), trailed by chicken breast
meat 2 out of 12 tests (16 %) (figure-2).

Statistical Analysis
The measurable investigation was performed utilizing SAS (Statistical Analysis System - rendition 9.1) (10).

DISCUSSION
Campylobacter species, basically C. jejuni is perceived as imperative bacterial specialists of gastroenteritis in human
(11, 12) and household creatures particularly poultry, domesticated animals and partner creatures (13). Poultry and
poultry items are viewed as a typical and principle wellspring of Campylobacter disease to people (14). A world
study evaluated the pollution of chickens with Campylobacter spp. to be around 58% (15). Oven corpses could be crosstainted with Campylobacter spp. by fecal substance or ingest (16), so the utilization of undercooked poultry items and
direct contact with live poultry or their defecation are the conceivable hazard pathways for human contaminations
(17). In this study groundworks against two qualities of Campylobacter spp. counting cad F (family particular
harmfulness quality), hip O (hippuricase quality for C. jejuni) were utilized. These qualities and groundworks have
been considered autonomously and provided details regarding by different specialists and every one of them,
particularly the cad F quality, are exceedingly moderated among detaches of various sources (18, 19, 20, 21, 22). The
objectives of this review were to distinguish and to separate C. jejuni and to decide the recurrence of Campylobacter
gastroenteritis in chicken meat in the Qadisiyah Province, Iraq utilizing PCR. Poultry are presented to Campylobacter
spp. Right off the bat at cultivates level because of deficient biosecurity measure, optional at showcase outlets because
of defilement of remains amid gutting and singing, thirdly amid capacity (23). Nations utilizing pluck-shop based
markets have higher defilement rates of Campylobacter spp. from poultry than nations utilizing current handling
plants (24). Manual butchering and gutting lead to fecal pollution of cadavers, which thusly might be in charge of
expanded quantities of Campylobacter spp. in poultry meat (24). The danger of chicken meat sullied with Campylobacter
spp. isn't just because of the utilization, yet in addition because of the exchange of the microbes display in chicken
parts to hands, kitchen utensils and to other nourishment either straightforwardly or by means of cutting sheets (25).
The outcomes point to the appropriateness of the PCR based assays as touchy techniques for fast and direct
recognition and concurrent speciation of Campylobacter spp. The outcome demonstrates that Campylobacter spp. were
disengaged from chicken thigh meat tests 23 out of 50 tests (46 %), trailed by chicken bosom meat 12 out of 50 tests
(24 %) are Similar to (26) and (25) detailed the confinement of Campylobacter spp. from 31% of bosom meat and 47.9%
of chicken legs, individually. The recognizable proof and separation of C. jejuni and C. coli is viewed as dangerous in
light of the fact that it just relies upon a solitary phenotypic test in light of the hydrolysis of hippurate (27). Hence,
atomic distinguishing proof strategies have been portrayed as a contrasting option to the off base, tedious,
biochemical phenotypic techniques (3). Be that as it may, the ongoing improvement of constant PCR expelled the
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need to control PCR items after enhancement to diminish cross-sullying (3). The single duplicate quality hip O
quality (benzoglycine amidohydrolase) is in charge of the hippurate movement which separates C. jejuni from other
Campylobacter spp. (28). The outcome demonstrate that rate of C. jejuni in chicken thigh meat tests 6 out of 23 tests (26
%), trailed by chicken bosom meat 2 out of 12 tests (16 %) were affirmed by qPCR. These outcomes fortify the
speculation that in spite of the fact that hippurate hydrolysis test is generally used to separate C. jejuni from different
species, C. jejuni hippurate negative strains and false positive strains have been disengaged (29). Moreover (28) and
(3) announced that around 10% of C. jejuni segregates neglect to hydrolyze hippurate under research facility
conditions, bringing about misclassification of these secludes as C. coli. Also, the hippurate hydrolysis measure is
reliant upon the inoculums size of the bacterium, which implies that the examine can't recognize low level of
hippuricase item (30). In this manner, the discovery of the quality by PCR rather than the phenotypic identification of
the hippuricase item are viewed as a solid elective strategy for the segregation of C. jejuni separates (31).

CONCLUSION
Poultry dealing with amid butcher and destruction significantly affects the danger of poultry meat sullying instead of
capacity temperature.
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TabIe 1: List of Primers that used in PCR ampIification
PCR
Cycle

Primer
hipO

F
R

Sequence
TGCTAGTGAGGTTGCAAAAGAATT
TCATTTCGCAAAAAAATCCAAA
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Figure 1: - The Result of Bacteriological and Biochemical Test

Figure 2: - The Result of Molecular Test
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ABSTRACT

Computed tomography calcium scoring is a technique that is sensitive in identifying and quantifying
calcified atherosclerotic plaques. Recent guidance from the National Institute of Clinical Excellence
proposes the use of Computed tomography calcium scoring in patients with stable chest pain who have
low likelihood of coronary artery disease. It was recommended that patients with low likelihood risk of
ischemic heart disease (10-30%) have a Computed tomography calcium scoring and if the score is 0, they
can be considered to have non-cardiac chest pain. However, there is controversy regarding relationship of
absent calcification with significant coronary artery disease and its prognostic value.Objective: To assess
the role ofthe calcium score as a predictor for the coronary artery disease.Patients and methods:A cross
sectional study included 96 patients suffering from chest pain attending Ibn-Alnafeesand Baqubah
Teaching Hospitals, during 6 months (April tillOctober 2017), were divided according to gender , age
group , risk factors of IHD. Results: This study demonstrated that calcium score and the biochemical
markers (lipid profile&glucose level), have highly significant association with occurrence of coronary
artery disease (p<0.001) and have also asignificant correlation between calcium score and dyslipidemia
(p<0.001) according to the riskfactor taken. Calcium score have significant correlation with the age,
weight &lipid elements p<0.001, which reflectstheincreasingincidence of the coronary artery disease with
age and obesity.There are no gender differences in occurrence of coronary calcium calcification. The
smoker have significant correlation between the Ca++ score and the coronary artery disease inaddition to
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that there is more strong correlation if there is association between smoking & diabetesmellitus same
thing apply to the lipid markers in this group (p<0.001).Coronary computed tomographic angiography
with +ve result show very high significant correlation withcalcium score ( p<0.001).The study showed
that Computed tomography calcium can predict ischemic heart disease among chest pain patients with a
sensitivity =71% , specificity =95%.Conclusion:We can use Computed tomography calcium scoring as
predictor of ischemic heart disease.
Keywords: Coronary Artery, Calcium Score, tomographic angiography

INTRODUCTION
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD), in other term, coronary heart disease (CHD), is one of the most killers and common
silent diseases contributing high morbidity and mortality worldwide (1). Atherosclerosis is a diffuse disease that
affects many arteries of the body not just the coronary arteries. In the early stages, it causes changes in the walls of
the arteries with increases in cholesterol content and scar tissue. In later stages, it causes plaques that thicken the wall
of the artery and in some cases it cause narrowing of the center of the artery so that the flow of blood is gradually
reduced. At this stage, calcium is generally present in the plaques (2). Coronary artery calcium is typically present in
direct proportion to the overall extent of atherosclerosis, although typically only a minority (approximately 20%) of
plaque is calcified (3).
Coronary artery calcification is an independent risk factor for coronary heart disease, with even low coronary calcium
scores doubling the risk of coronary events (4).Therelativeriskassociated with coronary calcification is greater than that
associated with established factors, such as smoking, hypertension and diabetes mellitus(5). Thus, the presence of
coronary artery calcification is not only indicative of atheromatous plaque disease, but its progression may
correspond with cardiovascular event rates(5).The availability of a noninvasive technique to detect coronary
calcification makes it possible to obtain direct information on the presence of atherosclerosis in the coronary
arteries.The sum of the area and density weightings across the coronary arteries is the unit less calcium score
originally defined by Agatston and colleagues. Other quantification methods are available, including a calcium
volume determination and mass score (3).As a non-invasive measure of overall coronary artery disease burden
Coronary Artery Calicum testing is a clinically useful screening test for coronary atherosclerosis(6).
Cardiac CT is a fast developing technique. In 10 years, it developed from an investigative tool into a clinical reality
(2). The latest innovations provide fast coverage with >64 slice detectors, high spatial resolution with 0.5 mm slice
thickness, high temporal resolution with <100 ms in hardware, and higher contrast resolution with the forthcoming
dual-energy solutions (7). Now, multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) scanners are available; they enable the
simultaneous acquisition of 64 slices per rotation(7). The clinical impact of the new technology lies in the improvement
in image quality in terms of both spatial and temporal resolution. The improvement in spatial resolution is useful for:
• It increases the ability to visualize small-diameter vessels (e.g. the distal coronary branches) (8).
• It increases the ability to quantify calcium in that it reduces blooming artefacts (8).
• It enables the reduction of blooming artefacts in stents and therefore enables the visualization of the stent lumen.
• It improves the definition of the presence of coronary plaques and better quantifies their characteristics (volume,
attenuation, etc.).
CT easily identified the coronary calcium because the roentgen graphic attenuation of calcium is much higher
compared with that of the surrounding tissues (9). Histologic studies have shown that a Computed Tomography
tissue density of greater than or equal to 130 HU is highly correlated with calcified coronary plaques (10).
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The extent of coronary calcium correlates with the overall atherosclerotic plaque burden (i.e., presence of calcific and
non-calcific atherosclerosis), although the calcific plaques constitute only 20% of the total coronary plaque burden
(11,12). So, the presence of coronary calcium is evidence of the presence of coronary atherosclerosis. CT coronary
calcium screening is generally not recommended for asymptomatic individuals at low or high risk of cardiovascular
disease. Calcium screening may be useful for intermediate-risk individuals in whom a low calcium score suggests an
actual low risk, whereas those with a high calcium score (>400) should be reclassified to high risk, justifying intensive
modification of risk factors (13).

Aim of the Study
To test the value of calcium score as a predictor for the coronary artery disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A cross-sectional study was conducted at IbnAlnafees Hospital and Baqubah Teaching Hospital, the study extended
for 6 months from April tillOctober 2017. The study included 180 patients who visited the internal and cardiac clinic
at Ibn al-Nafis Hospital and Baqubah Teaching Hospital (100 patients from Ibn al-Nafis Hospital and 80 patients
from Baqubah Hospital). They were selected according to the clinical signs and symptoms (all patients selected were
suffering from chest pain), whether they had a history of illness or risk factors or without. Blood tests were conducted
as well as the work of ECG for all patients. Some patients were excluded because of the lack of the required standards
for study (non-cardiac, musculoskeletal, Gastroesophageal reflux, pain in the thoracic vertebrae). The selected
patients (suffering from chest pain and IHD was expected (central chest pain, discomfort or breathlessness,
precipitated by exertion or other forms of stress, relieved by rest)) (62).subjected to present study andthese selected
patients were divided intomany groups according to the riskfactors.
All patients underwent a case historyquestionnaire and the questionnaire included sociodemographic data (age,
gender, smoking) and medical history (hypertension, diabetes mellitus), and patient was sent for biochemical
investigations (RBS, lipid profile including total cholesterol (TC), high-density lipoprotein (HDL), Triglycerides (TGs)
and LDL.Determination of LDL: LDL=Total cholesterol – (HDL+TG/5) Determination ofVLDL: VLDL= TG/5 ECG
(TMTand Echo study were done for negative ECG ). CT coronary artery calcium score and CTAngiography (CTA)
was done for all patients.

The Exclusion Criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.

Patient with history of coronary artery bypass graft and/or prior stent placement,
Patient unable sustain a breath holds for at least 15 to 20 seconds. (Because CAC measurement required breathe
holding for at least 15 sec).
Patient with history of renal impairment( contrast induced nephrotoxicity )
Patient with history of any allergic reaction to contrast agent

CT coronary angiography was performed with a 64-slice scanner (Aquillon 64, V4.51 ER 010, Toshiba Medical
Systems, Tochigi, Japan) with retrospective ECG gating. Before Multi-Slice CT angiography, a non-contrast CT was
acquired to measure calcium score according to the Agatston method. Slice thickness was 0.3- 0.5 mm. Calcium score
was categorized in to two categories (14)
1.
2.

low risk (less or equal to 100) (0:very low, 0-10:low ,11-100 moderate )
high risk (more than 100) (101-400:moderately high, more than 400 :very high) for coronary artery calcifications
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The result of CTA was divided in to (normal and abnormal or diseased arteries). The CT examination was performed
in a calm and comfortable atmosphere (e.g., lights were dimmed, and the staff speak quietly), avoiding anything that
might affect the patient’s heart rate, because a constant rate is crucial for diagnostic quality and accuracy. On the day
of the test the patient must not take caffeine (no coffee, tea, caffeinated soft drinks or chocolate) and must not smoke.
And should also not exercise immediately prior to the test. It is recommended that the patients arrive 30 minutes
prior to their appointment.If the pulse rate is high,advice to take a tablet (Beta-blocker) to lower the heart rate. CT
Coronary Artery Calcium Scoring is performed just like a normal CT scan. It takes about 10 – 15 minutes. The
patients asked to lie on their back on the CT table. The radiographer (the medical imaging technologist performing
the test) will place electrocardiogram (ECG) leads on the chest. And the examiner asked the patients to breathe in and
hold their breath several times while the machine takes the images. The CT scanner assesses the heart beat and
calculates when it wants to take the scans.
Coronary calcium scoring, unlike CT coronary angiography; is always performed by using prospective triggering
with 3mm slice collimation without contrast administration and reduce radiation exposure by allowing exact
determination of the scan range required for subsequent CT coronary angiography (from about 1 cm above to 1 cm
below the coronaries). The clinical benefit of calcium scoring is not in detecting or ruling out coronary artery disease,
but in risk stratification of individual patients. In regarding CTAngio, for venous access, an upper extremity vein
(antecubital vein of the right arm) and a 20-gauge IV canula was used.

Ethicalconsideration
The research proposal was approved by agreement of scientific and ethical committee of the Iraqi Board for Internal
Medicine, and scientific and ethical committee in MOH. A written consent was approved from all studied patient
after full explanation of the aim of the study and tailing the patient that the collected data will be used for scientific
purposed and insure confidentiality of data use.

Statistical Analysis
Data were introduced in to personal computer, IBM SPSS V. 23 were used in statistical management of the collected
data. Descriptive statistics were displayed using tables.Analytic statistics were presented through usage of Chi
square test, Fisher Exact and Spearman correlation.Kruskal-wallis test was used to find out significance of differences
between CAC and the diseased arteries because the data of CAC among affected arteries was not normally
distributed by using of SHAPIRO-WILK test. P.V. < 0.05 was considered as significant level marker.

RESULT
This cross sectional study included 96 patients with IHD , 68 (70.8%) of them were male patients , 58 (60.4%) of them
their age more than 50 years , 52 (54.2%) of them have normal weight (BMI less than 25) , 51 (53.1%) of them are
smoker , 57 (59.4%) of them were HT , DM were found among 67 (69.8%) of patients , total cholesterol was increased
in 56 (58.3%) , TG were found to be elevated among 59 (61.5%) , HDL decrease in 58 (60.4%) , both LDL and VLDL
increase in 58 (60.4%) , CTA was found to be abnormal in 76 (79.2%) , and CAC was found to be high risk in 55
(57.3%) as shown in table (3).
Table (4) shows the association between different studied variables and CAC. It revealed that significant association
were found between age, weight, smoking, HT, DM, lipid profile ( TC , TG , HDL , LDL , VLDL ) and CAC that are
represented by p – value =<0.001.
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Table (5) shows the correlations betweensociodemographics and lipid profile variables and CAC. In regarding the
correlations between age, CAC, HT and TC there is strong correlations between them .In regarding the correlations
weight, CAC, age, HT and TC. In regarding the correlations between smokings, CAC, age, HT, TC and TG there is
strong correlations between them. And the same correlation present related to the HT. In regarding the correlations
between DM, CAC, lipid profile (TC, HDL, VLDL) there is strong correlations between them .and lastly there is no
correlation between gender and CAC.
Table (3.4) Revealed that CAC was found to be highest among patients suffered from LAD disease (mean ±SD
{220.41±159.94}), followed by RCA disease (mean ± SD {204.08±150.26}), and lowest CAC was found among patients
suffered from LCX disease (mean ±SD {120.6±98.77}), it was provided that there was significant statistical differences
between means of CAC and types of artery disease provided by Kruskal-Wallis Test
Table (7) Revealed that the most sever lesion (subtotal) were found among 14 patients in which the mean CAC was
the highest (mean ±SD {475.8571±35.16960}, mean rank =71.21), while the lowest lesion severity(no critical) were
found among 9 patients with (mean ± SD {31.6667±16.69581}, mean rank =6.94), it was clear that the most sever lesion
was found in patients got hieghest CAC ,while the least sever lesion was found among patients with lowest CAC and
this differences is statistically significant ( p value =0.001) provided by Kruskal-Wallis Test.
Table (8)revealed that CAC and CTA were significantly associated. P value less than 0.001.CAC can be used as a
diagnostic test in comparism with CTA .with Sensitivity = 71.1% Specifity = 95% ,as shown in table 8.

DISCUSSION
In regard to the age distribution and sex, the coronary calcium score is highly associated withelderly age that is agree
with study of Lloyd-Jones et al.,(16)who said that there is marked increase in the incidence and prevalence of CVD
with advancing age.There is no gender differences in occurrence of coronary calcium that is not agree with the results
obtained byHoffet al.(17)who reported that there is gender differences in occurrence of coronary calcium support the
association of CAC with coronary atherosclerosis and underline the importance of age- and gender-specific reference
points for CAC scoring (17).With respect to the weight,there is a strong relation to the Ca++ score in our study there is a
link between calcium score and obesity or over weight that is agree with the study of Julian and Marsh(18). Regional
body fat distribution has an important influence on metabolic and cardiovascular risk factors.
Many prospective studies have shown that increased abdominal (visceral) fat accumulation is anindependent risk
factor for CAD, hypertension, stroke, and type 2 diabetes (DM2) (19) .Regarding lipid profile, from our study we can
conclude that correlation between lipidparameters, weight and Ca++ score for the patients strongly significant
correlation.That is consider the most important step for forming the atherosclerosis that predisposing for CAD .this
fact in our study was improved and agree with study done by Carr and Brunzell(19)whoshowed that, the changes in
lipid metabolism seen with abdominal fat accumulation have been well characterized and include
hypertriglyceridemia, reduced HDL cholesterol, and increased numbers of small, dense LDL particles. Concerning
hypertension, from our study we can conclude that correlation between hypertension and Ca++ score for the patient’s
strongly significant correlation.
This fact in our study was improved and agree with study done by Framingham Heart Study,(20)they said that, even
high-normal blood pressure (defined as a systolic blood pressure of 130-139 mm Hg, diastolic blood pressure of 85-89
mm Hg, or both) increased the risk of cardiovascular disease 2-fold, as compared with healthy individuals (20). With
reference todiabetes mellitus, in this group there are 67 patient out of 96 that is mean 69.8 %are diabetic patient most
of them aretype 2 diabetes mellitus so weconclude that there is a strong correlationbetween Ca++ Score, age and the
lipid profile indiabetic patient.Numerous cross-sectional studieshave documented that patients withdiabetes have a
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higher prevalence andextent of coronary calcium than nondiabeticpatients (21). Recent study suggested that
CACscoring may be superior to establishedcardiovascular risk factors for predictingsilent myocardial ischemia and
shorttermcardiovascular outcomes amongstable, uncomplicated type 2 diabeticpatients (22).Patients with diabetes are
consideredto be in the highest risk categoryaccording to the Adult Treatment Panel III guidelines (22,23).
Therefore, there is a clear clinical need to detect CAD at an early stage in DM patients who are at risk of both fatal
and non-fatal cardiac events before the onset of symptoms (24).
As for smoking , the data obtained from smoker patients group which account 51 for Smoker and ex-smoker (53.1%)
and non-smoker about 45 patients out of 96 patients (46.9%). this data show the strong correlation of the VLDL , TC ,
and Ca++ score ( p 0.000 ) ,that is explain how the smoking have strong influence on the CAD by playing important
role in deposition of the Ca++ in the coronary arteries and through strong correlation with VLDL, our results agree
with the results obtained by Yanbaeva et al.(25)who reported that Endothelial dysfunction is mainly caused by
diminished production or availability of NO. It has been demonstrated that the serum concentration of nitrate and
nitrite, metabolic end-products of NO, is significantly decreased in smokers relative to that in nonsmokers. Although
most of smoking-induced changes are reversible after quitting, some inflammatory mediators like CRP are still
significantly raised in exsmokers up to 10 to 20 years after quitting, suggesting ongoing low-grade inflammatory
response persisting in former smokers (25) Our study also reveal important results that explain the strong correlation
between the diabetes and the smoking since there is significant increase in the lipid parameters level and Ca++ score in
diabetic and smoker patients more than those who are non-smoking but non diabetic, that is agree with study done
by Yanbaeva et al. (25). Besides inflammation, proposed potential mechanisms by which smoking increases the risk of
cardiovascular pathology include several other pathways: vascular endothelial dysfunction, systemic hemostatic and
coagulation disturbances, and lipid abnormalities (25).
Withregard to the coronary computed tomographic angiogram, our study a prove there is moderate significant
correlation in between CAC and CTA measurement (R= 0.542, P value less than 0.001). it also showed that using CAC
instead of CTA can catch CAD among patient suffered from chest pain with sensitivity = 71% and specificity =95%
and this goes with what had been found by Greenland et al.,(26) which said that the Electron-beam
computedtomography (EBCT) and multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) are theprimary fast CT methods
for CAC measurement at this time. With regard to differences between means of calcium score according to affected
arteries, our study revealed that CAC was found to be highest among patients suffered from LAD disease (mean ±
SD {220.41±159.94}), and this not agree with the study ofKadhim et al.(27)as they found that the RCA stenosis was
significantly more prevalent among the abnormal CTA group. With reference to the distribution of cases according to
calcium score and severity of the arterial lesion, it was clear that the most sever lesion was found in patients got
highest CAC, while the least sever lesion was found among patients with lowest CAC and this differences is
statistically significant ( p value =0.001),and this agree with the study of Kadhimet al.(27)who confirmed that themost
sever lesion was more prevalent in patients with highest CAC.

CONCLUSION
Measurement of coronary artery calcification is useful & sensitive mean to the early diagnosis of the CAD.The
monitoring of the lipid profile is of great importance during the evaluation and care of CAD patients. Smoking, DM
show significant correlation between each of them and increase CAC score, so quitting smoking and prevention or at
least good control of DM may play role in prevention of increasing CAC which in turn prevent CAC.
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Table 1: Standardized Categories for the Coronary Artery Calcium Score (Cac)(14)
Agaston score
0
1-10

Calcium score categories
Absent
Minimal

Propabilitysignifigant CAD
Cardiovascular risk
Very unlikely (<5%)
Very low
Very unlikely (<10%)
Low
Mild or minimal coronary stenosis
11-100
Mild
Moderate
likely
Non obstructive CAD ,high likely
101-400
Moderate
Moderately high
.obstructive CAD possible
High likelihood of significant
>400
Extensive
High
coronary stenosis (>90%)
Table 2: The CAD-RADS Classification of Coronary Artery Disease: (15)
Classification
Maximal Stenosis
Interpretation
CAD-RADS 0
0%
No CAD (non critical)
CAD-RADS 1
1 – 24%*
Minimal non-obstructive(non critical)
CAD-RADS 2
25 – 49%
Mild non-obstructive(non critical)
CAD-RADS 3
50 – 69%
Moderate stenosis(intermediate)
CAD-RADS 4
A: 70 – 99% orB: Left Main >50%
Severe stenosis(critical, and between 90-99% regard as
or 3-vessel ≥ 70%
subtotal)
CAD-RADS 5
100%
Total coronary occlusion
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Table 3:The Frequency Distribution of Studied CAD Patients According to Different Variables
Count
Column N %
MALE
68
70.8%
Gender
FEMALE
28
29.2%
=>>50
58
60.4%
Age
<50
38
39.6%
Normal
52
54.2%
Weight
Increased
44
45.8%
SMOKER
51
53.1%
Smoking
NO
45
46.9%
HT
57
59.4%
HT
NO
39
40.6%
DM
67
69.8%
DM
NO
29
30.2%
Increase
56
58.3%
TC
Normal
40
41.7%
Increase
59
61.5%
T.G
Normal
37
38.5%
Decrease
58
60.4%
HDL
Normal
38
39.6%
Increase
58
60.4%
LDL
Normal
38
39.6%
Increase
58
60.4%
VLDL
Normal
38
39.6%
Abnormal
76
79.2%
CTA
Normal
20
20.8%
High risk
55
57.3%
CAC
Low risk
41
42.7%
CAD=coronary artery disease, HT=hypertension, DM= diabetes mellitus, TC=total cholesterol, CAC= Coronary
artery calcium score , CTA= contrast enhanced computed tomographic angiography

Table4: Association Between CAC and Different Variables in CAD Patients
CAC
High risk
Low risk
Count
Row N %
Count
Row N %
MALE
39
57.4%
29
42.6%
Gender
FEMALE
16
57.1%
12
42.9%
=>>50
55
94.8%
3
5.2%
Age
<50
0
0.0%
38
100.0%
Normal
48
92.3%
4
7.7%
Weight
Increased
7
15.9%
37
84.1%
SMOKER
48
94.1%
3
5.9%
Smoking
NO
7
15.6%
38
84.4%
HT
54
94.7%
3
5.3%
HT
NO
1
2.6%
38
97.4%

Sig

0.985
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
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DM

DM
53
79.1%
14
20.9%
<0.001
NO
2
6.9%
27
93.1%
increase
53
94.6%
3
5.4%
TC
<0.001
Normal
2
5.0%
38
95.0%
increase
52
88.1%
7
11.9%
T.G
<0.001
Normal
3
8.1%
34
91.9%
decrease
51
87.9%
7
12.1%
HDL
<0.001
Normal
4
10.5%
34
89.5%
increase
51
87.9%
7
12.1%
LDL
<0.001
Normal
4
10.5%
34
89.5%
increase
51
87.9%
7
12.1%
VLDL
<0.001
Normal
4
10.5%
34
89.5%
CAD= coronary artery disease, CAC= Coronary artery calcium score, TC=total cholesterol, HT=hypertension, DM=
diabetes mellitus
Table 5: Spearman Correlation Between CAC,CTA, Socio Demographic and Lipid Profile Variables In CAD
patients
CAC CTA Gender Age Weight Smoking HT
DM
TCl
T.G HDL LDL VLDL
CAC
CC 1.000 .542** .002
.937** .770**
.793**
.915** .670** .893** .787** .765** .765** .765**
Sig.
. .000
.985 .000 .000
.000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
.000
CTA
CC
1.000
.179 .529** .455**
.495**
.516** .500** .503** .332** .529** .529**
.581**
Sig.
.082 .000
.000 .000
.000 .000 .000 .001 .000 .000
.000
Gender CC
1.000
.043 .054
.224*
.076 .077 .108 .198 .137 .137 .184
Sig.
.678 .604
.028
.463 .456 .293 .053 .184 .184 .073
Age
CC
1.000 .837**
.862**
.979** .720** .958** .847** .826** .826** .826**
Sig.
.000
.000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Weight CC
1.000
.770**
.814** .670** .876** .775** .794** .752** .752**
Sig.
.000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Smoking CC
1.000
.881** .655** .900** .843** .776** .776** .819**
Sig.
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
HT
CC
1.000 .703** .936** .827** .805** .805** .805**
Sig.
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
DM
CC
1.000 .732** .598** .766** .581** .766**
Sig.
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000
TC
CC
1.000 .894** .871** .871** .871**
Sig.
.000 .000 .000 .000
T.G
CC
1.000 .760** .760** .760**
Sig.
.000 .000 .000
HDL
CC
1.000 .739** .782**
Sig.
.000 .000
LDL
CC
1.000 .739**
Sig.
.000
VLDL
CC
1.000
Sig.
.
CAC= Coronary artery calcium score , CTA= contrast enhanced computed tomographic angiography
CAD=Coronary artery disease, CC= correlation coefficient, sig=significance, HT=hypertension, DM=diabetes mellitus
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Table 6:Kruskal-Wallis Test showed differences between means of calcium score according to affected arteries
Calcium score
Artery
N
SIG
Mean
SD
Mean Rank
LAD
46
220.41
159.94
36.22
LCX
5
120.60
98.77
21.80
RCA
12
204.08
150.26
34.08
0.005
LAD+RCA+LCX
4
399.00
110.35
61.25
LAD+RCA
7
383.00
90.71
59.29
LAD+LCX
4
385.00
54.04
59.25
Total
78
243.69
159.74
Table 7 :Kruskal-Wallis Test Showed Distribution of Cases According to Calcium Score and Severity of the
Arterial Lesion
N
CAC score
Mean± SD
Mean rank
Artery lesion
4 of them with LCX, 3 with LAD ,2 with
No critical
9
0-10
3.16±1.66
6.94
RCA
1 of them with LCX, 13 with LAD ,4with
Intermediate
18
11-100
83.61±40.27
17.72
RCA
20of them with LAD , 3 with RCA,7with
comp of (LAD+RCA) , 4 with comp of
Critical
37
101-300
285.29±80.72
46.01
(LAD+RCA+LCX),3 with comp of
(LAD+LCX),
10 of them with LAD , 3with RCA,1
Subtotal
14
301-550
475.85±35.16
71.21
with comp of (LAD+LCX)
Total
78
243.69±159.74

Table 8: Association Between CAC and CTA Among CAD Patients
CT angio N=98
Abnormal N=76
Normal N=20
N CN% RN% N CN%
RN%
High
risk
N=55
54
71.1%
98.2%
1
5.0%
1.8%
CAC Total
Low risk N= 41
22 28.9% 53.7% 19 95.0%
46.3%
Sensitivity=71.1 %, specificity =95%
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ABSTRACT

The present study aimed to investigate the the toxic effect of Sodium Nitrate on the histological status of
internal organ of male mice. This study was carried out at College of Veterinary Medicine Baghdad, for
six weeks. Forty adult males Swiss albino mice, aged 8 weeks, were divided into four equal groups. 1 st
group (G1) was administrated orally with drinking water with ( 0.1 LD50) of sodium nitrate daily for 6
weeks, 2nd group (G2) was administrated sodium nitrate as 1st group and at the same time vitamin E (15
I.U./kg) with diet for 6 weeks, 3rd group (G3) was administrated of sodium nitrate as 1st group and at
the same time inoculated by I/P with 0.4 ml Brucell.Rev1 vaccine two doses, two weeks interval, 4th
group (G4) was considers as control negative group.All animals were euthanized and pieces of liver,
kidney and testis were taken for histopathological examination. Results showed that the toxic effect of
Sodium Nitrate in the liver characterized by mild to moderate hydropic degeneration that was
characterized by swelling of hepatocytes was seen especially at the pericentral regions of liver besides
congestion in the portal vein and blood sinusoids. The microscopic section of the kidney showed
congestion of glomerular capillaries with swelling in the glomerular cells, besides degenerative changes
in renal tubules. Histopathological examination of testes showed testicular degeneration with absence of
spermatids and spermatogenic cells in semeniferous tubules, and absence of epididymal sperm reserve.
To avoid its harm on human, the use of sodium nitrate should be expertised.
Keywords: Histopathology, liver, kidney , Testis, Sodium nitrate, Vit E, Brucella vaccine Rev 1, I.U.,
WHO.
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INTRODUCTION
Sodium nitrate is a white solid very soluble in water. It is readily available source of the nitrate anion (NO3−), which
is useful in several reactions carried out on industrial scales for the production of fertilizers, pyrotechnics and smoke
bombs, glass and pottery enamels, food preservatives (esp. meats), and solid rocket propellant. Nitrate ions are also
produced from nitric oxide. When taken with food, they are readily absorbed from the small intestine is partially
converted to nitrite by oral bacteria and by stomach acids, helping to reduce gastrointestinal tract infection (Combs,
2000). Sodium nitrate is also used in conjunction with calcium nitrate and potassium nitrate for heat storage and heat
transfer in solar power plants. (Kuravi, et al., 2013).Absolute net tubular reabsorption of NO-3 showed linear
relationship with filtered loads, with no evidence of transport maximum. These data show that, in the absence of
additions from intrarenal sources, urinary excretion rates of nitrate increases progressively in response to increases in
its circulating levels without exhibiting transport maximum but with progressive decreases in fractional
reabsorption. (Godfrey and Majid, 1998).
Approximately 60% of oral nitrate is excreted in urine. Bacterial or endogenous metabolism probably accounts for the
remainder. Minor part is excreted in sweat (IPCS, 1996). Nitrates produce methemoglobinemia when they are
changed into nitrites under the influence of bacterial proliferation of reductase held in plants. It happens with
spinach and carrot soup (European Chemicals Bureau 2000). Approximately 25% of the ingested nitrate is secreted in
saliva and about 20% of the nitrate of the salivary secretion is then converted into nitrite by microorganisms in the
oral cavity. So, for normal individuals, about 5–7% of the ingested nitrate can be detected as nitrite in saliva (Chan,
2011 and Pannala etal .2003).
Methemoglobinemia, which may even lead to death. Newborns very sensitive to this type of pathology, also known
as “blue baby syndrome”.unlike adults who have more protection against the low pH of the stomach reduction of
nitrate to nitrite by bacteria Nitrites, which are much more unstable than nitrates, react with the haemoglobin of red
blood cells to form methemoglobin. The presence of nitrite can also involve the formation of various N-nitroso
compounds (nitrosamines and nitrosammides) by reaction with secondary amines and amides present in the food. It
has been shown that this occurs both with nitrites ingested and with those present in the saliva (Pannala et al., 2003;
Speijers and Van Den Brandt, 2003)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Forty adult male Swiss Albino mice and aged 8 weeks and weighed range (20-25g), supplied from animal house of
the College of Vet. Med. University of Baghdad was used in present study. They were housed and maintained in a
conventional animal facility, with controlled conditions of temperature (20 ± 5ºC). The animals were fed on special
formula of food pellets and given water ad libitum. Throughout the experiments, each group of mice was housed in
plastic cage containing hard-wood chip as bedding. The bedding was changed continuously to ensure a clean
environment. The experiment is University of Baghdad College of Veterinary Medicine Department of pathology and
poultry.

Experimental Design
Forty adult males Swiss Albino mice, aged 8 weeks, were divided into four groups. 1St group(1) was administrated
orally with drinking water with ( 0.1 LD50) of sodium nitrate daily for 6 weeks, 2nd group(2) was administrated
sodium nitrate as 1st group and at the same time vitamin E (150 I.U./kg) with diet for 6 weeks, 3rd group(3) was
administrated of sodium nitrate as 1st group and at the same time inoculated by I/P with 0.4 ml Brucella Rev1
vaccine two doses, two weeks interval,4th group(4) was considers as control negative group.
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Median lethal dose (LD50):"Up-and-down" method.(Dixon, 1980).was used for determination of median lethal dose (LD50) of Sodium Nitrate
which fifty albino mice weighed (20-25) gm were used in this study in whichSodium Nitrate was prepared at
concentration 27 mg / ml by dissolving powderSodium Nitrate in distilled water. The volume of doses was calculated
according to animal weight, Sodium Nitrate was given orally to the animals at range of doses (2800) mg /kg B.W and
the difference in doses was (400mg / kg B.W) . LD50 was calculated after 24 hours observation of lethality in the
dosed animals. The LD50 is calculated by using the equation in Appendix- 1

Dixon Method
Dixon, (1980) calls for dosing individual animals in sequence singly at 24-hour intervals, with the initial dose set at
“the toxicologist's best estimate of the LD50.” Following each death (or moribund state) the dose was lowered;
following each survival, it was increased, according to prespecified dose progression factor If death followed an
initial direction of increasing doses of 10-20 % or survival followed an initial direction of decreasing dose with the
same ratio, five additional animals according to outcome Up & down were tested following the same dose
adjustment pattern and then testing was ended. The LD50 was calculated by using the following equation:
LD50= xf + kd.
LD50=Median lethal dose.
Xf =The last dose administrated.
K
= factor value from appendix.
D = difference between dose levels.
O =Symbol of survival animal after24hours of dosing.
X =Symbol of dead animal within 24 hours of dosing
LD50=2800+(-0.154*400)
LD50=2738.4 mg/kg B.W
1/10 LD50=273.84 mg/kg B.W

Brucellin preparation
This Ag was used for immunization animals Prepared according to (Saleh, 1999) as follow:
1. The Brucellamelitensisvasccine life attenuated.
2. Add 30x109Brucellamelitensis with 15 ml PBS.
3. The solution suspension sonication: the universal tube that contained Brucellamelitensis suspension was put in
cold environment (ice) and placed in the ultra-sonicator (type Karl Klob – Germany) with 2 minutes intervals
between them, for 30 minutes in alkindi company to production of vaccines and veterinary medicines.
4. The suspension was centrifuged in cold centrifuge at (10000 rpm/4cº /
/30 min) then the supernatant was
taken in sterile method.
5. The supernatant was filtered by Millipore filter 0.22nm.
6. The sample sonicated was tested by culture.
7. The supernatant considered the Brucillin and the protein concentration were evaluated by biuratprocedure.
8. The Brucillin diluted to become 0.5 mg/ml PBS, and stored in -20° till use and injection of mice 0.1 ml in pad foot.

Histopathology
Pieces of testes, liver and kidney were fixed in 10% normal buffer formalin for 72 hours for routine histopathological
examination(Luna, 1968).
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RESULT
Histopathological changes of animals treated with sodium nitrate. The main lesions in the liver characterized by mild
to moderate hydropic degeneration that was characterized by swelling of hepatocytes especially at the pericentral
regions of liver besides congestion in the portal vein and blood sinusoids (Figure 1). The examined liver showed
dilated central vein congestion.As well as The centrilobular area showing marked sinusoidaldilatation with sporadic
cell necrosis and kupffer cellprolifration (Figure 2);the portal area showing marked bileduct hyperplasia, increased
number of bile ductules, ovalcell hyperplasia, portal congestion and mononuclear cellsinfiltration (Figure 3).
The microscopic section of the kidney showed congestion of glomerular capillaries with swelling in the glomerular
cells, besides degenerative changes in renal tubules, focal fibrosis and infiltrated with .number of inflammatory cells
(Figure 4) at the medullary portion.Histopathological examination of testes showed testicular degeneration with
absenceof spermatids and spermatogenic cells in semeniferous tubules (Figure 5).Histopathological changes of
animals treated with sodium nitrate plus of vitamin E administration. The main lesions in the liver characterized by
proliferation of kupffers cells, lymphocytes aggregation around central veins, portal veins and bile duct in portal
area(Figure 6). The microscopic section of the Kidney showed congestion with dilatation of glomerular capillaries
filled bowman's space (Figure 7). Histopathological examination of testes showed areas of semeniferous tubular
degeneration with vacuolations; as well as showed few numbers of spermatogenic cells and spermatids (Figure 8).
Histopathological changes of animals treated with sodium nitrate and at the same time immunized with
1x108brucella Rev1 vaccine two doses, two weeks interval. The main lesion in liver characterized by marked
aggregation of mononuclear cells particularly lymphocytes around central vein and proliferation and hypertrophy of
kupffers cells (Figure 9). The main lesion of the kidney showed hypercelullar of urinary glumeruli with mononuclear
cell between renal tubules (Figure 10). A few mononuclear cells aggregations around in the interstial tissue.
Histopathological section in the testis of immunized animal at 6 weeks post- treated with sodium nitrate showed
vaculardegenration and absence of epididymal sperm and marked inflammatory cells aggregation between the
tubules (Figure 11). In kidney showed vacuolar degeneration of renal tubular epithelium with invaded with a
number of red blood cells (Figure 12).Histopathological changes of animals of 4th group was considers as control
negative group. There were no significant macroscopic findings.

DISCUSSION
The pathological lesions in examined organs in group treated with NaNO3 may be attributed to nitrates is oxidation
products and ready sources of NO, that NO reacts rapidly with superoxide to form highly reactive peroxynitrite
(ONOO−) such products may increase lipid peroxidation (LPO) which can be harmful to different organs including
liver and kidney (Chow and Hong, 2002; Hassan et al., 2009); Rocha et al., 2012). The liver is liable to injury by a
variety of causes and its injury may lead to profound metabolic disorders. Liver injury induced by chemicals has
been recognized as one of the most toxicological problems (Cohen, 1982).These results are in accordance with
(Sharmaet al., 2008), attributed the dilatation of the blood sinusoids to the direct toxic effect of the toxin leading to
their dilatation. Moreover exhibited sinusoidal congestion as a result of which the radial orientation of the hepatic
cords was lost.
Hepatocellular necrosis is probably due to the direct attached of the cell membranes by the hepatotoxin or by
interacting with some specific components of the metabolic pathways leading to the alteration of their structure and
function (Klatskin and Conn, 1993). As well as dilatation of the central vein and sinusoids, degenerative changes in
periaciner zone, beside hyperplasia, hypertrophy and detachment of epithelium lining of the bile duct with
mononuclear cell infiltration also recorded by(Mondalet al., 1999) In addition to ,(Malte and Tienush, 2013). Reported
marked bile duct hyperplasia, increased number of bileductules, oval cell hyperplasia, another study hypothesized
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the sodium nitrite inducing vasodilation via nitricoxide (NO) activation of the cyclic guanosine monophosphate
(cGMP) signaling pathway in vascular smooth muscle cells. Periportal hepatocellular vacuolation and necrosis were
observed similar findings were described by (Zeenat and Phil, 2010). The microscopic examination of the Kidney
revealed massive necrobiotic changes of renal tubules that ranged from vacuolization and swelling to necrosis of
epithelial lining associated with accumulation of proteinaceouseosinophilc cast in collecting tubular lumina All renal
alterations are attributed to sodium nitrite inducing hypoxia with the subsequent free radical formation that inducing
tissue changes including renal tissue (Kim et al., 2002);(Manassaram, et al., 2007).
Histopathological examination showed testicular degeneration with absence of spermatids and spermatogenic cells
in semeniferous tubules and absence of epididymal sperm reserve, alterations in seminiferous epithelium so after
sodium nitrate treatment the changes are due to the effect of sodium nitrate.induced hemic hypoxia on the male
reproductive system arecontroversial. Male rats (Farias etal., 2005b) and rhesus monkeys (Saxena,1995) subjected to
hypobaric hypoxia showed atrophy of germinal epithelium with Sertoli cell replacing spermatogonia as well as
spermatogenic arrest at the end of the third week of exposure.(Petrova and Ormandzhieva, 2012).reported hypoxia is
induce oligoasthenospermia with reduced motility, reduction of the total number of motile sperm and an increase of
abnormal or immature spermatozoa. In animal models (rat, mouse, guinea pig, rabbit, monkey, sheep), it has been
shown that hypobaric hypoxia induces partially reversible quantitative changes such as decrease in semen volume,
sperm count and sperm motility As well as low thyroid hormone concentrations have also been reported to affect
semen quality (Chandrasekheret al., 1985).
We noticed moderate lesions in the internal organs of animals feeding with vitamin E adminstration post- treatment,
these observations may be indicate that that vitamins with antioxidant activity protect soft tissues against damaging
effect of free radicals which produced as a result of heavy metals toxicity (Hamadocheet al., 2012). Moreover, it has
been reported that the co-administration of vitamins combined with chelating agents may have better beneficial role
and protective effects against lead intoxication (Flora et al., 2012). As well as Vitamin E acts as a radical scavenger,
delivering an H atom to free radicals.At 323 kJ/mol, the O-H bond in tocopherols is about 10% weaker than in most
other phenols. (Lide, 2006). This weak bond allows the vitamin to donate a hydrogen atom to the peroxyl radical and
other free radicals, minimizing their damaging effect. Thus generated tocopheryl radical is relatively unreactive but
revert to tocopherol by a redox reaction with a hydrogen donor such as vitamin C. (Traberet al., 2011). As it is fatsoluble, it is incorporated into cell membranes, which are protected from oxidative damage by vitamin E.
The pathological lesions in examined organs in immunize animals there were mononuclear cells aggregation around
blood vessels, in addition to lymphoid tissue hyperplasia due to proliferation of lymphocytes, this result may
indicate that Ags stimulate proliferation of lymphocytes and may give an indication that good immune responses
were elicited these study agree with (Singh et al., 2012) who observed a greater persistence of immune stimulation in
animals vaccinated with S19, evidenced by prolonged IFN-ɣ, MHC Class II+CD4+ cells and CD4+ memory cells
response, both vaccination regimens were able to evoke a significant IFN-ɣ response after vaccination and
revaccination. In addition to(Levine2010) who reportedbrucellosis vaccines is an appealing method of immunization
since vaccination should stimulate the mucosal immune system to eliminate brucellae before they become systemic
and possibly should stimulate the systemic immune compartment to prevent dissemination into host tissues

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, Sodium Nitrate possesses toxic effect for spermatogenesis, liver and kidney baranchymia in mice.
Therefore, application of sodium nitrate should be limited to designed program.
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Table (1) up and down value of LD50(Dixon, 1980)
Initial dose
Final dose
Differences between Number of animals
Out come after 24 hours
mg/k.g B.W
mg/k.g B.W
doses mg/k.g B.W
2000
2800
400
5
KOOOO

Figure
1:
Histopathological
section in the liver of animal
treated with sodium nitrate
showing swelling of hepatocytes
was seen especially at the
pericentralregions of liver (black
arrow), H and E stain 40X.

Figure 2:.Histopathological section
in the liver of animal treated with
sodium nitrate showing hepatic
vessls marked dilation
and
congestion (black arraw)
with
moderate perivacular infiltration
(orange arraw)accompained with
cellular individualization of some
hepathocyte (H & E X40)

Figure 3: Histopathological section in
the liver of animal treated with
sodium nitrate showing marked bile
duct
hyperplasia(black
arraw),
increased number of bile ductules,
oval
cell
hyperplasia,
portal
congestion and mononuclear cells
infiltration (orangearraw) H & E X40
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Figure4:
Histopathological
section in the kidney of
of
animal treated with sodium
nitrate showing dissolution in
the cortex highly vacuolated
glomerular tuft (black arraw)
hemorrhagic area (orange arraw)
and
inflammatory
cells
infiltration
(blue
arraw)
periglomerular
oedema
and
degeneration of epithelial cells
lining in the renal tubule). H & E
X40

Figure
7:
Histopathological
section in the kidney of animal
treated with sodium nitrate plus
of vitamin E administration
showing
mild
vacuolar
degeneration of renal tubular
epithelium (black arraw) with
infiltrated
mononuclear cells
between renal tubules and
around glomerula with Buman
space (blue arraw) ,in addition to
inflammatory cells in the lumen
of
renal
tubules
and
haemorrhge(orangearraw), H and
E X40.

Figure 5: Histopathological section
in the testis of animal treated with
sodium nitrate showing areas of
semeniferous
tubular
degeneration with vacuolations
(orange arrows); absence of
spermatogenic
cells
and
spermatids (black arraw), H and E
stain 40X.

Figure 6:Histopathological section in
the liver of animal treated with
sodium nitrate plus of vitamin E
administration showing degenerated
hepatocytes(black arraw),
the
anucleated others(orangearraw) and
proliferation of kuffer

Figure 8:Histopathological section
in the testis of animal treated
with sodium nitrate plus of
vitamin E administration showed
semeniferous
tubular
degeneration with vacuolations
(orangrarraw); as well as showed
few number of spermatogenic
cells and spermatids (black arraw),
H and E X40.

Figure 9: Histopathological section in
the liver of immunized animal at 6
weeks post- treated with sodium
nitrate showing mononuclear cells
aggregation in the portal area (black
arraw), lumen of dilated central vein
(orange
arraw)
and
sinusoids
(bluearraw), H and E stain10X.
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Figure
10:
Histopathological
section in the kidney of
immunized animal at 6 weeks
post- treated with with sodium
nitrate
showing
marked
inflammatory cells aggregation
around glomerula with Buman
space (black arraw), H and E stain
40X

Figure11:Histopathological section
in the testis of immunized animal
at 6 weeks post-treated with
sodium
nitrate
showing
mildvaculardegeneration
(black
arraw) and few number of
epididymal sperm (orange arraw)
and marked inflammatory cells
aggregation
between
the
tubules(redarraw,) H&E stain 40X.

Figure12:Histopathological section in
the kidney of immunized animal at 6
weeks post- treated with sodium
nitrate showingcloudy swelling of
renal
tubular
epithelium(black
arraw); invaded with a number of red
blood
cells(orangearraw)
and
infiltration of inflammatory cell
between
renal
tubule
(red
arraw),H&Estain x40.
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ABSTRACT

Remote sensing techniques were used to monitoring and classify the land cover for Al-shari lake region,
to execute this goal in search applied Landsat satellite imagery used in study simultaneous decade
periodic. After obtaining Landsat satellite images and performing some digital image processing for the
purposes required by the research, the Supervised Classification technique was applied to the satellite
images depending on the visual interpretation and geographical maps of the study area by using GIS 10.5
and ERDAS IMAGINE 2014. Six classes within the study area were identified, during the extended
period (1996-2017) in winter and summer, are represented by high density arable land and permanently
irrigated, low density arable land mixed with fallow land, sand dunes and rocks, abandoned land and
saline, Sand plains and water bodies in order to verify the accuracy of the classification results, the values
of the spectral indices were calculated of which (NDVI, SAVI, NDWI). The results showed In winter
season high density arable land and permanently irrigated formed 13.0% and increased to 13.3% in
2017.Low density arable land mixed with fallow land formed 54.5% in 1996 and decreased to 51.6% in
2017 and in summer season high density arable land formed 4.8% in 1996 and increased to 5.5% in 2017.
Low density arable land mixed with fallow land formed 48.8% in 1996 decreased to 21.8% in 2017. In
winter sand dunes and rocks formed 7.7% in 1996 and increased to 14.6% in 2017. Abandoned land and
saline formed 0.8% in 1996 increased to 2.8% in 2017. Sand plains formed 23.0% in 1996 decreased to
19.1% in 2017 and in summer sand dunes formed 6.7% in 1996 and increased to 18.8% in 2017.
Abandoned land and saline formed 2.0% in 1996 decreased to 1.9% in 2017. Sand plains formed 36.9% in
1996 increased to 50.1% in 2017. Water bodies in winter formed 1.0% in 1996 and decreased to 0.8% in
2017 and in summer formed 0.9% in 1996and increased to 1.9% in 2017.
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INTRODUCTION
Several studies have been conducted to monitor changes in land cover, Through the use of some means of assistance,
including remote sensing [1]. The use of remote sensing and GIS techniques is an effective means of detecting
desertification processes, including changes in natural vegetation cover, land use and soil [2]. One way to monitor the
extent of change in the natural resources of land use and land cover is to use satellite images [3], these satellite images
consist of columns and rows in the form of small squares clustered alongside It is called the cell or pixel Each cell has
a number representing the amount of radiation reflected from the surface area of the Earth represented by this cell,
information is collected in the form of several spectral bands by special sensors [4]. Land cover refers to all
monuments on the surface, whether industrial or natural, such as buildings, lakes, trees, water and crops, a measure
of the change in the surface of the earth due to the physical and human environment [5]. The basic idea in the use of
remote sensing techniques in land cover classification is based on changes in the radiation values reflected from the
surface received by the sensor. These changes are due to different land cover type and its association with certain
factors such as different weather conditions, differences in sun angle or soil moisture variation [6]. In this study, a
number of spectral indicators were used for the purpose of diagnosing and determining the nature of land cover in
the study area. Some of them helped isolate certain elements from each other with high accuracy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area
The study area is located in northern Iraq in the province of Salah al-Din near Beji town, between 35.00°N and
34.45°N latitudes and 43.60°E and 44.50°E longitudes. It is bordered by the Tigris River on the western side and
Hamrin Hills on the east and north-east side either on the south and south-east, the Alaiden River is bounded by it.
The most important natural phenomena in the region is the existence of Lake Shari and the presence of sand dunes,
the climate of the region is a desert climate, as the summer Strong dryness and high temperature. The rain in the
study area is very low and volatile. The region is economically important as its people practice agriculture, especially
grains such as wheat, barley and maize, depending on the style of irrigation agriculture [7]. and the figure (1) show
the study area location

Data Source and Processing
Four satellite images were used in this study, obtained from Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 satellites which carry sensors
(TM, ETM+) respectively. These images obtained from USGS website [8]. They were taken in different dates in the
summer and another in winter as shown in the table (1). Some processors have been performed using GIS 10.5 and
ERDAS Version 14.00.0. Such as the geometric correction was done using the image to image method, depending on
another satellite image that is highly accurate and known geographic coordinates, so that all the features have known
coordinates and have a projection system that is similar to the corrected image used in the debugging process and
radiometric correction was performed using ERDAS Version 14.00.0. by converting the data to Radiation units are
known to facilitate comparison of data. Then it was merging of many bands of satellite images to produce new
colored image (RGB) for both sensors (TM, ETM+) and spectral bands were merged (NIR, Red, Green) as shown in
the table (2).

Satellite image analysis
After the composites of spectral bands and Satellite images processing we do some analysis on satellite image:
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Classification Processes
The classification is the most important step in digital image processing, as it is the ultimate goal of these processes.
Information is obtained from the image after adjustments, where it can be defined as an organizational means of
aggregating similar categories that is, the process of converting the image into an objective map containing
information about the phenomena in the area to be categorized, where the pixels are distributed to groups or
categories according to the digital number spectrum standards of these pixels [9]. The classification process can be
divided into two parts,

Supervised Classification
This method of classification requires the presence of training samples for each type expected in the area under
study. In this way, each unit of image is classified on the basis of its proximity and its compatibility with the training
samples in terms of spectral response and some statistical calculations.

Unsupervised Classification
This type of classification lack training sample and we do not need prior information about the study area and does
not require knowledge of the number of land covers, but algorithms are used to group image elements with similar
spectral properties in the form of spectral classes [10], the Supervised Classification technique was applied to the
satellite images .six classes within the study area were identified, representing three types of land cover (vegetation,
soil, water) for years (1996-2017) in summer and winter, are represented by high density arable land and
permanently irrigated, low density arable land mixed with fallow land, sand dunes and rocks, abandoned land and
salines, Sand plains and water bodies (Rivers and canals) each class is given a specific color for the purpose of
distinguishing it. The following figures illustrate the process of supervised classification, The following table 3 and
figure 6 illustrates the areas of land covers was Classified In (Km2).

Spectral Indices
Some spectral indices have been used to identify the land cover patterns prevailing in the study area and for specific
species to overcome some overlap between land cover types that exhibit close values of spectral reflectivity,
particularly between Low density arable land and high density arable land. The spectral indices used are:

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
It is used for the purpose of diagnosing, identifying and removing the condition of overlap between the vegetation
class and the other types of land covers, which are often overlapping where it is the most accurate method of digital
processing of satellite images in the presentation of vegetation. It is based on the fact that plants have high reflectivity
in the range of near-infrared wavelength and low reflectivity in the range of red wavelength. It represents the ratio of
the difference between the spectral reflections at the near- infrared wavelength and red wavelength on their total, is
represented by the following equation [11]:
NDVI= (NIR-red) / (NIR+ red) …..…...................... (1)
Results are displayed in the following images below, shown figure 7 and 8.
The area of vegetation cover was calculated in each image taken, as the table 4 show.
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Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI)
Developed by Huete at the University of Arizona, United States, in the late 1980s. The idea was to have a global
model for monitoring soil and determination of variation in vegetation from remotely sensed data it is similar to
Normalized difference vegetation index but with addition of adjustment factor (L) and its value can vary between 1.0
for low vegetation densities, 0.5 for intermediate densities, and 0.25 for high densities, it is represented by the
following equation:
SAVI= (NIR-red) / (NIR+ red+ L). (1+L) …......... (2)
Where;
L=0 the NDVI = SAVI.
Results are displayed in the following images below, shown figure 9 and 10. The following table 5 and figure 11
shows land covers areas in each image taken.

Normalized Differences Water Index (NDWI)
The NDWI was concluded using the same principle (NDVI) where the spectral reflectivity of the water is high in the
range of the green wavelength (0.52-0.60 µm) and low in the in the range of near-infrared (0.76-0.90 µm). The values
of have a range of (+1 to -1). Negative values are an indicator of the absence of water covers in the area, while positive
values are indicators of the presence of water cover. It is used for water body mapping and drought monitoring and
it is sensitive to change in water content. (NDWI) is represented by the following equation, [11]:
NDWI = (green - NIR) / (green + NIR) ……………, (3)
Results are displayed in the following images below, shown figure 12 and 13.
The area of water bodies was calculated in each image taken in the table 6.

CONCLUSION
The process of identifying and detecting the change in land cover is important in monitoring changes and
developments in land cover and determining the factors affecting them. Show through the analysis of Satellite images
Clear changes in land cover area during twenty years between (1996-2017) which included changes in vegetation and
water as well as soil. Where the results showed the area of agricultural land in winter is greater than its area in the
summer. In winter season high density arable land and permanently irrigated formed 1203.5 Km 2 and increased to
1228.1 Km2 in 2017.Low density arable land mixed with fallow land formed 5039.2 Km2 in 1996 and decreased to
4770.8 Km2 in 2017 and in summer season high density arable land formed 445.3 Km 2 in 1996 and increased to 507.3
Km 2 in 2017. Low density arable land mixed with fallow land formed 4506.4 Km 2 in 1996 and decreased to 2018.5
Km 2 in 2017. Either barren land with natural vegetation we note that there is no regularity in their areas due to
human and climatic interaction. In winter sand dunes and rocks formed 713.5 Km2 in 1996 and increased to 1345.5
Km 2 in 2017. Abandoned land and saline formed 181.9 Km 2 in 1996 increased to 175.8 Km 2 in 2017. Sand plains
formed 2123.2 Km 2 in 1996 decreased to 1767.7 Km2 in 2017 and in summer sand dunes formed 617.6 Km 2 in 1996 and
increased to 1737.1 Km2 in 2017. Abandoned land and saline formed 181.9 Km2 in 1996 decreased to 175.8 Km2 in
2017. Sand plains formed 3409.2 Km2 in 1996 increased to 4627.3 Km 2 in 2017. Water bodies which include rivers and
canals were different clearly in its areas; they rely on water releases from the main sources of Turkey and Iran. These
differences reflect the nature of the climatic conditions and lack of rainfall that led to drought as well as a decrease in
the amount of water from the main sources represented by Iran and Turkey. In winter formed 88.3in 1996 and
decreased to 86.3in 2017 and in summer formed 78.6 Km 2 in 1996and increased to 172.9 Km 2 in 2017.
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Table (1): Information on the Images of Landsat (5 and 7) Used in the Study.
Rank
Satellite type
Date
Sensor
1
LANDSAT-5
19/3/1996
TM
2
LANDSAT-5
11/8/1996
TM
3
LANDSAT-7
17/3/2017
ETM+
4
LANDSAT-7
21/8/2017
ETM+

Resolution
30
30
30
30

Table (2): composites bands of satellite Image (RGB).
Resolution
TM and ETM+
30
Band-4
30
Band-3
30
Band-2

Color
NIR
Red
Green

Table 3: Areas of Land Covers in (Km2).
High
Low
Sand
Date of
density
density
dunes and
image
arable
arable
rocks
19/03/1996
1203.5
5039.2
713.5
11/08/1996
445.3
4506.4
617.6
17/03/2017
1228.1
4770.8
1345.5
21/08/2017
507.3
2018.5
1737.1

Abandoned
land and
saline
71.3
181.9
40.6
175.8

Sand
plains
2123.2
3409.2
1767.7
4627.3

Rivers
and
canals
88.3
78.6
86.3
88.3

sum
9239.0
9239.0
9239.0
9239.0
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Table 4: Areas of Vegetation Cover Extracted From NDVI for Images in (Km2).
Date of image
Area of vegetation cover in (Km2).
19/03/1996
2138.3
11/08/1996
588.4
17/03/2017
1555.6
21/08/2017
600.3
Table 5: The Calculated Land Covers Extracted From SAVI Images in (Km2).
Date of image
Dense vegetation
Low vegetation
19/03/1996
105.9
3187.1
11/08/1996
59.9
492.1
17/03/2017
85.2
2463.4
21/08/2017
98.5
714.4

Water
93.8
70.4
90.6
158.2

Table 6: Area of Water Bodies Extracted From NDWI for Images in (Km2).
Date of image
Area of water bodies in (Km2).
19/03/1996
136.9
11/08/1996
70.8
17/03/2017
145.2
21/08/2017
154.2

(a)
Figure (1): Location of Study Area

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Color composite image of 1996 for study
area in winter season in march, (b) Color composite
image of 1996 for study area in summer season in august.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3: (a) Color composite image of 2017 for study area in winter season in march(b) Color
composite image of 2017 for study area in summer season in august.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: (a) Applying supervised classification on image(1996) for study area in in march (b) applying
supervised classification on image (1996) for study area in august

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: (a) Applying supervised classification on image (2017) for study area in in march (b) applying
supervised classification on image (2017) for study area in august.
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Figure 6: The temporal variation in the areas of land covers during the years of study using supervised
classification

(a)
(b)
Figure 7: (a) NDVI images on (1996) for study area in March (b) NDVI images on (1996) for study area
in august

(a)

(b)
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Figure 8: (a) NDVI images on (2017) for study area in March (b) NDVI images on (2017) for study area
in august.

(a)
(b)
Figure 9: (a) SAVI images on (1996) for study area in March (b) SAVI images on (1996) for study area in
august

(a)
(b)
Figure 10: (a) SAVI images on (2017) for study area in march (b) SAVI images on (2017) for study area
in august

SAVI Processing
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1000
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2
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4
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Figure 11: The temporal variation in the areas of land covers during the years of study using SAVI
guide.

(a)
(b)
Figure 12: (a) NDWI images on (1996) for study area in march (b) NDWI images on (1996) for study
area in august.

( a)
(b)
Figure 13: (a) NDWI images on (2017) for study area in march (b) NDWI images on (2017) for study
area in august.
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ABSTRACT

The present study, Trypanosomaevansi was detected and identified in local camels in AL-Najaf province in
Iraq by microscopic examination then confirmed by molecular diagnosis for T.evansi using a polymerase
chain reaction technique (PCR).This Study is conducted during the period from November 2016 to May
2017 in different areas of AL-Najaf province. A total of 210 blood samples are collected from camels
different ages and sexes.Resultsshowed infection rate was higher in adults than young was 15.86% and
7.69% respectively. While the infection rate according to sex was differentiated, it was higher among
females than males, it was16.37% and 9.57% respectively. The rate of infection was variation during the
months, high infection rate was in May and April and November, it was 30%, 23.33% and 20%
respectively. The rate of infection by use the PCR was 90%, molecular assay can be utilized as a powerful
sensitive tool for the detection of T.evansi in camels, and as a superior substitute to the conventional
technique, phylogenetic tree analysis of T.evansi has been disclosed in this study.The first study for
molecular technique ofTrypanosomaevansi in camels in Iraq.
Key word: Trypanosomaevansi, PCR, phylogenetic tree, Camels, Iraq.

INTRODUCTION
Trypanosomiasis (surra) is a major vector-borne disease of camels caused by protozoan parasites Trypanosomaevansi
(Moghaddaret al., 2009). The disease transmitted mechanically by the bites of haematophagous flies (tabanids and
stomoxes), is endemic in Africa, Asia, South American (Eyob and Matios, 2013). Camel trypanosomiasis is an acute,
chronic disease of camel leading to anemia, intermittent high fever marked , progressive loss of body weight , pale
mucous a occasionally abdominal odema and death. It causes economic losses as a result of reduced productivity and
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abortion in all age groups of pregnancy period (Tadesseet al., 2012). T.evansi is usually detected by microscopically
examination (wet blood film , stained blood smears and buffy coat examination ) and serological tests, however,
microscopically observation requires skilled techniques and has poor sensitivity , the serological tests yield false
positives and negatives result ofT.evansi antigenic variation and it cannot differentiate between treated case and
infected (Sonia et al., 2015). Consequently, there is a need more sensitive diagnostic test, therefore a molecular
technique, especially polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has been developed in order to overcome the problems faced
with conventional and serological techniques. The study was designed to detection of T.evansi in Camels in AL-Najiaf
province by using conventional (wet film and stained blood) and molecular methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Specimens Collection
This study is conducted during the period from November 2016 to May 2017 in different areas of AL-Najaf province.
A total of 210 blood specimens are collected from camel’s different ages and sexes. Five ml of blood sample were
collected from the Jugular vein or during the slaughtering of animals and kept in tubes containing anti-coagulant
(EDTA). All samples were transferred in cooling conditions to the laboratory to conduct the necessary tests to
determine the infection with T.evansi.

Microscopic Examination
Blood smears examined for detection of parasite between red cells under light microscopy by X100 oil-immersion
(Chaudhri and Gupta, 2003).

DNA Extraction and PCR assay
Extraction of DNA from 100 bloodSpecimenscollected, Genomic DNA of T.evansiisolate was extracted by using
(tissue and blood DNA extraction kit Geneaid. USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions, primer were used in
this study were obtained from IDT company (18sRNA). These primers were prepared according to the information of
the company (Table.1).

Statistical Analysis
Statistically analyzed by Chi-square tests for significance using SPSS 15 version.

RESULTS
Prevalence of T.evansi Cases According to age
The microscopic examination showed that T.evansi between red blood cell of infected camels figure (1). The
percentage of infection was showed that among (210) T.evansi suspected cases were examined microscopically
13.33%were given positive result.The major of T.evansi cases were among the older Camels (> 3 years) which
recorded the highest percentage 15.86%while the lowest 7.69%were the young's (< 3 years) with significant P<0.05
differences between the rate of infection, camels(Table 2).
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Prevalence of T.evansiaccording to Sex
The result showed that revealed significant P<0.05 differences between the rate of infection, the major of T.evansi
cases were amongfemale which recorded the highest percentage 16.37%. While the lowest percentage 9.57%were the
male (Table2).

Prevalence of T.evansi Cases According to Months
The results showed that high positive case in May, April (2017) and November (2016), infection rate was 30%, 23.33%
and 20% respectively. and the lower infection rate in December (2016), January and March (2017). There is no
infection in February (Table3).
Prevalence of T.evansi Cases by Using PCR Amplification
The result showed thatPCR analysis of the DNA isolated from 100 blood samples has high rate of infection with
T.evansi (90%) (figure2).

Sequence alignment of 18s RNA Gen
Amplification and sequence analysis of 18s 540 bp of the rRNA gene of each isolate was successfully achieved. A
BLAST search of the sequenced T.evansi 18s RNA Gen fragment (540 bp).The results of the 16SrRNA gene sequence
analysis were summarized in figures(3,4) Table (4), indicating the number and location of mutations, and showed
that there were 7 mutations in 10 samples in this gene. More than one mutation was recorded in each sample and this
may have different effects. In the type of genetic code; and then change in amino acids at translation.

Phylogenetic analysis of the 18s gen
To study the sequences recorded in this study .The sequences with the strains recorded in the databases were
described using the Bio Edit program. The evolutionary relationship was also plotted using molecular sequences
with the sequences recorded in the 18SrRNA databases using the MEGA 6.06 program. The gene is suitable for the
development of evolutionary relationships by using sequencing in the determination of cluster relationships, because
of the variation in single gene sequences (18SrRNA) can extend between 0.1.
Analysis ofphylogenetic the 18s gen sequences by Neighbor-Joining tree method, revealed 18s RNA, 29J 18Srna, 7J
18sRNA and 37J 18sRNA was closely related to gather in one branch. While 6J 18s RNA and 39J 18sRNA in one
branch. Also 36J 18sRNA. 38J 18sRNA .and 35J 18sRNA associated to gather. While 8J 18sRNA alone in one branch.
These findings are in agreement with those of (GenBank Accession Number KY114579.1) for T. evansi isolated from
India,( GenBank Accession Number JN896755.1 and JN896754.I )for T. evansi isolated from Iran respectively and
(GenBank Accession Number AB551922.1 and AB551921.1) for T. evansi isolated from Egypt respectively. The results
of present study different fromisolate of China (GenBank Accession Number KU552346.1).Japan (GenBank Accession
Number D89527.1).Thailand (GenBank Accession Number AY912271.1) and Sudan (GenBank Accession Number
LC149491.1 and LC199490.1).

DISCUSSION
Parasitic diseases have severely hindered development of livestock production in many Countries; trypanosomiasis
is the most widely distributed. The bulk of these diseases are caused by vector-borne Protozoa. Transmission of
blood parasites could take place at any time by biting flies which was noticed in large numbers (Barghashet al., 2014).
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The present study recorded that rate of infection by T.evansi in Camels examined by microscopic examination using
Giemsa stain was 13.33% agree with previous study in Iraq by Awkati and AL-Katib (1972) when they recorded the
rate of infection was 11%. The studies in others countries also recorded different results by using microscopic
examination included 2.1% in Iran by Khosraviet al (2015), 6% in Sudan Ali et al., (2011) and 0.7% In Pakistan
(Tehseenet al.,2015). Difference in above results may be attributed to differences of environmental and climatic
conditions, number of samples was examined, methods used in their diagnosis, density of vectors and poor animals
health. With regard to the effect of age on trypanosomiasis, there was considerable variation in values within age
using blood film, the results of present study showed that the highest rate of infection in adult camels more three
years was 15.86%, while the lowest rate in young camels less than three years was 7.69%. The results agree with
study in Egypt done by Sobhyet al., (2017) was recorded 25.8% prevalence infection in adult camels compared with
young animals, it was 14.6%and in Saudi Arabia AL-Salameenet al., (2016) was recorded 17.5% in adults and 4% in
young. The high infection rates in the in adult camels may be due to heavy stress through their use for transportation
of goods, poor management, immune status of animals which depressed with progressive in age and infection with
disease that may predisposed to T.evansi (Sobhyet al., 2017).
The results of present study showed that the percentage of infection in females was 16.37higher than in males was
9.57%. The results agree with Bhutto et al., (2010) in Pakistan, recorded 15.79% in females while in males the rate of
infection was 9.84 %. Also agree with Barghashet al., (2014) was recorded 23.6% in females and the lower rat was in
males 14.7%. The high prevalence of trypanosomiasis in females may be due to exposure to stresses factor causes
immune depression such as pregnancy and lactation period and also used to carried heavy things during migration
from one thing from one place to another agree with (Bhuttoet al., 2010 and AL-Salameenet al., 2016).
Prevalence of trypanosomiasis increase during the months, T.evansi was observed high in May, April and
November,infection rate was 30%, 23.33% and 20% respectively, then the infection rate was decrease during March,
December, January and February the infection rate was 10%, 6.66%, 3.33% and 0% respectively. Agree with
Elbalkemyet al., (2016) was detected seasonal variation, the results showed that at summer, spring, winter and
autumn 61.8%,58.7%,31.3% and27.2% respectively of the examined camels. The highest prevalence of T. evansi during
months of spring could be due to the increased activity of the vector during these seasons. The obtained data
demonstrated that summer followed by spring was the most favorable season for the prevalence of T.evansi
infection.This might be related to a higher risk of camels’ exposure to T.evansi infection due to the increased density
of vector populations at this time of the year coincides with (Barghash, 2005).
In present study using PCR technique showed that the rate of infection with T.evansi was 90% out of 100 blood
samples. The result of this study was agree with Ali et al., (2011) was recorded 90% in Sudan. Also in Egypt
(Ashouret al., 2013). And disagree with El Wathiget al., (2016) who was recorded 25% in Saudi Arabia by using PCR.
The first registration on T. evansi genotypes in camels in Iraq. Ten samples selected randomly and send to Macrogen,
Inc. (Seoul, South Korea).A partial sequence of Iraqi isolates of 18s RNA gene was identical to the T. evansi sequences
recoded from India (GenBank Accession Number KY114579.1),Egypt(GenBank Accession Number AB551922.1 and
AB551921.1) and Iran (GenBank Accession Number JN896755.1 and JN896754.I) but varied similarity was seen
when aligned with China (GenBank Accession Number KU552346.1), Japan (GenBank Accession Number D89527.1),
Thailand (GenBank Accession Number AY912271.1) and Sudan (GenBank Accession Number LC149491.1 and
LC199490.1). T. evansi sequences.
Phylogenetic analysis exhibited sequence divergence between T.evansi from Iraq and ten selected globally from
GenBank. Molecular analysis, based on ribosomal gene sequences, is essential for phylogenetic analyses and
determination of taxonomic identities of trypanosomes Phylogenetic trees based on different regions of rRNA
analyzed in the present study were informative to infer phylogenies and relatedness of the Iraqi isolates. Based on
18S sequences, Iraqi isolates were clustered with those of T. evansi retrieved from Genbank. Were agreement with
identical to T. evansi sequences from Egypt (GenBank Accession Number AB551922.1 and AB551921.1),India
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(GenBank Accession Number KY114579.1) and Iran (GenBank Accession Number JN896755.1 and JN896754.I).
There is no, similarity was seen when aligned with the isolate of China (GenBank Accession Number KU552346.1),
Japan (GenBank Accession Number D89527.1), Thailand (GenBank Accession Number AY912271.1) and Sudan
(GenBank Accession Number LC149491.1 and LC199490.1).
The rapprochement has taken place as a result of commercial trade in animal trade with other countries and also the
wide host range of the parasite. Agree with (Mahmoud et al .,2013).The mutations occurred as a result of the
biological and environmental conditions and lack of interest by the owners and veterinarians, this mutations which
led to increase pathogenicity of T.evansi agree with (Carnes et al., 2015). describing that higher infection rate of T.
evansi in Iraq showed the found of higher levels of intra-specific genetic variability of T. evansiwhile decrease
genotype variability would be present in low endemic trypanosomiasis areas as a result of the elimination of virulent
trypanosome strains agree with (Nakayimaet al ., 2012 and Abou El-Naga et al ., 2012). T.evansi is described as
presenting genetic variability occur according to geographical distribution agree with (Barghashet al.,
2016).Conclusions, this first study forPCR phylogenetic analysis ofT. evansi in camels in theIraq. Phylogenetic
analysis of 18S rRNA gene sequence of T. evansiisolate of Iraqian origin showed a close relationship to global isolates
from Egypt, India and Iran. There is no sequences information for any 18S rRNA gene of T. evansiavailable from Iraq
other than the sequence reported here.
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Table (1): The Primers with their Sequences and Product Size
Primer sequence (5 to 3 )

Primers
F
18S

Product size (bp)

References

540

(Sazmandet al .,2016)

GCG AAA CGC CAA GCT AAT AC

R

ACG GCA CAA AAC TAC GTG

Table (2): Showed Effect of Age on Infection by Microscopically Examination
Age
Young's(< 3 years)
Adults (> 3 years)
Total
Chi-Square (χ2)
* (P<0.05).

Total number
65
145
210
---

Positive
5
23
28
---

%
7.69%
15.86%
13.33%
4.0392 *

Table(3):Showed rate of Infection According to Sex by Microscopically Examination.
Sex
Male
Female
Total
Chi-Square (χ2)
* (P<0.05).

Total Number
94
116
210
---

Positive
9
19
28
---

%
9.57%
16.37%
13.33%
4.015 *
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Table(4): Showed Rate of Infection During the Months by Microscopically Examination.
Months
November(2016)
December
January(2017)
February
March
April
May
Total
Chi-Square (χ2)

Total number
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
210
---

Positive
6
2
1
0
3
7
9
28
---

%
20%
6.66%
3.33%
0%
10%
23.33%
30%
13.33%
9.021 **

* (P<0.05).

Table (5): Substitution of Amino Acid Sequence of 18SrRNA Gen in T. evansi isolated from Different
Camels and Accession number of Local Isolates
Strain

7 J-18s RNA

8 J-18s RNA

Wilde type
CAT
TGT
AGT
ACA
AAT
GAA
GGG
TAG

Mutant type
CCT
TGC
AAT
AAC
AAC
CAA
GAG
TAA

Change in amino acid
I /L
V/A
V /I
H/Q
M/T
G/S
S/N

CAT
TGT
AGT
ACA
CAT
TGT
AGT
ACA

CCT
TGC
AAT
AAC
CCT
TGC
AAT
AAC

I /L
V/A
V /I
H/Q
I /L
V/A
V /I
H/Q

CAT
TGT
AGT
ACA
CAT

CCT
TGC
AAT
AAC
CCT

I /L
V/A
V /I
H/Q
I /L

6 J-18s RNA
26 J-18s RNA

29 J-18s RNA

35J-18s RNA
36 J-18s RNA
37 J-18s RNA
38 J-18s RNA
39 J-18s RNA

Accession number

LC331314

LC331313
LC331316

LC331317

LC331318
LC331319
LC331320
LC331321
LC331322
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Fig (1):T.evansi show between camel red
blood cells (X 100).

Fig (2): Gel electrophoresis of PCR product of 18s
(540bp), forT.evansiusing 2% agarose gel at 6volt/
cm for 1 hour. Lane 1- 9: PCR product positive
for 18s genes, C- : control negative, M: 1000-bp
DNA marker.
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Fig (3): Molecular alignment of partial 18SrRNA DNA sequences of 10 Iraqi strain of T. evansi
including reference strain of T. evansi recorded in GenBankacc. No (KY114579.1)

Fig (4): Alignment of partial 18srRNA peptide sequences (showing the mutations) from 10 Iraqi strains
including the reference strain acc. No. KY114579.1.
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Fig (5): Phylogenetic analysis of the 18SrRNA sequence of Iraqi isolates and sequences of strains
reported from different parts of the world (available in public database; GenBank, EMBL and DDBJ),
Neighbor-joining tree was built using bootstrapping with 1000.
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ABSTRACT

Twenty white mice, 7-8 week olds were randomly divided into two groups each group contain ten in
both sexes, and treated with nitrate ion dissolved in distilled water (D.W) to prepare doses one of them
0.25 gram/10 ml. of D.W as follows: First group was administrated orally o.3 ml of nitrate ion
(concentration was 0.25gm/10ml) daily for one month. Second group was administrated orally 0.3 ml of
distilled water (D.W) daily for one month as control group. After day 30 post administration all animals
were sacrificed, the results revealed that liver enzymes increased from normal values. Histopathological
sections of some internal organs of animals that treated with nitrate ion appeared in lung hemorrhage
filled the alveoli and infiltration of alveolar macrophage
and infiltration of inflammatory cells like
macrophage around the blood vessels showed in liver. hyperplasia of goblet cells of intestine,
destruction of the villi and infiltration of inflammatory cells in the lamina propria, Necrosis in
interstitial tissue in spleen, kidney appeared dilatation of urinary space , degeneration of the epithelia of
renal tubules.
Key word:. Vessels, hemorrhage, lamina propria,

INTRODUCTION
Nitrate is a problem as a contaminant in drinking water due to its harmful biological effects. Methemoglobinemia can
occure with high concentrations, and have been cited as a risk factor in developing gastric an intestinal cancer.
Although there have been studies performed attempting to link nitrate consumption to various illnesses, only
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methemoglobinemia, (also infant cyanosis or blue-baby syndrome) has been proven to result from ingestion of water
containing high nitrate concentrations (Kross, 1993).Nitrogen constitute like (Nitrite, Nitrate and Ammonia) a core
group of aquatic pollutants and concentrate in the tissues causing alteration at various functional levels of the
organisms not only accumulate in water and sediment (Vutukuru et al., 2005).Nitrite concentrations are comparable
in the liver after nitrite intoxication. the high methaemoglobin values neither cause a cerebral hypoxic state nor alter
the mitochondrial function in this organ; thus, anemic hypoxia damages the brain less than the liver(Arillo et al.,
1984). pathological lesions in pancreas of treated with nitrate ion revealed the exocrine region and islets of
Langerhans with damaged due to necrosis, and congestion of blood vessel.( AL- Anni et al., 2016),so this study was
aimed to the pathological changes of some internal organs by nitrate ion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nitrate Ion Preparation
Nitrate ion dissolved in distilled water (D.W) to prepare doses one of them 0.25 gram/10ml. of D.W

Experimental Design
twenty white mice, 7-8 week olds were randomly divided into two groups each group contain ten in both sexes, and
treated as follows:
1. First group was administrated orally o.3 ml of nitrate ion (concentration was 0.25gm/10ml) daily for one month.
2- Second group was administrated orally o.3 ml of distilled water (D.W) daily for one month as control group. After
day 30 post administration all animals were sacrificed, blood were collected for measurement of GOT, GPT and
histopathological changes examination according to (Luna,1968).

RESULTS
The total of GOT and GPT for infected and control groups with nitrate ions 0.25g/10 ml showed that increased of
GOT and GPT (23,28) respectively of infected group compared with second group which represent as control group.
Histopathological sections of some internal organs of animals that treated with nitrate ion appeared in lung
hemorrhage filled the alveoli and infiltration of alveolar macrophage and lymphocytes as in (fig.1), liver showed
granulation of cytoplasm of hepatocytes and infiltration of inflammatory cells like macrophage around the blood
vessels (fig.2) Hyperplasia of goblet cells of intestine in (fig3), destruction of the villi (fig.4) and infiltration of
inflammatory cells in the lamina propria as macrophage and neutrophil as in (fig.5). Necrosis in interstitial tissue in
spleen (fig.6), kidney appeared
dilatation of urinary space, infiltration of inflammatory cells in the renal
paranchyma, degeneration of the epithelia of renal tubules (fig.7). heart showed accumulation of amyloid between
myocardial fibers as in (fig.8).Table 1: show the total of GOT and GPT for infected and control groups with nitrate
ions 0.25g/10 ml

DISCUSSION
Nitrite is a natural component of the nitrogen cycle, its well documented toxicity to animals due to presence in the
environment is a potential problem (Jensen, 2003). Nitrate was perceived as a purely harmful dietary component
which causes infantile methaemoglobinaemia, carcinogenesis and possibly even teratogenesis (Santamaria, 2006).
The concentration was given to mice 0.25gm/10ml daily for one month, so the acute oral toxicity of nitrate to
laboratory animals is low to moderate. Median lethal doses (LD50 values) of 1600–9000 mg of sodium nitrate per
kilogram of body weight have been reported in mice (Speijers et al., 1989). Elevated of liver enzymes as GOT and GPT
indicated to the influence of nitrate ions on liver function and detoxification of nitrate ions to a complex substance
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that causing lesions in liver and other internal organs. In our study showed the effect of nitrate ions on internal
organs like kidney, and Hook, (1990) expression that it is the predominant organ involved in the regulation of
extracellular volume and control of electrolyte and acid-base balance and major sites of foundation of hormones that
influence systemic metabolic functions. And Panday et al. (1997) observed that morphological changes in kidney
damage. Hypertrophy and Vacuolation of the epithelial cells lining, proximal convoluted tubules, shrinkages in the
glomeruli resulting in dilation of Bowman’s space, necrotic changes in Liza paresis exposed to lead and agree with
our results. Damage kidney such as disintegration of glomerulus, shrinkage of Bowman’s capsule, vacuolation
formed around the capsule, enlargement of tubular lumen and distal and proximal tubules Mohanta et al. (2010).
Histopathological of intestine showed infiltration of inflammatory cells in the lamina propria as macrophage and
neutrophil and this agree with Santamaria,(2006) who said that nitrate metabolites may produce a number of health
effects, itself is relatively non-toxic. studies suggest that nitrate is actually a key part of the bodies' defenses against
gastroenteritis.Histopathological sections of lung showed hemorrhage filled the alveoli and infiltration of alveolar
macrophage and lymphocytes in liver appeared granulation of cytoplasm of hepatocytes and infiltration of
inflammatory cells like macrophage around the blood vessels, in spleen showed necrosis in interstitial tissue and in
the heart the lesion was accumulation of amyloid between myocardial fibers. So nitrate ions can cause all these
lesions and effect on their functions, in the same times when the nitrate ions effect on kidney and there are another
studies support the result, other organs also may infected, and this inspection in our study, and other research
proved that the same dose of nitrate ions can cause pathological lesions in pancreas showed the exocrine region and
islets of Langerhans with damaged due to necrosis, while the second group was infected with nitrate ion showed the
exocrine region and islets of Langerhans with necrosis and congestion of blood vessel (AL- Anni et al., 2016).
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Table 1: show the total of GOT and GPT for infected and control groups with nitrate ions 0.25g/10 ml
Groups
First group
Second group

GOT
23
18

GPT
28
21

Fig1:Histopathological section of
lung of one animal that treated
with nitrate ion
showed
hemorrhage filled the alveoli and
infiltration of alveolar macrophage
andlymphocytes(
)(H&EX400).

Fig2:Histopathological section of
liver of one animal that treated
with nitrate ion
showed
granulation of cytoplasm of
hepatocytes (
) and infiltration
of
inflammatory
cells
like
macrophage around the blood
vessels (
)(H&EX400).

Fig3:Histopathological section of
intestine of one animal treated with
nitrate ion
showed hyperplasia of
goblet cells(
) (H&EX400).

Fig4: Histopathological section of
intestine of one animal that treated
with nitrate ion showed destruction
of the villi (
) (H&EX400).

Fig5: Histopathological section of
intestine of one animal that treated
with nitrate ion showed infiltration
of inflammatory cells in the lamina
propria as macrophage and
neutrophil (
) (H&EX400).

Fig 6: Histopathological section in
spleen of one animal treated with
nitrate ion showed necrosis in
interstitial tissue (
) (H&EX400).
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Fig7:Histopathological section of kidney of one
animal treated with nitrate ion
showed dilatation
of urinary space (
), infiltration of inflammatory
cells in the renal paranchyma (
), degeneration of
the epithelia of renal tubules ( ). (H&EX400).

Fig8: Histopathological section of heart of one
animal
treated
with
nitrate
ion
showed
accumulation of amyloid betweenmyocardial fibers
(
), (H&EX400).
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ABSTRACT

Thin films of ZnO:TiO2 were deposited on different substrates like glass and c-Si using spray pyrolysis
method .The structures and morphology of the prepared samples films were cheeked using X-ray
diffraction and atomic force microscope. Gas sensing measurements provided from resistance
measurement in the absent and exposure to NO2 gas. The results showed that good enhancement of
sensitivity take place after doping with tin oxide. Maximum sensitivity obtained at 9% doping ratio and
operating temperature 200 oC.
Key word:. Films, ZnO: TiO2, microscope, measurements, samples

INTRODUCTION
Thin-film zinc oxide continues to attract attention because of its low toxicity and its many applications in solar cell
technology [1] and as thin-film gas sensors [2 4], Due to these properties ZnO is a promising material for electronic or
optoelectronic applications such as solar cells (anti-reflecting coating and transparent conducting materials), gas
sensors, liquid crystal displays, heat mirrors, surface acoustic wave devices etc. [5.6], light emitting diodes(LED's),
laser systems [7] and transparent electrodes [8], The direct optical energy gap of 3.3eV for ZnO is large enough to
transmit most of the useful solar radiation. Further, abundant availability of ZnO in nature makes it less expensive
and its sharp UV-cut-off makes it desirable in many applications [9]. Many techniques have been employed to
produce zinc oxide, sputtering [10], metal organic chemical vapor deposition [11], sol gel [12] and spray pyrolysis
[13,14], pulsed laser deposition [15] have deposited high quality ZnO films. Among these techniques, spray pyrolysis
has proved to be a simple and inexpensive method, particularly useful for large area applications. The SPD is
essentially the same film processing technique as so-called pyrosol technique, in which a source solution is sprayed
on a heated substrate to be deposited as films. In other words, when source solutions is atomized, small droplets
splash and vaporize on the substrate, and leave dry precipitates in which thermal decomposition takes place [16]. In
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this paper, we report ZnO film formation from a Zinc Acetate dehydrate (Fisher Scientific, India) by chemical Spray
Pyrolysis deposition technique and studies of several structural and optical parameters of ZnO films.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Preparation of an aqueous solutions of Titanium(III)chloride TiCl3and zinc chloride with concentration of 0.1M at
(3%,5%,7%,9%) ratios by dissolving in distilled water and stirred with a magnetic stirrer for 15 minute. The spraying
apparatus was manufactured locally in the department laboratories. In this technique, the prepared aqueous
solutions were atomized by a special nozzle glass sprayer at heated collector glass fixed at thermostatic controlled
hotplate heater. Air was used as a carrier gas to atomize the spray solution with the help of an air compressor with
pressure (7 Bar) air flow rate (8 cm 3/sec) at room temperature. The glass substrates were cleaned with distilled water
followed by ethanol in ultrasonically cleaner and then dried. The temperature was maintained at 250 C during
spraying , The distance between the substrates and spray nozzle was kept at (30 ±1 cm), number of spraying (100)
and time between two spraying (10 sec). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of the prepared films were taken using
CuKα with radiation of wavelength λ =1.5406Ǻ, current =15mA, voltage = 30 kV and scanning speed = 2 deg /min)
over the diffraction angle range 2θ=20-80 at room temperature .The average crystallite size (D) was estimated using
the Scherrer equation as follows [17]
D=0.9λ/β cosθ …………………. (1)
where λ, β, and θ are the x-ray wavelength, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peak and
Bragg’s diffraction angle respectively. The surface distribution of ZnO: TiO2 thin films were measured using a
scanning probe microscopy (CSPM5000) instrument. D.C conductivity was calculated using equation (2)

 D.C 

1


…………………… (2)

σ d.c, : The conductivity of the films , ρ: The resistivity of the films
Activation energies can be calculated from the plot of ln σ versus 1000/T according to equation [18]:

   0 exp(

 Ea
) …....…… (3)
k BT

Where σo is the minimum electrical conductivity at 0 °K, Ea is the activation energy which corresponds to (Eg/2) for
intrinsic conduction, T is the absolute temperature and kB is Boltzman’s constant equal to (8.617×10−5 eVK-1) . By
taking (Ln) of the two sides of equation (3)
Lnσ = Ln σ0 (-Ea /kBT) ……….… (4)
From the slope of ln σ against 1000/T graph, the activation energy can be found:
Ea = kB. Slope ..……………….… (5)
Hall measurements are used to distinguish whether a semiconductor is n or p – type
From the Hall coefficient equation, the carrier's concentration of the semiconductor, and the carrier type, can be
determined from the sign of

such that:

1
For n-type …..….. (6)
RH 
n.q
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Where RH: Hall coefficient.
The Structure and Mechanism of ZnO for Gas Sensing Behavior there are two basic functions which a gas sensor
consist of. These are receptor functions and transducer functions. Receptor function includes the recognition the
chemical substance, whereas transducer function converts the chemical signal into electrical signals.This section deals
with the structural properties favoring receptor functions of ZnO responsible for gas sensing behavior. ZnO has
many different structural forms and shapes grown under different growth conditions. Wurtzite is the most favored
form of ZnO at ambient conditions thermodynamically. The lattice constant parameters of wurtzite ZnO are :a=3.2490
Å and c=5.2070 Å with two interconnecting hexagonal close- packed (hcp) sub-lattices in hexagonal lattice of Zn2 and
O2- involving sp3 covalent bonding [19] .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The XRD patterns of pure ZnO and doped with TiO2 in different ratios (3%,5%,7%,9%) are shown in Figure(1). Table
(1) showed that crystallite size increases as Titanium oxide introduced to the host material (zinc oxide). The crystallite
size then decreases as a result of the broadening in the diffraction peaks take place as a result of increasing of pore
walls thickness and upward shifts (relaxation of strain) .

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Figure 3 shows the Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images for ZnO: TiO2 thin films with different doping ratios
(3%,5%,7%,9%) deposited on glass substrate. AFM parameters contain average diameter, average roughness and
peak-peak value for these sample have been shown in Table (2). These tables illustrates reduction in average
diameter up to 5% followed by increment and finally return to reduced by increasing of doping ratio.

The Electrical Measurements
D.C Conductivity
Figure(4) shows the variation of Ln(σ) with reciprocal temperature. It is obvious that there are more than one
conduction mechanism and hence more than one activation energy. Table (3) shows there are two activation energies
can be observed for the pure and doped samples with, 3%,5%,7%,9%. It is clear that the conductivity increased as
TiO2 was added to the host material. This result is expected since the increases the density of charge carriers. From
other side the activation energy at low temperature denoted by E a2 increases by increasing of doping ratio (although
the reduction was not in systematic manner). This take place as result of reduction of crystal size as seen from X-ray
diffraction and table 1.

Hall Effect Measurements
Table(4) show the type of charge carriers, concentration (nH) and Hall mobility (μH), have been estimated from Hall
measurements for un-doped ZnO and doped with TiO2 films at different concentration.Hall measurements show that
all these films have a negative Hall coefficient (n-type charge carriers), this is attributed to following two reasons .The
number of electrons excited above the conduction band mobility edge is larger than the number of holes excited
below the valance band mobility edge. The life time of free electrons excited from negative defect state is higher than
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the life time of free holes excited from positive defect state.The charge carriers density increases five orders of
magnitude by increasing of doping ratio.

Gas Sensing Measurement
NO2 Sensing Mechanism for ZnO: TiO2 Films
The thin films specimens are examined for gas sensing using NO2 with concentration of 25 ppm at different operation
temperature beginning from room temperature (30oC) up to 250oC Figures from (5) to (9) show the variation of
resistance as a function of time with on/off gas valve.The results show that the sensitivity of the gas sensors thin films
increases with the increase of the operating temperature especially for high doping ratios i.e. 0, 5, 7, and 9%. it is
clearly observed that 5% doping ratio produced best sensitivity values at all operating temperatures. Maximum
sensitivity value (780) was obtained for ZnO thin films doped with 9% TiO2 at a temperature of (473K) which is called
the optimal temperature. The increase and decrease in the sensitivity indicates the adsorption and desorption
phenomenon of the gas.

CONCLUSION
Crystal size increases by increasing of doping ratio, Doping has no effect on the type of conductance of the prepared
films, Doping ratio has no effect on the high temperature activation energy while has well pronounced effect on the
law temperature activation energy, Maximum sensitivity obtained at the lowest crystal size belonged to ZnO thin
films doped with 9% TiO2 at optimal temperature of (473K).
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Table .1 The XRD Out Put of ZnO: TiO2 Thin Films Deposited with Different Doping Ratios
TiO2%

2θ (Deg.)

Pure
3%
5%
7%
9%

34.2938
34.4538
34.4548
34.4617
34.4627

FWHM
(Deg.)
0.1730
0.1840
0.1890
0.1560
0.1650

dhkl Exp.(Å)

G.S (nm)

Hkl

dhkl Std.(Å)

2.6128
2.6010
2.6010
2.6092
2.6092

48.1
45.2
44.0
53.3
50.4

(002)
(002)
(002)
(002)
(002)

2.6035
2.6035
2.6035
2.6035
2.6035

Phase

Card No.

Hex. ZnO
Hex. ZnO
Hex. ZnO
Hex. ZnO
Hex. ZnO

96-901-1663
96-901-1663
96-901-1663
96-901-1663
96-901-1663

Table( 2 ) AFM Measurements for Thin Films at Different Sno2 Doping Ratios
Average
diameter (nm)
105.70
103.7
92.61
82.61
68.61

TiO2 %
0
3
5
7
9

Average
roughness (nm)
9.19
4.14
4.06
4.02
1.18

r.m.s
roughness (nm)
11.1
4.97
4.67
4.64
1.44

Peak –Peak
(nm)
61.4
21.3
20
16.1
6.8

Table (3): D.C Activation Energies, their Temperature Ranges for Pure Zno and Doped With Different
Ratio of TiO2
TiO2%
0
3
5
7
9

Ea1 (eV)
1.073
1.070
1.065
1.055
1.022

Range (K)
283-363
283-363
283-364
283-363
283-363

Ea2 (eV)
0.186
0.165
0.156
0.152
0.139

Range (K)
363-473
363-473
363-474
363-473
363-473

σRT (Ω-1.cm-1)
0.104
0.1325
0.1821
0.2909
0.7228

Table(4): Hall Measurements Results of ZnO :TiO2 Thin Films at Different Doping Ratios
Tio2(%)
0
3
5
7
9

σRT (Ω-1.cm1)
0.2132
0.2467
0.3448
0.5787
0.698

RH (cm3/Coul)
-3859
-1226
-1121
-600
-588

nH ×1015 (cm3)
4.402
5.961
6.617
7.833
9.744

Type
n
n
n
n
n

μH(cm2/V.sec)
822.73
302.45
286.52
247.22
210.424

Table.5: Sensitivity as a Function of Operating Temperature to NO2 Gas for Pure ZnO and Doped with
TiO2 at Different Concentrations Deposited On n-Si
Operating
Temp.(K)
R.T
373
473
523

0%
5.9
6.25
39.2
29.8

3%
31
60
13.1
13.2

Sensitivity
doping ratio of TiO2
5%
7%
750
2.98
266.6
7
121.62
112.5
260
600

9%
2.7
47.36
780
550
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Figure.1: XRD Patterns of ZnO: TiO2 Thin Films Deposited With Different Doping Ratios.

Figure .2: AFM images of ZnO: TiO2 Thin Films Deposited with Different SnO2 Doping Ratios
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Figure .3: AFM images of ZnO: TiO2 thin
films deposited with different SnO2
doping ratios

Figure (4): Plot of ln (σ) vs. 1000/T of un-doped ZnO
and doped with different ratio of TiO2.

Figure.5: Variation of Resistance with Time for Pure ZnO Films as NO2 Gas Sensor

Figure 6: Variation of Resistance with Time for 3% TiO2 Doped ZnO films as NO2 gas sensing
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Figure.7: Variation of Resistance with time for 5%TiO2 Doped ZnO Films as NO2 Gas Sensor

Figure.8: Variation of Resistance with Time for 7% TiO2 Doped ZnO Films as NO2 Gas Sensor.

Figure 9: Variation of Resistance with Time for 9% TiO2 Doped ZnO Films as NO2 Gas Sensor
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ABSTRACT

The southern shore boards of India (south of Krishna delta) have adversely been effected by Tsunami.
The eastern shore board of India is longer in stretch; year round high productive; densely populated;
loaded with strategic cum civil engineering infrastructure; and beach based cultural heritage. High
coastal waves have been reported. Long period IMD data; geographic, orogrpahic field study and laws of
physics are relied upon. Are not tsunami. Are sea surges; innately of meteorological cum astronomical
cum hydrological etiology. Tsunami has a seismic etiology, large depth dimension and long scope
propagation. Apart from being in the lee of the coral islands, other wave propagation cancellation factors
are also at work, year round-along the eastern shore board of India. Haldia-Dhamara-ParadeepGopalpur-Vishakhapatnam, are tsunami safe ports. Ganga sagar, Puri, Konarak are beach based safe
centers of cultural heritage related activities. Bhitarkanika and the Chilika are tsunami safe natural
heritage and for marine amphibian mass nestling. Historical evidence also concurs. The eastern shore
board of India, posits as paradise for sea-bath related activity; for the investment banker; for the related
engineering services; and employment generation.
Key Words: Tsunami safe; Eastern shore board of India; Meteorological event; Gravity waves; historically
vetted; Multi-disciplinary study.

INTRODUCTION
The eastern shore board of India is year round productive; densely populated; is flat and low lying; and is loaded
with engineered infrastructures; of great antiquity, included. Tsunami adversely effects. D. Bhattacharya [1] has been
studying and reporting various aspect of Tsunami. In 2007 there were numerous press reports indicating repeated
occurrences of tsunami or tsunami like situation off the Odisa coasts. The local vernacular news report between 09
and 12-09-2007 [2,3,4] were also associated with photographs of shore erosion, sea wave intrusion in various
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segments in various time, sand deposition on the marine drive extending between Puri to Konarak (Odisa) and lot of
hue and cry, etc. The entire rim of the Bay of Bengal {BoB} has numerous vital coastal and maritime related
infrastructures. From coastal engineering perspectives, the eastern shore board ranges from Haldia {Ganga mouth} to
the Krishna mouth. We visited the sites, did field survey and eye witness interview. We used IMD resources [5] and
have examined the facts and have found that the {news} reported events were not tsunami. This is 1st time original
report. It arises out of Bhattacharya & Panigrahi’s presentation in the AHI seminar [6]
Pressure was same also at 14-30 hours IST, on all reported days. Bhubaneswar (20°16′N//85°50′E) is on the same
meridian and only 0.670 to the north of Puri {N↔S}. Bhubaneswar has a decadal avg. surface level pressure of the
order 999 hPa in Sep., while at Puri, it is 1007 hPa. There is an atmospheric (natural) gradient from the sea towards
the land, in a northerly direction. So too was during the event period. At Puri between 06/09/07 and 19/09/07
pressure difference occurred by an order of 5hPa between the selenic waxing and waning phases respectively; while
the variation from the long period average was only of the order 2hPa {insignificant}, the deviation when compared
to that of Bhubaneswar {data not shown} posits as large. Interesting indeed.
Pressure was same also at 14-30 hours IST, on all reported days. The latitudinal difference between Berhampur and
Gopalpur is of the order 0.020 and the longitudinal difference is of the order 0.06 0 {insignificant}. Berhampur has a
decadal avg., surface level pressure of the order 999 hPa in Sep., and Gopalpur has 997 hPa. This means, Berhampur
is towards the south-west of Gopalpur on sea {SW↔NE}, and both the station are meteorologically isotrophic {long
period average basis}, were so too during the event period. At Gopalpur there was a variation by an order of 7hPa
between the selenic phases. And that, it was an increase by an order of 12hPa from the long period average. At either
station the pressure was similar, and such phenomenon was consistent for 12hrs, {2-30 to 14-30hrs}. Tsunami events
are short.
Juxtaposing T-I with T-II we observe that, deviation from the long period average was steeper at Gopalpur {not at
Puri}. So, the sea to land pressure gradient was along an E→ W axis inclined along Gopalpur → Puri shore line which
have a meridonial separation of only 1 0. During the Puri-Konarak event period, high waves were not reported off the
shores off Gopalpur or from any of the Ganjam beaches, which are contiguous to Puri district. And, it was spring tide
period. This suggests the operation of some hitherto unknown forces {met phenomena}, which portends risks for the
beach/shore based engineering structures; ongoing investments; and anthropogenic activity, along with an
opportunity for enquiry.
Our Fig.-1a is the global SST anomaly {SST-a} on 13-09-2007 [7]. In monochrome, the light coloured regions are the
warm and the deeper shade are the cold SST-a regions, respectively. It shows warm SST-a extending over the entire
northern regions of the BoB. We may note a small area (pocket) south east of Gopalpur indicating cold SST-a. Cold
SST-a signifies down-welling of water and downdraft of the ocean-atmosphere couple. Warm SST-a signifies
upwelling of water and updraft of the ocean-atmosphere couple {turbulent sea}. It is well known that during Sep.,
period, the BoB has a strong north bound coastal current [8]. It means water that was sinking off the coast of north
Andhra was upwelling to the north of Gopalpur. Thus SST-a also offered shore wave up-regulating sea hydrological
conditions around the event window and the geographic domain. However, the events in question ranged over a
short scope of the shore line (<10Km span). SST-a variation cannot inflict such well directed, narrow band sea surge.

Cloud Picture
Our Fig.-1b is a satellite image [9]. It is of the BoB dt.11/09/2008, at 00 UTC, in IR range. It shows a depression
extending over the entire northern regions of the BoB with part inland ingression. Therefore, a depression was
concurrently in decay motion >500Km afar north of Puri. The system has no coverage of the Odisa coasts, and clear
sky condition is noted specially over Puri & Gopalpur, during the event period. The IMD, categorises any sea located
weather system as a ‘depression’ when it has 2 close isobars {2hPa apart}; 3 close isobars makes a ‘deep depression;
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and with 4-7 close isobars, a ‘cyclone’ [10]. The IMD also issues a DC-1 as the first signal when a ‘depression’ has
already formed and is located at about 500 nautical kilometers from port. This is a ‘general alert’ signal for ships on
sail in the high seas. Not for shores; beaches jetties & ports. The IMD had logically therefore not issued any warning.
An gradient of 12hpa works out to 6 close isobar conditions. Such steep abrupt gradient is highly atypical and merits
enquiry. Ultra high sea waves under fair weather a condition was logically mistaken as, tsunami.

Concurrent Seismic Activity
We also raise the question if any seismic activity had occurred during this period? We note, that, as per GDACS’s
report [11], there was a sea located earthquake near Bengakullu (Sumatra, Indonesia,), of 7.5 Richter intensity
(duration not noted), at a depth of 10 km., at 03:35:29 UTC on 13/09/2007 i.e., 16-40 IST of 12/09/2007. Mini (harmless)
non-tsunamis waves were reported from various regions, with propagation being away from the eastern sea board of
India. In relation to our T-I & T-II we also note that IMDs recordings were done 2 hours pre and 10 hrs post this
seismic event. We also note that the narrow band beach wave phenomena were between Sep., 8thnight and the wee
hours of the 12th. Hence the Bengakullu event had no connection with the Puri beach events. We [see Ref 6 & 32] have
presented that the Odisa- north Andhra coast is in the lee of the Andaman coral Islands {barrier}. The instant case
bears out our theory, that, tsunamis do get filtered {down-turned} due to coral barrier reef phenomena.
All this clearly brings out the fact, that such atypical phenomena have remained un-reported and un-co-related. That,
there is a need to explain {attempt} the underlying physics and the mechanics. Condition 5-i to 5-v seeks to address
such objectives.
It shows that, the Puri-Konarak region: (a) extends out into the sea geomorphologically and geologically as a ‘sand
fan’ due to the delta building process; (b) this shore-line is tangential to the meridians. It is known that during the
Indian Monsoon period, the Hadley’s Cell lyses [13] in the Indian Ocean region, preceded by large flow of ocean
water into the BoB (ref.8).The flow being more or less meridonial. And the Gopalpur-Konarak shore line is tangential
to the meridians. It is well known that sea/waves/stream flow exert highest thrust at tangential locations. However
sub-marine shore waters always act as formidable boundary due to Kelvin type submerged long waves, propagating
sea wards {posits as a cancellation mass against any incoming submerged wave}; specially off shores having convex
architecture with short shelf {alike Puri-Konarak sand fan}. Shore surface waves have an opposite flow. And, shore
waves are superficial members. Co-incidence of numerous meteorological phenomena during inter-annual month,
results in the weakening of such boundary in any location resulting in the (direct) projection of the sea’s tangential
thrust on to the beaches in a narrow manner, even causing inundation and erosion. Projection of the tangential thrust
of the sea on to the beaches and weakening of the coastal fluid boundary are limited to inter-annual-periods, when
the coastal currents also tend to change their direction of flow in the BoB and in the Arabian Sea.Historically the sea
surface condition a month pre spring Equinox is most placid. Therefore, meteorologically caused sea surge of
variable amplitude will be normal events along Puri-Konarak shore-line at spring tide during autumn Equinox
period. Yet it does not satisfactorily explain the well directed, narrow band phenomena.
Bhattacharya & Kara [14] have presented that the stretch between Gopalpur and Puri {grossly} is inclined in a SW-toNE axis {100km}, and that the land mass of Puri juts out into the sea by an order of nearly 1 0 {100km} of geo space
{Fig.-2}.This contributes in year round tangentiality of the incident sea-atmosphere couples; heightened sea breeze
and foam crested curving breakers off the Puri beach. This is because, the atmospheric pressure acts as a burden on
the liquid surface and transfers the thrust along a supra hydraulic pathway. Therefore, the monsoon period coastal
sea currents and the sea-atmosphere couples {weather systems} are also more incident onto this shore line.
At Gopalpur the local shore is inclined in a SE-to-NW axis (oop. Of SW-to-NE axis), hence monsoon period coastal
current {S→N} is not incident on to Gopalpur beach. This acts as wave size limiting (down regulating factors) along
the Gopalpur beach.Whereas, the coastal current during north east monsoon period {N→S} is more incident, which
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causes waves of higher amplitude at Gopalpur than those at Puri during the same period. In other words, annually,
Puri beach will have higher wave size during south-west monsoon period, and Gopalpur will have higher wave size
during north east monsoon period. Any deviation is likely to be misinterpreted by the uninformed. Under such ideal
conditions, if it be spring tide period coupled with a selenic alignment having a beach-line tangent trajectory, along
with an wide domain covering atmospheric depression in the rear (turbulent sea); up-welling sea hydrology, thence
tidal bore type wave conditions will prevail even though the local weather may not be cyclonic. All this has not been
considered pre to this report.
In Fig.2 the white parabolic lines represent erstwhile sand bars and their direction of propagation. These bars give to
the Puri-Konarak region, its unique sandy geomorphology. Thus we see here a case of a unique couple formed
between orography ↔ geomorphology. Due the jutting out type orography the Sun is viewable from rise to set at
Puri sea beach, round the year [15]. This has added great value to the beaches. Using Sat. image {geo-stationary;
visible range}, Fig.-3 graphical explains that the globe is inclined towards the true NE, and that, the event domain
remains alignment with the sun at its True East position at rise {00 UTC} during autumn Equinox (© Dundee Uni.
Sat. Centre). The horizontal is the ecliptic and marks the true E ↔ W. Hence the globe’s inclination (positional
astronomy) is also a factor in the year round diurnal view of the Sun from rise to set.

Condition 5-ii
Fig.-4 gives the schematic impression {elevation} of the shore board ranging between 500 - 1500 Mts., inland from the
spring tide line at swell [ref. No. 32].The cross section is imagined {L to R} running from village Charinala- through
Sri Jagannath temple into outer see.The sand bar {locally known as luni bandha} measures between 5-15 Mts., in
height from that of the level at village Charinala. Atop such natural sand-bar {that also span the entire sand fan}is the
schematic location of the man made apex heritage structure {sri mandira}.
Annual alteration in flow direction of the coastal currents also results in ‘dumping of the long shore drift’ {sand} on
the beaches and in the eventual making of the coastal sand bars due to synergic wind action (see ref.14), which
double up as an effective physical barriers [16]. And which, in turn, assists coastal Kelvin waves due heightened shelf
gradient. Additionally, our considered theory is that, there is a one way relationship between the meteorologically
caused coastal shore waves and the hydraulically caused sub-marine Kelvin waves. In other words, an up-regulation
in the superficial shores waves {turbulence} is followed by an up-regulation of the coastal Kelvin as part of
compensatory mechanism via the delayed action mechanism. Interalia it means up-regulation of the Kelvin waves
will coincide with quaternary phases of the moon {also marked by placid sea yet with drowning deaths, with bodies
missing}. They form a couple. Such couple additionally imparts limitations to wave size. A run away atypical high
intensity, large sized numerous waves along a narrow band {as that of the reported events} is beyond the regular
working mechanics of such couple. It thus had to be explored and discussed.

Condition 5-iii
When a depression decays, the fluid injection pathways of that system infract and fail. The moisture mass thence get
effected by gravity and tend to fall [17].Such phenomena has been articulated as ‘gravity waves’. Fig.-5a is that of the
gravity waves in the Arabian Sea {Indian peninsula is to the right, waves are west inclined} as recorded on 15-11-2011
[18]. We have taken cue from it and have identified a similar condition. Fig. 5b is the IR image of the BoB on 10-092007 [19] It suggest radial type gravity waves in the very domain of our interest along with a decaying weather
system to its north and west. The gravity wave (CSST, Fig-6) regions are marked by glistening mini wavelets on the
sea surface. This is due to non uniform and non synchronous energy conservation cum transfer of gravity (as is
embedded in the free falling compressible fluid) into non-compressible fluid (sea) that has great depth dimension i.e.,
high opposite force. Moreover, at lower atmospheres, the gravity waves become asymmetric due to meteorological
boundary layer effect. Collision of asymmetric compressible fluid into static, non-compressible fluid (sea) does not
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cause any piston effect nor generate any ‘shock’, which is the hall mark at point of benthic subduction that causes
tsunami. In other words, atmospheric gravity waves cannot cause tsunami (neither up-regulate; nor down-regulate a
tsunami that be in propagation mode). However, it can result in the generation of synchronous hydraulic waves at
supra. The quantum of the gravity embedded into such free falls at near shore locations will reflect near linearly in
wave amplitude. Our considered view is that ‘gravity waves’, was the principle up-regulating cause factor for the
reported events.

Discussion for 5-i to 5-iii
As a depression germinates in the outer sea, the barometric pressure over the inter-tidal zone is relatively higher than
in the outer sea/system location. The shores get to be placid due to seaward outbound surface skimming wind. This
down regulates wave formation at point of injection of atmospheric thrust as in experimental models in Fluid
mechanics [20]. Fig.-6 is an imaginary cross section covering the domain between Haldia-Puri towards Chitagong Rangoon. Position WSST is the region of upwelling cum updraft of the ocean-atmosphere couple marked by ↑
arrows. UAD indicates the atmospheric turbulence cum atmospheric bridge connecting the depression with moisture
sourcing regions.The bridge phenomena was discussed by us in 2006 & again in 2007 [see Ref 6 & 25]. It is alike the
dipole phenomena [21]. Position CSST is the region of down draft cum down welling cum gravity wave phenomena
of the ocean-atmosphere couple marked by ↓ arrows. Arrows along the sea surface mark the transfer of the
horizontal component of the (additionally induced) thrust along the surface, towards the shore.
This is apart the sea breeze, which also has similar mechanics, and is surface skimming. Moreover, additionally at
locus CSST the cold water sinks and pushes up the warm water at about point SLC. There is (possibility) mixing of
warm sea surface water of synoptic scale. Principles of fluid mechanics states that when two fluid masses having
contrasting hydrodynamic and hydrothermic property mix, they cause super elevation [22]. In Fig-5b we can note
super elevation in. Further, due to the inclined continental shelf thinning of the fluid mass happen in this zone
(marked as SS), counter thrust is low, and, Newton’s 2nd Law of motion is dominant in place of the 3rd Law of motion.
At the same time, synergistic astronomical gravity (marked as FM) further assists an hyper swell and fold enlarges
the available space, for the more buoyant and dynamic fluid to occupy. The local sea surface attains an ultra
heightened head; higher dynamics; and as a swelled and enlarged body surges forward towards the shore, as a
unidirectional flow comprised of longitudinal waves of large breadth dimension (locus SS). Such phenomena can
occur under clear sky conditions in fair weather. We find that the {reported} phenomena is an interplay involving,
meteorology, positional astronomy, fluid mechanics and orography, which we have tried to graphically explain in
Fig.-6.

Condition 5-iv
Bhattacharya & Ramancharala [23] have discussed wave propagation caused by meteorite strike on solid phase and
sea bottom seismic subduction caused tsunami waves. We now consider in brief the underlying physical process
{physics cum mechanics} of a tsunami. A tsunami may have (i) draw down phenomena as was the case in the
Fukishima event of 03-2011 (ii) the typical leaping wave having giant architecture, as being operated as per some
howitzer barrel action as was the case at Karikel on 26-4-12. Herein, we consider only No. (ii) For topical levity. For
the generation of a Tsunami there has to be an active tectonic fault line of sea bottom locus, where occurs sub-duction,
whence from germinates a compression as the product of piston effect. This compression packs hyper energy
(dynamic inertia) and stands apart distinguished from the rest of the fluid bed {sea bottom liquid} that is in static
inertia. Equilibrium must happen. So the energy band will move towards the point of least physical resistance i.e., the
surface. Post surfacing the energy band will travel as a sub-submerged wave and will also veer off the deep sea
because they will have more firm boundaries and opposite thrust of higher order, and hence the wave will sail
towards the nearest shore lines that also have relatively wider continental shelf [note-i].Thus the tsunami etiologically
is a sub-marine wave and is different from that of shore waves. A tsunami wave also has much more packed energy.
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In-Sea Cancellation
Figure 7 schematically explains the known paths of tsunami propagation in the BoB. Literally it pertains to the
disastrous tsunami event of 26/12/2004. The thick black line represents the sub-duction active zone [24]; the arrows
represent the lines of tsunami wave propagation as observed at event 26-12-2004. The Coral Islands (>100 in
numbers) shield the eastern shore-board of the Indian peninsula that is approximately to the north of 15°+Lat. They
act as barrier reef phenomena. South of such latitudinal divide, the beaches (Coromandal coast) had experienced the
12/2004 tsunami. North did not.
Furthermore, the regions that are apparent to the seismic line (yet are not to the lee of the Coral Islands) have
perennial rivers with large discharges. These discharges are cold and are also loaded with silt (suspended solids). The
sea’s clear, saline, warm higher specific gravity fluid gets admixed with the river’s cold, lighter, yet sand-silt loaded
mass. This causes (gross) change in the current potential in either fluid masses leading to precipitous alteration in
inertia in either fluid mass (i) inflicting an angular dive down of the incoming sea waves (ii) load shedding
(suspended solids), that additionally also acts as a wall for dispersion of the energy as in the incoming submerged sea
wave, thereby down-regulating/canceling effectively. Such cancellation do not occur with tide as because it is a
supra member. In Fig.-7, one of the arrows is incident onto the Konaseema district {offshore oil gas bed new find
zone}. This ray however is also loosely filtered by the coral barrier reef. During event 12/2004 the river mouth
regions (to the north of Krishna south delta); of Godavari; Konaseems; Hoogly-Padma had precisely experienced an
‘absence’ of sea-surges, although the Karaikel coast (immediate south of Krishna mouth) registered ‘howitzer barrel
action’ phenomena and (record) wanton loses.While, the neighbouring Visakhapatnam-Chilika-Vitar kanikaDhamara are (additionally) directly in the lee of the coral islands.
The Hoogly-Padma shorelines have a more high discharge (any period). Hence this zone had completely cancelled
the tsunami episode of 12/2004. Thus, the eastern sea-board of India, to the north of 15° Lat., is tsunami safe.
Therefore, the Konarak-Kalingapatna shore-line has historically attracted high rise, load structured building exercises
measuring >45 meters in height and cultural concentrations. This stretch also has the characteristic shore dunes
(colloquially known as ‘luni bandha’) made of fine sand. It may be relevant to discuss further, that, the extant
‘historical load structures’ on the shore-line also suggests absence of catastrophic tsunamis and or disastrous seismic
activity for at least on a time scale of millennia [25]. Which is why, the entire delta-coastal belt of Mahanadi-Chilika
flood plains (upataka) is a veritable store of on-surface, intact, maritime archaeology [26-28]. This also additionally
suggests non devastation by any past events of tsunami. In other words, the southern section of the shore line of the
eastern shore board of India (south of Krishna delta) are not tsunami safe.So also is the western shore board of
Bangladesh and Myanmar. Thus the Indian engineers and related engineering services have domain specific cut out
jobs for the entire BoB rim nations.

Heritage Perspective
Historical facts and heritage practices have to us also provided inspiring leads and links. They need to be discussed
in brief for topical levity. Among the various politico-cultural communities that habitated the eastern shore board of
India, the natives of the Dhamara-Paradip-Puri-Gopalpur-Visakhapatnam/Gopal-patna-Konaseema region were
known as ‘kalingans’- a prakrit-sanskrit phone that means ‘cleaver & intelligent’ [29], and the geography as heart
land Kalinga.Bhattacharya [30-33] has adduced a series of archaeology related enviable maritime assets; and
hydraulic devices and their science and engineering, datable to c.650-1450 A,D. Majumdar [34], has proven that pre to
Chola period (c. 10th A.D.) the erstwhile mighty Kalinga empire was bi-partite. That, one part of such erstwhile
empire was in the S E archipelago; wherein even to this date the royal families go by the epithet ‘kalingan
princes/dynasty’. So, alike the Nordic, the kalingiyas too were a maritime society [35]. And, they have passed no
stories whatsoever about sea caused deluge; giant/leaping waves or sea ingression. This has inspired the author to
look beyond the apparent.Albeit there is prophecy (c.16th A.D.) in the local vernacular [36].
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On any beach, the fluid flows back as a thin film ground hugging flow to form the next wave (beach side).This is
‘back wash’. It is also the apron of the (part feed stock) swell that makes the next wave. It has lower velocity than the
‘wash up’, post splash. The back wash is the under current. On Puri-Konarak beaches such-under current ranges
between 3-7 mts. only. The inter-wave regions widen towards the sea; have increasingly depth of the fluid; and
reducing under current (selenic phase & alignment dependant). At swell, such ‘depth’, enlarges. The inter-region
reduces at tide, and widen at ebb. It is the depth of the fluid that makes everything buoyant (more because sea water
has higher specific gravity), including causing death by drowning only of the non-initiated {and not the under
current}. At ebb, the 2nd inter-region is marked by distinctly clear water. The 1st inter-wave region is also the most
populated bathing stretch. It is also relatively shallow (knee deep); turbulent; with rapid reversal (i.e., next wave
forms and breaks) phenomena. The bottom sandy surface of the wave breaking regions are marginally deeper (waist
deep) due to scouring, than the wave build up regions (knee deep), due to load shedding/sedimentation. In other
words, the inter-wave regions experience sedimentation due to weak under current (low Reynolds phenomena),
which is why, the entire span of the breaker zone has an undulating bottom (dimensions keep altering). All this
restricts any long scope out flow (at surface or at bottom).Facilitates sea bath and annual mass nestling by
amphibians of various types.
On the Puri-Konark beaches, following the break (beach side wave splash), the wash-up is relatively much stronger
and of longer scope than the wash back. However, the beaches being inclined at an average of 150 to the sea level, the
velocity of the wash back is flow length cum volume dependant (also mixing length dependant if the fluid mass of 2
continuous/contiguous splashes mingle during wash-up). During the two inter-annual periods beach wash and
consequent are weak (placid sea). At Puri a month pre to spring equinox and while at Gopalpur a month post
autumn equinox the long shore phenomena is virtually non existent, and beach wash is also weakest (inter space of
the long shore phenomena is widest at either beach bar and formation mechanics is in up-regulation mode). This
limits wave size and also results in early attainment of the splash threshold of the next wave. As and when, a missmatch occur {randomly happens} in the timing, a larger wave with a strong ‘wash-up’ materializes. This however
does not compare with the wave size of the reported events.
Again, as compared to all other beaches along the same latitude with a similar size of sea-front, at Puri the pneumatic
thrust in the wash ups is higher, at any hour of the day, throughout the year. This results in the floatsam/off balance
bather being washed up the beaches, and not being dragged in. This makes sea bathing safe and exhilarating. All
these (over-time) have conjointly resulted in the region becoming a choice sea-shore tourist/religion related bather’s
destination, since c.12th A.D., which is the historical date of the great Hindu religious heritage structure ‘Sri Mandira’
(apex shrine) being built in the locale, and pan India Hindus [note-ii] gravitating to these beaches for ritualistic
bath(s). Among other mass participation based rituals, baths have historically been uniting the Hindus, across India.
The beaches along the western and southern shore boards of the Indian peninsula have no such (comparative) wave
phenomena, nor bath rituals. Save & except Goa (c.17th onwards) the southern-western beaches also do not have any
similar geomorphology or orography (the underlying main causes). Due to such benign beach conditions in Odisa
the Olive Ridley [37] and the Horse Shoe Crab [38], which also are docile amphibians cum inefficient swimmers,
select these beaches for mass nestling (natural selection).
The selection of these beaches by the docile ancient species may also have the precedent cum inspiration factor for the
anthropogenic mass-bath rituals. Furthermore, Odisa has large rivers (sans similar mass festivals). Yet the natives of
Odisa have adopted sea beach baths. So we may (considerately) aver that mass beach baths are conscious societal
decision, and is vital to the caption context. Bathers drown primarily due to (i) intoxication (ii) psychological shock;
and not due to wave action or under current. It is noted that tsunami effected beaches are also home to frogs; such as
Bengakallu which in Odia-Prakrit is ‘Benga-kulla’ (frog shore). Froga are conspicuous by absence along the PuriKonark beaches whereupon millions of pan-India Hindus congregate for mass beach baths. Puri is the Hindu’s apex
religious heritage site, and Konarak is UNESCO-World heritage site; separated by 20kms along the same shore line.
At Puri, the Trinity’s mobile representative {chalanti pratima} visits the beaches, on every new moon, at high tide
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period. This apart, the Puri beaches have numerous other bath rituals ranging the full luni year. At Konarak
(Chandrabhaga beach), is held the very special bath festival (as different from weekly/ monthly/ trimester rituals as
are at Puri, and elsewhere) beckoning the pan-India Hindu. It is known as the Magha saptami buda (dip of the 7th of
February; waxing; neap tide; absence of ‘long shore’ phenomena), whence, an amber Sun (made more splendid by
stage-to-stage changing refraction due to the variously stratified sea mist) rises with the moon at zenith. All this
becauses moderate swell; surf crested mild breakers; higher volume beach wash with lazy back wash; with the
under-current being at annual least.
Whole large joint families take this annual ritualistic dip, including children – starting the wee hours (camp and cook
on the beaches). The Chandrabhga Magha saptami buda (wee hour event in arm sea water) is associated with goodhealth/therapeutic effect/recovery from chronic\debilitating ailments related to the osteo; dermis and the
musculature. This mass beach bath is the ‘heritage health bath’ of India. It is an east facing event. It is preceded by
the Ganga-sagar mela (Ganges-Sea confluence congregation; south facing event), held along the same shore board, pre
dating by two weeks, also moored to the luni calendar, yet celebrates the phenomena of northward precession of the
Sun. It is associated with ‘moksha’ (deliverance). Such mass beach festivals (having psycho-&-physiological
connections) are not associated with other shore-boards of India; nor are such events of mass nestlings. Culturally
active shore-lines (logically) are also more susceptible to fear psychosis, and introspection on the part of the altruistic
administrations. Hence our enquiry is also relevant from day-to-day administrative and revenue perspectives.

Economy and Employment Aspects
During this decade long study and quinquennial mss., drafting period it was also noted, that in many instances,
modern roads and temporary commercial/service providing tenements; mobile and movable kiosks; and round the
year small, casual, yet gainful employment generating units have mushroomed at the edge of the monsoon period
highest, high tide line (insignificant compared to Euro-American coastal eco zone violations). Diffuse self
employment and revenue are being generated on a sustained basis {union & provincial kitty}.The union of India and
as well as her regional and local administration(s) have also been providing with fillip.In other words, anthropogenic
presence and elements have approached the sea and not the other way round. Citing East India Company period
survey records, done in 1840-41, by the English military Revenue Surveyor (Lt. H.L.Yhuillier) on empire building
duty, who had used the then modern survey methods [39]; and more pre-datable ‘pilgrim guides’ (jatri pati),
Bhattacharya [ref.32] has amidst engineers, shown, that, there has been no ingression of the sea during the last halfmillennia, at Puri, Odisa, India. At Konarak, the sea has receded marginally.
All this, is historical cum geographical counter evidence. It is well known, that, in a over-populous nation (India), by
building sea shore tourist infrastructure, the economy gains in terms of year round international, national tourist
visit, stay-put, employment and cash flow with a benign cascade, particularly, as the shoreline has no known history
of tsunami [40]. And, heritage tourism is potent anti-dote to recession. The mid-Atlantic submarine ridge & fault are
prone to severe a seismic possibility – which makes tsunamis as transpiring candidates. In the USA commercial firms
are allowed to construct building even over the shore sweep regions (Atlantic\Gulf face). This is not the case in India.
The coastal people & coastal ecology & coastal economy shall stand to benefit.

CONCLUSION
Sea surge/tidal bore has a development period – are gradual events, associated with strong winds and, also offers a
much wider window (alert) for the beach and shore dwellers to react (even sans any public warning system).
Whereas, the tsunami does not. Tsunami has a seismic etiology. The depth dimension and the potential energy factor
of it is many fold more than sea surges and tidal bores. The intermittent, high coastal tides and wash backs are not
tsunami. They are sea surges. Sea surge is innately of meteorological cum astronomical cum hydrological etiology.
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Gravity wave is one of the prime co-upregulator, for an atypical behaviour at beach head. Sea surges are superficial
waves. In Sep., the eastern rivers were in high flood discharge mode. Round the clock, cancellation factors were
present in high potency. Our considered view is that the Sep.8-11th shores waves off the coast of Puri-Konarak marine
drive is not seismic genic. Haldia- Dhamara-Paradeep-Vishakhapatnam is tsunami safe ports; Ganga sagar–DighaChandbali-Konarak-Puri beach heritage culture and rituals are tsunami safe. So also the Bhitarkanika and the Chilika
are tsunami safe natural heritage. In response to our self set enquiry, the answer gels as, ‘Yes’, the eastern shore
board of India is tsunami safe for anthropogenic activity relating to (i) heritage, religious, tourism, leisure, recreation,
etc., (ii) maritime infrastructure and related domains (iii) monsoon water harvesting (iv) posits as paradise for the
investment banker and for the related engineering services (v) few thousands of millions of national currency can
be invested for sustained profit, on projects/ plans of various gestation with exponential increase in permanent
employment scope and house hold prosperity. It is also safe for wild life nestling. The long period IMD data is a
versatile tool having relevance for multi-disciplinary usages. Such discussion about the mechanics and the
underlying general laws of Physics in particular that because the coastal surges under fair weather conditions
remained due un-till this work.
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Notes
Note-I
The wider be the continental shelf, for longer scope the fluid burden acts as a thin film water body and Newton’s 2nd
law is more in operation. This acts as bed volume for better conservation of energy, and thereby attracts the tsunami.

Note-II
The term ‘Hindu’ is of Lama Etiology, and connotes unshakable\non-migratory. It is a non belittling term (human
geography phone), never challenged even by the erudite scholarly Sanatanis. And, the ceaseless arrays of pan-indo
mass festivals bear this out. Even the Muslims of India have picked it up, as compared to Muslims of other subcontinents; the native indo-musalman has more number of mass festivals (corollary info).
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Table – I (Puri)
Date
06/09/2007
07/09/07
08/09/07
09/09/07
10/09/07
11/09/07
12/09/07
19/09/07

Location
(19°49′N//85°50′E)
Puri
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-

Avg. Decadal
hPa/Sep.
1006-08
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-

Selenic
Phase
Dasami (waxing)
Ekadasi “
Dwadasi “
Traiyadasi “
Chaturdasi “
New Moon “
Pratipada(waning)
Sasthi
“

IMD station
data on date
1004
1006
1008
1009
1009
1009
1008
1006

Avg. Decadal
hPa/Sep.
1000-04
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-

Selenic
Phase
Nabami (waxing)
Dasami
Ekadasi “
Dwadasi “
Traiyadasi “
Chaturdasi “
New Moon “
Pratipada (waning)
Sasthi
“
Dasami “

IMD station
data on date
1002
1002
1004
1006
1008
1009
1009
1007
1004
997

Hour
02.30
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-

Table – II (Gopalpur )
Date
05/09/2007
06/09/07
07/09/07
08/09/07
09/09/07
10/09/07
11/09/07
12/09/07
19/09/07
22/09/07

Location
(19°49′N//85°50′E)
Gopalpur
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-

Hour
02.30
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-
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Fig. -1a

Fig.-1a is the global SST anomaly {SST-a} on 13-09- 007

Fig. – 1b

Fig.-1b is a satellite image

Fig. - 2

Figure 2 is a map of the focused domain, drawn at 1° grid
Fig. - 3

Fig.-3 graphical explains that the globe is inclined towards the true NE
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Fig-4

Fig.-4 gives the schematic impression {elevation} of the shore board ranging between 500 - 1500 Mts
Fig-5a

Fig.-5a is that of the gravity waves in the
Arabian Sea

Fig-5b

Fig-5b super elevation

Fig-6

Fig-6 regions are marked by glistening mini wavelets on the sea surface
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Fig-7

The eastern sea board of India is shielded by the coral islands which act as a barrier reef and the river
discharge act as the cancellation masses.
Fig. 7 schematically explains the known paths of tsunami propagation in the BoB. Literally it pertains to the
disastrous tsunami event of 26/12/2004.
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ABSTRACT

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) causes ovulation disorder and infertility in female patients. This
study is under taken to measure level of hormone (FSH, LH, testosterone and prolactin) and to see the
relationship level of hormones with cholesterol and B. sugar. The result of this study was increase in level
of testosterone, prolactin, LH and cholesterol in patients compared with control group and FSH is
different in both study groups but remained within normal limit. Cholesterol was positive correlation
with the level of hormones and negative correlated with blood suqer and PRL
Key Word: Polycystic Ovaries, Hormones, Cholesterol, Blood Sugar

INTRODUCTION
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is one of the leading causes of endocrine-dependent infertility, with a prevalence
of 6.5-10% among women of reproductive age (1).Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS) is a heterogeneous disorder as
one of the leading causes of anovulatory infertility; It is believed that 5 - 10% of the reproductive-aged female
population is living with polycystic ovary syndrome (2). PCOS is often associated with obesity, mainly abdominal
obesity (3) and insulin resistance (4). The link between obesity and reproductive problems in women has been
studied for a long time and is confirming by numerous epidemiological and clinical studies (5). It hasbeen
demonstrated that visceral fat is the most significant variable correlating with metabolic dysfunction in women with
PCOS (6). A recent review showed that visceral adipose tissue is involved in the secretion of various adipokines and
vasoactive substances associated with an increased risk of metabolic and cardiovascular diseases One of the major
biochemical features of PCOS is insulin resistance(7) accompanied bycompensatory hyperinsulinemia; that
hyperinsulinemia produces hyperandrogenism of PCOS by increasing ovarian production particularly testosterone
and by decreasing serum SHBGconcentration(8). The high levels of androgenic hormones interfere with the
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pituitary ovarianaxis leading to increased LH levels, anovulation, amenorrhea, recurrent pregnancy loss
andinfertility(9). Hyperinsulinemia has also been associated with high blood pressure and increasedclot formation
and appears to be a major risk factor for the development of heart diseas andInsulin resistance effects 15-20%
of women withPCOS leading to a number of comorbiditiesincluding metabolic syndrome, hypertension,
dyslipidaemia, glucose intolerance, anddiabetes(10)
Mental health disorders including depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder and bingeeating disorder also occur more
frequently in women with PCOS.Study was undertaken to assess the risk factors for women infertile women with
polycystic ovarian syndrome resulting from physiological disorders and clinical ests.Demonstration of serum level of
related hormones (Prolactin, Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH), Luteinizing Hormone (LH),
Testosterone.Identification of LH/FSH ratio in women with PCOS.PCOS relationship with sugar, cholesterol.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted during the period from November 20016 to May 2017 at Abu Ghraib Hospital.The study of
material consisted of a total number of 70 women in the reproductive age. Fifty patients with PCOS diagnosed by
gynecologist aged between 18 to 40 years whose chief complaints were infertility and/or menstrual disturbances and
/or clinical signs of hyperandrogenism ( hirsutism and acne), and/or ultrasoundevidence of polycystic ovaries, with
twenty healthy women regarded as control group aged between 17 to 45 years. All patients enrolled in the study
fulfilled the following criteria:

Exclusion criteria
1.
2.
3.

Patient’s refusal.
History of recent administration of hormonal therapy.
Male factor infertility.

Each subject was involved to detailed clinical history. The patients group had undergone baseline investigations of
PCOS.According to our including criteria, all patients were expected to have disturbed ovulatory function with
chronic oligomenorrhea (cycle length more than 35 day; less than 9 cycle per year) or amenorrhea (cycle length more
than 12 week) and typical appearance of polycystic ovaries by ultrasound (U.S) according to the criteria of Rotterdam
consensus meeting 2003

Anthropometric data
Body Mass Index
All the subjects’ height and weight were recorded using standard apparatus. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated
by dividing weight (kg) by height (m2). Normal weight was defined as BMI < 25, Overweight as BMI between 25.029.9 and Obesity as BMI > 30.

Sample Collection and Storage
5 ml of venous blood samples was collected from healthy controls and women with PCOS after 12 hrs overnight fast.
1 ml of sample was taken in a tube containing anticoagulant and analysed for plasma glucose. 4 ml of sample was
taken in a plain tube. After centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes, the serum samples were incubated for 15
minutes at room temperature and analysed.
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Methods of Biochemical Estimation
The control and patients with Polycystic ovary syndrome blood samples were analyzed for biochemical parameters
by standard procedures as follows: Serum glucose was estimated by kit (Spinreact, Spain) ,Cholesterol in the serum
was measured by enzymatic method, with the biomerux kit, France and serum folliclestimulating hormone
,luteinizing hormone,testosterone and Prolactin were estimated by ELISA method usin Human ELISA Kit ,Germany

Statistical Analysis
Data Analysis was performed using SPSS 16 Software. The differences between means were assessed by “t” test.
Pearson's correlation coefficients among parameters were estimated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FSH and LH
In our study the mean value of FSH and LH in patients was 5.028±1.94 mIU/ml dnd7.02±4.18respectively, compared
with control mean which equal to 7.41 ± 3.96 mIU/ml, 2.07 ± 2.18mIU/ml respectively. There was highly significant
difference (p<0.05) between two groups, high level of LH and low level of FSH, may be due to enhanced pituitary
sensitivity to GnRH stimulation or to increased pulse frequency of GnRH secretion. Aberrations in GnRH pulse
frequency and inappropriate gonadotrophin secretion may also reflect an insensitivity of the GnRH pulse generator
to the negative feedback effects of estrogens and progesterone (11). These results agreed with the results of Shi et al.,
(12) who considered that polycystic ovarian syndrome stems from a basic inability of the ovaries to produce
hormones in the correct proportions. The pituitary gland senses that the ovary is not working properly and reacts by
releasing abnormal amounts of Luteinizing Hormone (LH) and Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH). Both hormones
are necessary for ovulation, the ovary to develop and release an egg.Meeket al., (13) said that a higher LH than FSH
in the early part of the menstrual cycle is a hallmark of PCOS and seem that confirmation of an elevation in LH is
very diagnostic of PCOS. The measurement of FSH will also permit the diagnosis of an occult ovarian failure where
the FSH levels are particularly elevated
Regarding LH/FSH ratio there was a significant difference (p<0.05) between both study groups as the mean value of
LH/FSH in the patients and control was 1.601±0.767, 0.874±0.44 respectively. The explanation of FSH ratio might be
due either to primary central disorders involving GnRH secretion or secondary pituitary sensitization to GnRH by an
abnormal feedback signals from ovaries as suggested by other studies (14). Estrogens were able to increase LH
response to GnRH compared with FSH, mainly if unopposed by progesterone that might lead to absence of negative
feedback mechanism on LH pulse frequency in response to different GnRH pulse patter (15) . This could explain the
highest LH/FSH ratio in PCOS. Still there were controversies about the role of inhibin in preferential inhibition of
FSH and not LH rendering elevated LH/FSH ratio in PCOS in general as mentioned by many studies. (16). studies
were done in England during the few years ago find that 2.8 was taken as a cut – off value for detecting PCOS, same
observation was noticed in 1989 in U.K (17)and this value was agreed with our study.

Prolactin
In our study the mean value of prolactin was 31.4±17.5 ng/ml was significantly (P<0.05) higherthan control mean
which was equal to 18.75± 12.28ng/ml. The explanation of PRL level might be due to the central neurotransmitter
dysregulation, which leads to abnormal gonadotropin output and abnormal ovarian function (18). Altered dopamine
turnover could result in hyperprolactinemia, could also affect GnRH output, and therefore could be a common cause
for both PCOS and hyperprolactinemia. However, the incidence of hyperprolactinemia among women with PCOS
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should be higher if there is a common underlying neurotransmitter abnormality (12), Also Estrogen stimulates
prolactin production. Persistently elevated estradiol levels are often found in women with PCOS and could result
in mild prolactin elevation (19).This result is parallel with study of Torreand Falorni (20) who revealed that some
women with PCOS had hyperprolactinemia .Mild hyperprolactinemia has been reported in 5 - 30% and is generally
only 50% above the upper limit of normal.

Testosterone
The results of the present study showed that the mean level of testosterone hormone in patients with PCOS
was1.19±0.39 ng/ml while in control group the level was 0.60±19 ng/ml. There was a significant difference (P<0.05)
between patients and control regarding level of testosterone hormone. This may be due to the fact that an outer coat
of the ovary and the tissue within the core of the ovary was thickened in women with PCOS. The thickened core
contained theca cells which produce extra amounts of testosterone .The result of our study was in agreement with the
finding obtained by Meek et al., (13) who suggests that ovarian theca cells in affected women with PCOS are more
efficient at converting androgenic precursors to testosterone than the normal theca cells. Joham et al., (21) also found
that PCOS women had a higher serum level of free Testosterone and this level was usually no more than twice the
upper normal range

Blood sugar
In the study the level of Blood Sugar (BS) in patients with PCOS and control group was138.18±32.35 mg/dl and mg/dl
128.2±21.73 respectively. This indicates no significant difference between the groups. This may be due to the many
lifestyle changes can pull someone out of the metabolic chaos of PCOS, and decrease her chances of developing comorbidities such as diabetes, heart disease, hypertension, sleep apnea, anxiety, depression and infertility. This result
agreed with study of Moran and Teede (22) who found no significant difference in the level of BS in both study
groups (patient with PCOS and control, while in contrast with Insulin lowers the blood sugar by storing the glucose
in cells. When this resistance goes on for a while, you have high insulin and high blood sugar. Al-Jumaili et al., (23)
found that glucose increased in patients with PCOS than the control and suggest that degree of relativeness of
patients with PCOS may be at high risk for diabetes.

Cholesterol in Polycystic Ovary Syndrome
In Our study, the mean level of Cholesterol in patients with PCOS was 225.80±42.79 ng/ml while in control group the
level was199.15±36.46 ng/ml with significant difference (P<0.05). This may be due to the fact that Adipocyte secreted
adipokines are strongly involved in the development of PCOS.A number of studies found that the evidence in lean
women with PCOS is less clear-cut. Sami et al., (24) found that lean patients had significantly lower (HDL-CHO)
Levels compared with control, this finding was confirmed by Coasta et al., (25), who compared a number of lean
polycystic ovary syndrome patients with others body mass index matched controls and found a significant difference
in high density lipoprotein cholesterol levels, which reflected insulin resistance rather than body mass index.

Correlations between Hormones and Cholesterol, Blood Sugar
Table (3.4) demonstrated theCorrelations between cholesterol and B. sugar with hormones (LH, FSH, Prolactin and
Testosterone) The results obtainedthat cholesterol was highly significant positive correlation with LH and
testosterone and positive correlation with FSH,while it was a highly significant negative correlated with blood
sugar and negative Pearson correlated withPRL. B.suqer was highly significant negative Pearson correlated with IH
,FSH, PRL, Testosterone This may be due to s; Were subject to treatment by drugMetformin Metformin is insulin
sensitizing drug that exert its effect by promoting peripheral glucose utilization and improving insulin sensitivity.
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This result was in contrast with(26)suggested the blood sugar level was highly significant in patients with PCOS
and the administration of glucose to hyperandrogenic women increases circulation of insulin and androgens and the
administration of insulin to women with PCOS increased circulation androgens
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Table (1-3): Concentration of serum LH, FSH, and FSH: LH ratio & testosterone hormones in Polycystic
ovarian syndrome and health groups

patient
health

FSH
(μIU/ml)
a
5.028±1.94
b
7.41 ±3.96

Hormonal assay (m. + SE)
LH
Testosterone
(μIU/ml)
(ng/ml)
a
a
7.02±4.18
1.19±0.39
b
b
2.07 ±2.18
0.60± .19

LH:FSH
ng/ml)
a
1.68 ±1.18
b
0.32±0.35

PRL
ng/ml)
a
31.4±17.51
b
18.75± 12.28

Table 4 Correlations between cholesterol and B. sugar with hormones (LH, FSH, Prolactin and
Testosterone)
LH
PRL
Testosterone
cholesterol
Sugar

Pearson Correlation
Pearson Correlation
Pearson Correlation
Pearson Correlation
Pearson Correlation

Figure (1-3): The level of blood sugar in
control group

FSH
.551**
.348**
-.110.163
-.52-**

LH

PRL

Testosterone

cholesterol

.363**
.75**
.681**
-.997-**

.019
-.425-**
-.430-**

.786**
-.758-**

-.631-**

patients with polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) and
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ABSTRACT

The present study was carried out to evaluate the validity of some non-linear functions (Richard, Weibull,
Logistic, and Gompertz) for describing the growth curve of Ross 308 broilers under the condition of Iraq.
A total of 72 broiler chicks (36 male and 36 female) were reared during the period from 15/10 to
27/11/2017. Results demonstrated that the differences in the body weight due to sex were significant
(P<0.05) in the second, third, fourth, and fifth week, while the differences were not significant in the one
day old and first week.The asymptotic weight was highest in the Gompertz (3215.8gm) and lowest in the
Weighted Least Square (WLS) (2082.7gm) in males and similar results obtained in females. The
corresponding estimations in females were 2388.1 and 1659.0 gm. The results of the four functions
indicated that the WLS function is the best function for description the growth curve of the males and
females followed by the Richards function.
Keywords: Growth models, Richard, Weibull, Logistic, and Gompertz, Ross 308

INTRODUCTION
The consumption of broiler is dominating the world poultry consumption as it represents about 70 percent of the
total poultry meat consumption (Roenick, 1998). All breeders looking for the broilers with very fast grow along with
a good quality carcass during the shortest time (Prince, 2002). The fasting broilers growth has apriority of concern
because of its importance as an economic trait(Schulze et al., 2001).The growthcurve was subjected to study in
different birds and animals because the knowledge of the growth curve has practical applications and will lead to
increasing the economic revenue of the project. (Sabbioni et al., 1999; Abbas et al., 2014).The using of nonlinear
functionsto fit the growth curve is very important as these functions will provide some parameters that could be used
to describe the changes ingrowth pattern over time. Moreover, it will assist the breeders to predict the weight of
animals at a specific age and to identify the stage that associated with the decreasing in growth rate (Tzeng and
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Becker, 1981; Yakupoglu and Atil, 2001). Several functions have been applied in the broiler for instance: Logistic,
Gompertz, Richards, Weighted Least Square (Yang et al., 2006; Topal and Bolukbasi, 2008; Moharrery and Mirzaei,
2014; Al-Samarai, 2015; Mohammed, 2015). Therefore, the objectives of the current study isto identify the best
nonlinear function to describe the growth curve of Ross 308 broilers under the conditions of Iraq.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiment was carried outin the poultry farm of the College of Agriculture/ University of Baghdad during the
period from 15/10 to 27/11/2017. A total of 72chicks (Ross 308) (36 female and 36 males) purchased from a local
commercial hatchery were enrolled in this study. Birds were housed in a floor pen withthe lighting regimen provided
for 22 h per day. All birds were subjected to a vaccine against Newcastle disease and infectious bronchitis on the
10thdayof age and against Gambaro disease at 17 days of age. The ingredient and the nutrient composition of the
basal diet given to the birds are shown in Table 1. The drinking water and feed were supplied ad libitum. Birds were
weighed at one day old and each week for 5 weeks.
The concentrated protein type Brocon-5 special W contain the following per kg:20%crude protein,
5%fat,2.2%fiber,4.2%Ca,4.68%P,3.85% Lysine, 3.7% Methionine, 4.12 Methionine+Cystine, 2.5%Na, 2107 ME
(kcal/kg), 2000 IU vit A, 4000 IU votD3, 500 mg vit E, 30 mg vit K3, 15 mg vit B1, 140 mg vit B2 , 20 mg B6, 10 mg Folic
acid, 100 μgBiotin, 1 mg Fe, 100 mg Cu, 1.2 mg Mn, 800 mg Zn, 15 mg I, 2 mg Se, 6 mg Co,900 mg Antioxident.

Growth Curve Functions
The growth functions were applied to the weekly body weight. Five functions were used (Weighted Least Square
(WLS), Richard, Weibull, Gompertz, and Logistic) to determine the best function that describes the growth curve of
the broiler. The functions and their mathematical notations are shown in Table (2). In all functions, a is the asymptotic
(mature) weight parameter, bis the scaling parameter (constant of integration) and cis the instantaneous growth rate
(per day) parameter (Yang et al. 2006).

Statistical analysis
The differences of the means in weekly body weight between males and females were assessed using the un-paired ttest. P<0.05 is considered significant.All parameters estimated by the Levenberg-Marquardtmethod using NLIN
procedure in the SAS program (SAS, 2010). Several criteria are used to determine the goodness of fit: Coefficient of
determination (R2), Mean square of error (MSE), Coefficient of correlation ®, Standard error (SE). The figures for the
fitting of function were performed using CurveExpert 1.3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results demonstrated that the differences in the body weight due to sex were significant (P<0.05) in the second,
third, fourth, and fifth week, while the differences were not significant in the one day old and first week (Table 3).
These differences could be attributed to that the males have a higher growth rate and this will lead to increase their
opportunity to get feed as compared with females.The results of the estimated weekly body weight mean and the
prediction means according to different functions used in this studyin the males Ross 308 broilers are shown in the
table (4) and Fig (1). Table (5) illustrated the parameters estimated by the different functions in the males' broilers. All
parameters were positive except the b and c for WLS function. The asymptotic weight was highest in the Gompertz
(3215.8gm) and lowest in the Weighted Least Square (WLS) (2082.7gm) in males. Similar results were obtained by AlSamari, (2015) who reported that the asymptotic weight was highest in the Gompertz function (2814 gm) and lowest
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in the WLS (2088 gm) in the Ross 308 in Iraq. The ranking of functions in male broilers according to some accuracy
criteria are as following: WLS, Richard, Weibull, Gompertz, and Logistic (Table 6). Concerning the fitting of the
functions in females Ross 308 broilers, the results of the estimated weekly body weight mean and the prediction
means according to different functions used in this study in the females Ross 308 broilers are shown in the table (7)
and Fig (2). Results indicated that all parameters of the functions were positive except the b of WLS which was
negative (-4.34). The asymptotic weight was highest in the Gompertz (2388.1gm) and lowest in the Weighted Least
Square (WLS) (1659.0gm) in the females. The ranking of the functions due to some criteria showed that the WLS
function was the better function as it has the highest R2 (0.99993), r (0.99996) and lowest MSE (195.2), SE (6.77),
whereas, the Gompertz function located in the last order as it has the highest MSE(337.0) and SE (18.36) along with
the lowest R2(0.99974) and r (0.99966).
The high estimates of R2 in the present study are similar to other studies obtained by Kuhi et al., (2003) who used
several functions such as Lopez, Richards, von Bertalanffy, Gompertz and logistic and showed that all these
functions are suitable to fit the growth carve. In this regards, Tompić et al., (2011) found that R2 of the Gompertz,
Richards and Logistic function were ranged from0.988 to 0.995 in Ross 308 broiler. Regardless of the WLS, the present
study showed that the Richard function was the best as compared with other function. This result agreed with other
results obtained by Kuhi et al., (2003), Tompić et al., (2011) and Moharrery and Mirzaei, (2014). On the other hand,
our results disagreed with results reported by Gous et al., (1999) and Santos et al., (2005) who confirmed that the
Gompertzfunction is the best function for describing growth curve in the broiler. These differences among studies are
expected because there are many factors could affect the results such as the breed, the period of the experiment, type
of diet and sample size (Yalcin et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2006). In conclusion: the results of the fitting
of the growth carve by the studied functions confirmed the validity of all these functions in males and females
because of the differences in the criteria of accuracy are too little
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Table 1: Nutrient composition of the basal diet of broiler (Ross 308)
Ingredients
Cornmeal
Wheat
Soybean meal 48 c.p
concentrated protein(1)
Sunflower oil
Calcium carbonate
Dicalcium phosphate
Sodium chloride
Mineral-vitamin-premix
Total
Calculated chemical analysis
CP%
ME (kcal/kg)
L-Lysine %
DL-Methionine %
Cysteine%
Methionine + Cyst %
Arginine%
Ca %
Av. Phosphorus %

Starter 1-10 day
10.1
50
30
5
2.9
0.9
0.7
0.2
0.2
100

Growth 11-24 day
12
50
26
5
5.2
0.9
0.5
0.2
0.2
100

Finisher 25-35 day
16.5
50
21.4
5
5.3
0.9
0.5
0.2
0.2
100

23
3003
1.26
0.48
0.36
0.84
1.28
0.85
0.43

21.25
3153
1.1
0.45
0.34
0.796
1.15
0.80
0.40

19.4
3200
1.0
0.43
0.31
0.74
1
0.78
0.40

Table 2: The Growth curve functions
Function
WLS
Richard
Weibull
Logistic
Gompertz

Mathematical model
W= a/(1+exp(-b-c*age))
W= a / ((1 + c * exp(-b * age)) ** (1 / d))
W=a - b * exp(-c * age ** d)
W=a/(1+b*exp(-c*age))
W=a*exp(-exp(b-c*age))
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Table 3: Means±SE of the weekly body weight in the males and females Ross 308 broilers
Period
1st day
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5

Male
41.16±0.65
163.11±3.01
427.50±6.89
803.00±12.78
1323.30±18.16
1739.80±29.30

Female
39.66±0.53
156.53±3.49
384.58±6.03
712.17±14.71
1122.80±26.93
1429.70±27.98

P
0.08
0.15
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Table 4: The prediction of the males'weight (gm) during different age stages in Ross 308 broiler
according to different functions
Age
1day
Week1
Week2
Week3
Week4
Week5

Observed Weight
41.16
163.11
427.5
803
1323.3
1739.8

WLS
35.31
156.54
424.54
828.28
1296.07
1749.43

Richard
52.12
162.31
411.8
823.13
1310.47
1743.4

Logistic
68.13
171.59
401.69
813.06
1325.02
1737.85

Weibull
48.01
156.6
416.25
825.48
1307.31
1744.23

Gompertz
35.31
156.54
424.54
828.28
1296.07
1749.43

Table 5: The estimated parameters of studied functions in males'Ross 308 broilers
Function
Weighted Least Square
Richard
Weibull
Gompertz
Logistic

a
2082.7
2490.2
2297.0
3215.8
2142.2

b
-4.50
0.65
2266.0
1.90
80.68

c
-0.82
8.43
0.0075
0.40
0.97

d
0.43
2.92
-

Table 6: Some accuracy criteria of the functions in the male Ross 308 broilers
Function
Weighted Least Square
Richard
Weibull
Gompertz
Logistic

R2
0.99991
0.99983
0.99977
0.99974
0.99972

MSE
292.8
475.0
498.3
519.8
524.5

r
0.99993
0.99978
0.99977
0.99965
0.99965

SE
12.43
21.79
22.32
22.79
22.90

Table 7: The prediction of the female’s weight (gm) during different age stages in Ross 308 broiler
according to different functions
Age
1day
Week1
Week2
Week3
Week4
Week5

Observed Weight
39.66
156.53
384.58
712.17
1122.8
1429.7

WLS
57.76
151.12
361.33
723.26
1132.24
1421.06

Richard
49.55
152.14
376.29
726.01
1112.79
1432.76

Logistic
63.37
159.01
366.7
719.24
1125.18
1427.53

Weibull
45.95
148.13
380.29
727.08
1110.59
1433.4

Gompertz
33.98
148.31
388.51
728.94
1099.73
1438.76
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Table 8: The estimated parameters of studied functions in female's Ross 308 broilers
Function
Weighted Least Square
Richard
Weibull
Gompertz
Logistic

a
1659.0
1921.3
1784.0
2388.1
1702.3

b
-4.34
0.68
1755.1
1.87
68.92

c
1.02
8.52
0.0097
0.42
0.98

d
0.45
2.84
-

Table 9: Some accuracy criteria of the functions in the female Ross 308 broilers
Function
Weighted Least Square
Richard
Weibull
Logistic
Gompertz

R2
0.99993
0.99987
0.99978
0.99976
0.99974

MSE
195.2
243.5
256.8
316.1
337.0

r
0.99996
0.99983
0.99983
0.99968
0.99966
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Figure 1: Fitting the growth carve of the males Ross 308
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ABSTRACT

In this research, Titanium dioxide Nanopowders were prepared via the sol-gel method at alkaline
medium (pH 9). TiO2 Nanoparticles was prepared from Titanium (III) chloride (TiCl3) and ammonium
hydroxide (NH4OH) as a precursor with 1:3 ratios. The manufactured TiO2 Nanoparticles were studied
and characterized by "X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)", and "Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM)".The antibacterial activity of the prepared specimens was indicated by the KirbyBauer disc method (KB testing). The outcomes demonstrated a very good antibacterial activity of
TiO2 Nanoparticles to microbe’s strains: Gram positive Staphylococcus aureus, Gram negative Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, and Gram negative Escherichia coli. The affectability of the tried microscopic organisms to
TiO2 Nanoparticles relies upon the crystalline type of the bearer TiO2, density of unit cell, unit cell
volume, particle size, and oxidation state.
Keywords: TiO2 Nanopowders, sol-gel method, Antibacterial activity, particle size.

INTRODUCTION
Titanium dioxide, as well known as "Titania" and its chemical formula is TiO2 (1). TiO2 Nanoparticles have been of
interest in a broad range of utilization such as photocatalysts and antimicrobial activity (2), dye-sensitized solar cells
(3), a gas sensor (4), and Nano-medicine (5).Its photocatalytic characteristics have been used in different
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Environmental applications to eliminate contaminants from both water and air (6). TiO2 Nanoparticles, in particular,
has shown obvious-spectrum antibacterial activity against both Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria, where
TiO2 Nanoparticles working on inhibiting the formation of bacterial biofilms of Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia
coli, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (7). There are three types of TiO2 crystalline phases which are brookite has an
orthorhombic crystalline structure, anatase, and rutiles have a tetragonal crystalline structure. Only anatase and
rutile phases show an excellent photocatalytic activity and antibacterial performance. In both structures, the Ti atom
is circled by six oxygen atoms and every oxygen atom is circled by three atoms of Ti (8-9). The performance of TiO2 is
greatly impacted via the crystalline structure, the morphology and the volume of the particles (10).
TiO2 Nanoparticles are of especially interest due to their especially volume-related properties. As the size, shape, and
crystal structure of TiO2 Nanoparticles change, not only does surface stability change but also the transformations
between various phases of TiO2 under compression and temperature (11).TiO2 Nanoparticles have been synthesized
using different techniques such as hydrothermal (12), sonochemcal (13), solvothermal (14), reverse micelles (15), and
sol-gel reaction for those applications. Latterly, the sol-gel method has been utilized in the preparation of TiO2
Nanoparticles (16).
The sol-gel method is greatly used for the manufacture of TiO2 Nanoparticles. The sol-gel method is a chemical
method for the manufacture of nanomaterials beginning either from a chemical Sol or colloidal particles to create a
linked network.Exemplary precursors are mineral alkoxides and mineral chlorides, which undergo hydrolysis and
polycondensation reactions to generate a colloid, a system formed of solid particles (volume ranging from 1 nm to 1
µm) disbanded in a solvent. The solution results then towards the production of an inorganic consecutive network
including a liquid phase (gelation)(17). The sol-gel technique had additionally been utilized to prepared
nanopowders at low preparation temperature have shown that by using the sol-gel method, controlled the size and
narrow size apportionment of prepared powder can be achieved under optimized preparation condition (18). In this
research, TiO2 Nanoparticles were synthesis via a sol-gel method at various calcined temperatures (300, 500, and
700°C). The influence of the calcined temperatures on the particle size and structure of the powders were studied.
The results are characterized by "X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)", "Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)", and "Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM)". Finally, study the antibacterial activity of the intended TiO2 Nanoparticles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of TiO2 Nanoparticles
The sol-gel method was utilized to synthesize TiO2 Nanoparticles. Titanium (III) chloride (TiCl3) (99.9% Sigma
Aldrich), and ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) (98% Sigma Aldrich) were utilized as the Titanium ancestor. 100 ml
TiCl3 solution was slowly added dropwise to 300 ml NH4OH for 2hrs. The reaction was performed at 50 °C under
strong stirring at 700 rpm for 2hrs, providing a final sol. At first, the mixture color is black and then becomes violet,
after that changed to deep blue like a clear sky and then gradually turns to the white homogeneous solution. The pH
of the resulting solution is measured and adjusting to the value 9. The solution was transformed to a gel by using
ultrasonic bath device for 2hours. Finally, the gel was forcibly washed with distilled water many times for separating
the contaminants (ammonia and chlorine ions). The gel was dried at (70°C) for 24h, the final powders were calcined
at various temperatures (300, 500, and 700°C) for 1 hour in an ambient atmosphere, the powder transforms to
TiO2Nanoparticles in anatase phase. The resulting powders were squeezed as tablets with a diameter 10 mm.

Preparation of Bacteria for Sensitivity Test
Gram positive Staphylococcus aureus, Gram negative Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Gram negative Escherichia coli it was
used to performing the sensitivity test. The bacterial was subcultured on a rich medium like tryptic soy agar to
activate it and incubated at 37 °C overnight for the sensitivity test. The bacteria were suspended in physiological
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saline 0.85% and the turbidity of the suspension was compared with 0.5 McFarland turbidity standard tube which
equal to (1×108 Colony Forming Unit /ml), McFarland was prepared according to MacFaddin (2000): (9.95 mL) of 1%
sulphuric acid with 0.05 mL of 1.176%barium chloride dihydrate. (5mL) was a liquated into screw-capped tubes of
the same size which were used in the procedure, the standard was stored in dark at room temperature and was
vortexed prior to use. The bacterial suspension swabbed on the surface of "Muller Hinton agar" (the general media
used for antimicrobial sensitivity test).TiO2 tablets were distributed on the surface of the agar using sterilized forceps,
this method termed disc diffusion method and the dishes were incubated at 37 °C overnight (18-24 hours) then the
inhibition zone was measured in mm.

Characterization
The crystalline structure of TiO2 powder examined by X-Ray Diffraction device model (Shimadzu-6000-XRD)
manufactured in Japan records the intensity as a function of Braggs angle, with the following Specifications: Target is
copper (Cu) with wavelength (λ=1.5406 °A), voltage (40 kV) and current (30mA). The scanning angle 2theta is
changed in the range of (10-70) degree with a speed of (5 dig/min). The morphological surface study was conducted
out using an atomic force microscope (SPM Ntegra NT – MDT) made in Russia. The SEM measurements are
performed with a TESCAN VEGA 3, made by the Czech Republic.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis has been done to study the crystal structures, crystalline size, crystal
density, and lattice parameter of the TiO2 Nanoparticles prepared at different heat treatment. The primary formed
structure observed at drying temperature 70˚C is (NH4Cl) as shown in fig.1.(a) The XRD pattern showed that this
specimen has three sharp peaks 2 angle at 32.743 , 58.349 , and 23.020 with (101), (211), and (100) diffraction
planes, respectively.It can be seen that very high percentage of (NH4Cl) phase have sharp peaks. In addition,
existence a small percentage of Ti which turns to TiO2 as the calcined temperature increases. Fig.1. (b) Shows (XRD)
analysis of calcined TiO2 Nanoparticles at variouscalcined temperatures (300, 500, and 700°C).Anatase phase starts to
appear at (300˚C) calcined temperature. The peaks sharp become higher when calcined temperature increasing to
(500 ˚C), and it remains at the same phase (i.e. anatase phase). Calcined temperature showed anatase-rutile mixed
phase at (700˚C). We named the predominant peaks linked with anatase (A) and rutile(R) phases.
The XRD pattern showed that the sample calcined at 300 ˚C has three sharp peaks 2 angle at 25.317 , 47.981 , and
37.893 with (101), (200), and (004) diffraction planes, respectively. The XRD pattern showed that the sample
calcined at 500 ˚C has three sharp peaks 2 angle at 25.290 , 48.002 , and 37.801 with (101), (200), and (004)
diffraction planes, respectively. The XRD pattern showed that the sample calcined at 700 ˚C has three sharp peaks 2
angle at 25.306 , 48.033 , and 37.818
with (101), (200), and (004) diffraction planes, respectively. The crystalline
size of the prepared powders was determined by Debye Scherrer formula 1.

(1)

Where, "D" is the crystallite size, "λ" is the wavelength of the incident X-ray beam, "θ" is the diffraction angle (Bragg’s
angle), and (β) is the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)(18). The distance between the crystalline levels was
calculated by equation 2.
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(2)
Where, "d"is the separation between atomic layers in a crystal, "λ" is the incident X-Ray wavelength, " " is the
diffraction angle (Bragg’s angle), and "n" is an integer representing the order of the diffraction peak (19-20). The
lattice parameters (a, b and c) were determined from the lattice spacing of Anatase (200) and (004) peaks by using the
Bragg formula for the tetragonal lattice structure (a=b≠ c) using equation 3.

(3)

Ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) has a cubic crystal structure (21).The lattice constant was determined from the lattice
spacing of NH4Cl (101)peak by utilizing the Bragg equation for the cubic lattice structure (a=b=c) applying equation 4.

(4)
Where, d is the spacing between the planes, ( ) is the diffraction angle (Bragg’s angle),λ is the X-ray wavelength and
(a, b and c) are the lattice parameters (22). The volume of the unit cell for the specimens was determined by using the
relation 5.
(5)
Where, V is the unit cell volume in cm3, "a" and "c" are the lattice parameters.
The densities were determined by utilizing the formula 6.

(6)
Where, ρ is the density of unit cell (g/cm3), FW is the formula weight, for anatase (FW= 79.89 gm/mol), and for NH4Cl
(FW= 53.49 gm/mol), Z is the number of unit cells, for anatase Z = 4, and Z=1 for NH4Cl, V is the unit cell volume in
cm3 and NA is Avogadro constant in per mol (22-23). XRD analysis showed that when the calcined temperatures rise
from 300 °C to 700 °C, the lattice parameters were slightly decreased, the FWHM decreases, and the average
crystallite size increase. This outcome was also in good synchronized with the previous work(2425).Table1.Summarizes the structural properties of the specimen dried at (70 °C), and TiO2 Nanoparticles synthesized
at differentcalcined temperatures (300 °C, 500 °C, and 700 °C) for 1h and pH 9.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Studies
Morphological, topography and crystallographic information of the obtained results for TiO2 Nanoparticles were
studied by the high-resolution"Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)". Fig.2. Gives the surface morphology of the
TiO2 Nanoparticles for the sample dried at (70 °C) and calcined temperatures (300, 500, and 700°C) which shows the
particle sizes become larger as the calcining temperature was raised.
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Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) Studies
The topography, surface features, and the grain size of TiO2 Nanoparticles were studied by using Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM). Table 2.Summarizes the particle grain size, surface roughness, and root mean square
measurements of the specimen dried at (70 °C), and TiO2 Nanoparticles synthesized at various calcined temperatures
(300, 500, and 700˚C).For 1h and pH 9. It was observed when calcined temperatures increased from 300˚C to 700˚C
the particles size increased. Fig. 3. Shows the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM): 2D and 3D images which described
the surface topography of the TiO2 Nanoparticles for the sampledried at (70 °C), and at calcined temperatures (300,
500, and 700˚C). Fig. 4. Shows the Average Particle size range distribution for the dried sampleat (70˚C), and calcined
temperatures: (a) 300, (b) 500, and (c) 700˚C.
According to the results, from the study of XRD, SEM, and AFM concluded that a raise in particle size of TiO2 is
linked with the rise in the calcining temperatures. After the calcining process, the crystals size raise because (OH)
links are broken and crystals start to grow. This may happen due to the heat-induced TiO2 collection and phase
transmutation. The empirical determination concluded in this work provides for greater knowledge of the
parameters that measure the increase of TiO2 Nanoparticles while manufacturing with the sol-gel method. Also, the
agglomeration grows bigger when the calcining temperatures are raised. It is seen that, in the raised calcining
temperatures, the bigger particle size with unique topography is acquired for the specimen calcined at high
temperatures. An addition of the temperature up to 700°C, the size grows higher than 300°C, and 500°C as well the
agglomeration become great. The particle size grows larger as the calcining temperature was increased to 700°C,
which described the influences of heat processing on the particle size of TiO2 Nanoparticles. The thermic operation is
needed to increase the crystallinity of amorphous powder. When TiO2 Nanoparticles are calcined at a greater heat,
crystal structure transmutations may happen. The phases (NH4Cl, anatase, and anatase-rutile) are highly dependent
on the method preparations, the species of the precursor and calcining statuses. Generally, the total transformation of
NH4Cl to anatase has been discovered to be formed at 300°C, and 500°C. The anatase-rutile transmutation has been
notified to happen in 700 °C temperature. The SEM pictures demonstrate that utmost of the particles in spherical
shape and influence of heat process on particle size was significant. The crystal growth becomes higher attributed to
an increase in particle size with calcined temperature was raised from 300 °C to 700°C. The SEM and AFM result in
an excellent agreement with XRD data.

Antibacterial activity of TiO2 Nanoparticles
Based on the region of inhibition investigation, Table 3. Shows the region of microorganism’s growth inhibition for
Staphylococcus aureus, E.coli, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The diameter of the inhibition region was calculated in mm.
It was observed that when calcined temperatures of TiO2 increase (increasing of TiO2 particles size) leads to the Zone
of inhibition. Fig.5. shows the pictures of the region of growth inhibition for Staphylococcus aureus, E.coli, and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa for a dried sample at 70 °C. Fig.6. shows the pictures of the region of growth inhibition for
Staphylococcus aureus, E. coli, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa for TiO2 Nanoparticles at calcined temperatures (a) 300
°C, (b) 500°C, and (c) 700°C.The mechanism of killing bacteria includes degeneration of the cell wall and cytoplasmic
layer due to the generation of reactive oxygen kinds (ROK) like hydroxyl rebels and hydrogen peroxide. This firstly
leads lost within a leak of cellular contents then cell lysis and perhaps followed by total mineralization of the
organism. Contact between the cells of bacterium and TiO2 may affect membrane permeability and this is lead to
increased damage to all cell wall layers, allowing leakage of small molecules such as ions. Damage at this stage may
be irreversible, and this accompanies cell death. Furthermore, membrane damage allows leakage of higher molecular
weight components such as proteins, which may be followed by protrusion of the cytoplasmic membrane into the
surrounding medium through degraded areas of the peptidoglycan and lysis of the cell. Degradation of the internal
components of the cell then occurs, followed by complete mineralization. The degradation process may occur
progressively from the side of the cell in contact with the TiO2 nanoparticles.
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CONCLUSION
TiO2 Nanoparticles were prepared by utilizing the sol-gel technique. It is found that TiO2 Nanoparticles is a viable
material for antibacterial agents of gram positive staphylococcus aureus, gram negative pseudomonas aeruginosa, and
gram negative escherichia coli. The structure and morphology were characterized using different techniques XRD,
SEM, and AFM. From XRD characterization, the specimen dried at (70 °C) indicate NH4OH phase with average
crystallite size (47.806) nm, the specimen s calcined at 300 °C, and 500 °C indicate Anatase phase with average
crystallite size (12.076) nm, and (17.366) nm, respectively. And the specimen calcined at 700 °C indicate (Anatase-Rutile) mixed phase with average crystallite size (28.77) nm. From the determination of SEM and AFM showed that
an increment in particle size of TiO2 Nanoparticles is associated with the increase in the calcining temperatures. It is
found that the average particles size distribution ranging from (91.4 - 132.8) nm. It was observed that when calcined
temperatures of TiO2 Nanoparticles increased from (300 °C to 700 °C) the TiO2 Nanoparticles size increased and the
zone of inhibition diameter decreased.
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Table 1. Structural properties of the sample dried at (70 °C), and TiO2 Nanoparticles synthesized at different
calcined temperatures (300 °C, 500 °C, and 700 °C) for 1h and pH
Sample
Calcined
Tempera
tures
(°C)
Draying
at
(70 °C )
(300 °C )

(500 °C )
(700 °C )

hkl

2θ
(Deg.)

FWHM
(Deg.)

Crystalline
size (nm)

dhkl( Å )

(101)
(211)
(100)
(101)
(200)
(004)
(101)
(200)
(004)
(101)
(200)
(004)

32.743
58.349
23.020
25.317
47.981
37.791
25.290
48.002
37.801
25.306
48.033
37.818

0.1869
0.1863
0.1833
0.7191
0.7292
0.7333
0.5209
0.5733
0.4397
0.3019
0.3010
0.3136

46.25
50.99
46.18
11.82
12.45
11.96
16.32
15.84
19.94
28.16
30.17
27.98

2.73284
1.58019
3.3886
3.51506
1.89455
2.37241
3.51871
1.89376
2.37797
3.51652
1.89263
2.3768

Lattice
parameters (Å)

Unit cell
volume
V (Å3)

Density
ρ (g/cm3)

57.7272

1.5386

136.601

3.8847

136.451

3.8889

136.226

3.8953

3.8648
Anatase
a = b = 3.7891
c = 9.5144
Anatase
a = b = 3.7875
c = 9.5120
Anatase
a = b = 3.7852
c = 9.5079

Table 2. Surface roughness and root mean square measurements for TiO2 Nanoparticles at pH 9 with
different calcined temperatures
Calcined Temperature °C)
Draying at (70 °C)
(300 °C)
(500 °C)
(700 °C)

G.S (nm)
91.4
107.1
119.4
132.8

RMS (nm)
29.479
31.426
33.711
53.188

Surface roughness (nm)
23.222
25.007
26.858
42.692

Peak-to-peak (nm)
199.645
213.471
232.816
379.337

Table 3. Region of microorganism’s growth inhibition

Bacteria type
Draying Sample
at 70 OC
Staphylococcus aureus
E. coli
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

13
16
25

Inhibition zone diameter (mm)
Calcined
Calcined
temperature
temperature
(300 OC)
(500 OC)
51
42
35
31
33
30

Calcined
Temperature
(700 OC)
37
29
26
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b

a

Fig.1. (a) XRD analysis of the primary formed structure (NH4Cl) at drying temperature 70°C. (b) XRD
patterns of TiO2 Nanoparticles calcined temperatures (300, 500, and 700°C) A anatase and R rutile

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of (a) The sample dried at (70 °C) (NH4Cl), TiO2 Nanoparticles at calcined temperatures:
(b) 300˚C, (c) 500 ˚C, and (d) 700˚C with four different magnifications 1.00kx, 5.00kx, 10.00kx and 50.00kx
respectively (from the left to the right).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 3. AFM 2D and 3D images: (a) dried specimen at (70 ˚C), and TiO2 Nanoparticles at calcined temperatures: (b)
300 ˚C, (c) 500 ˚C, and (d) 700 ˚C.
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Fig. 4. Average Particle size distribution in nanometer scale histogram for (a) dried sample at (70 OC),
and TiO2 Nanoparticles at calcined temperatures: (b) 300 OC, (c) 500 OC, and (d) 700 OC.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Antibacterial activity of dried samples at temperature 70 OC at pH 9 against (a) Staphylococcus
aureus, (b) E. coli, (c) Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

(a)

(b

(c)

Fig. 6. Antibacterial activity of TiO2 Nanoparticles of different calcined temperature (300 OC, 500 OC
and 700 OC) at pH 9 against (a) Staphylococcus aureus, (b) E. coli, (c) Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
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